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Abstract
Low-frequency Reconstruction Methods for Elastic Parameter Estimation

The thesis aims at discussing new methods for the estimation of the absolute value of subsur-
face mechanical properties from geophysical data collected at the earth surface. The research
was prompted by the problem of estimating the acoustic impedance at depth from post-stack
seismic reflection data. The problem is manifold, here the discussion is focused on the recon-
struction of the low-frequency components of the acoustic impedance. The proposed solution
is the harmonic reconstruction by means of autoregressive and sparsity-based models, with the
integration of ancillary information that are typically available as a result of seismic imaging.
Such approach is named CARV method, and its application is shown to provide a geologically
sound estimate of selected features of the acoustic impedance on high-quality seismic data.
The thesis also analyses the problem of the elastic parameter inversion from multichannel seis-
mic data: the focus is both on the recovery of the missing information at low-frequency, and
on solving the indeterminacy of the Amplitude Versus Angle problem when a limited range of
incident ray-paths are available. Analogously to the post-stack case, the reconstruction of the
low frequency information leads to a recursive estimation of the elastic impedance at the inci-
dence angle the data refer to. Two novel approaches to pre-stack inversion are proposed. Both
methods appear theoretically sound on synthetic cases, but due to the poorer Signal to Noise
ratio that characterises pre-stack with respect to post-stack data, and to the challenge to prop-
erly set geologic constraints at depth on elastic impedance, no definitive success is evidenced
on real data.
To solve the pre-stack inversion problem for a set of three mechanical parameters, a priori in-
formation on their mutual correlations is required. Regularisation methods from Rock Physics
relationships have been investigated to stabilise the Amplitude versus Angle inversion prob-
lem, and to evaluate the robustness of the results to the presence of noise in the data. In par-
ticular, the effects of the maximum incidence angle, the background Poisson ratio, the degree
of correlation between the elastic parameters have been analysed. Such analysis widens the
current state of the art on the topic, with potential application in the field of feasibility studies.
The novel methods for acoustic and elastic parameter estimation are theoretically discussed,
controlled on synthetic scenarios, and validated, where possible, on real marine and land seis-
mic data. An extension of the post-stack inversion approach is attempted on a Ground Pene-
trating Radar profile recorded over a glacier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The estimation of the subsurface elastic parameters with high spatial and temporal resolution
over large areas is a problem that can hardly find a direct solution due to the limited nature
of the data collected during geophysical surveys. It is a problem of paramount importance for
oil and gas exploration as well as for scientific purposes, because it would provide both the
trend and a certain degree of detail on the distribution of physical properties in the subsur-
face. Inverse modelling tries to answer to this problem by proposing acceptable explanations
for the distribution of the recorded data. One of the most emblematic examples in this sense is
the estimation of acoustic impedance (AI) at depth. AI could be linked to the presence of or-
ganic carbon in source rocks (see Figure 1.1) and for this reason it plays an important role in oil
and gas exploration. Contrasts of AI are exactly what is needed to generate seismic reflection
records but the AI at depth is something which is not currently estimated from seismic data
alone. Although there are recent attempts to move seismic acquisition toward low frequen-
cies (Wehner and Landrø, 2017), the trend of elastic parameters is something which has never
been measured with the desired accuracy. In fact, the subsurface truth in this context is only
known by the sparse spatial sampling due to the presence of well logs or by the low resolution
investigation brought about by the natural occurrence of earthquakes. A partial exception is
represented by the travel-time tomography which allows to obtain relatively higher resolution
estimates of the wave-field propagation velocity in the subsurface (i.e. see Figure 1.3).

FIGURE 1.1: Examples from Kimmeridge Clay and Ekkingen Formation well data show-
ing the correlation between the acoustic impedance and the total organic carbon (TOC)

in source rocks (from Loseth et al. (2011)).
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A large number of reconstruction algorithms exist to date to estimate the subsurface elastic
properties, but very few of them use only the information collected at the surface (reflection
seismic data only) because the problem is poorly posed and the seismic amplitudes are not al-
ways reliable indicators of the acoustic reflectivity. Although using only the data collected on
the surface appears a daunting task, the thesis will review the methods developed to date for
this purpose, it will discuss the issue of amplitude inversion on seismic and Ground Penetrat-
ing Radar data, and it will provide new insights for estimating

• the acoustic impedance,

• the p-wave velocity, the s-wave velocity and the bulk density,

• the electromagnetic permittivity

of the subsurface from properly conditioning the recorded time series. The final aim of the
work is to develop reconstruction approaches that lead to sensible estimates of the subsurface
interval properties from wavefield recorded at the earth surface.

1.2 Outline

The thesis first introduces the problem of amplitude inversion of wavefield-based geophysi-
cal data from discrete time-series (reflection seismics and Ground Penetrating Radar). Once
the problem is posed with adequate detail in Chapter 1, I describe some theoretical aspects
about spectral estimation, regularization and reconstruction with sparsity constraints that are
used throughout the research (Chapter 2). In Chapter 2, elements of novelty with respect to
the existing literature are related to the comparison between harmonic and sparse-spike recon-
structions as well as to the comparison among different spectral estimators that are used for
the harmonic reconstruction.
Three main topics are then discussed in the thesis.
I detail in Chapter 3 a novel approach to harmonic interpolation on post-stack seismic traces,
which I call Combined Autoregressive-Velocity (CARV) method, giving application to both
synthetic examples and real data.
I then approach the elastic information contained on multichannel seismic data. I first describe
the issues related to data pre-conditioning, with particular reference to the issue of offset-to-
angle mapping, and then I use harmonic extrapolation and sparsity constraints to obtain an
estimate of the elastic parameters at depth in Chapter 4. The results of such approach are pre-
sented on synthetic scenarios first, and then, together with the CARV method, on a marine and
a land seismic dataset in Chapter 6 and 7 respectively.
The elastic parameter estimation from pre-stack gathers opens another main topic addressed
by this research, namely the stability of the amplitude versus angle (AVA) inversion problem.
I perform an analysis of the effects of Rock Physics regularisation on the three-terms linearised
AVA problem in Chapter 5.
The post-stak approaches are eventually attempted on Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data
and the reconstruction on a low-dispersion medium is discussed with reference to a case-study
on an Antarctica glacier (Chapter 8). The MATLAB code of the post-stack harmonic interpola-
tion inversion method concludes the dissertation.
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TABLE 1.1: Summary of the topics discussed in the thesis with a brief description for
each Chapter.

Chapter Description of the Research

Chapter 1 Introduction of the research problem.
Chapter 2 Review of autoregressive and sparsity-based methods for seismic trace reconstruction.
Chapter 3 Description and test of the CARV reconstruction method.
Chapter 4 Description and test of the pre-stack AR and sparse-spike reconstruction of seismic data.
Chapter 5 Analysis of the stability of the linearised AVA inversion.
Chapter 6 Test of the CARV and pre-stack inversion methods on a seismic land dataset.
Chapter 7 Test of the CARV and pre-stack inversion methods on a seismic marine dataset.
Chapter 8 Test of sparsity-based methods for GPR data inversion.
Chapter 9 Conclusions and discussion on the work ahead.

1.3 The Inverse Problem

The main concern of this thesis is the development of methods that allow to infer information
on the physical properties of media from records of various wave-fields (seismic and GPR data)
propagating through them. The mathematical theory of inverse problems for geophysical ap-
plication is beyond the scope of this work as many influential authors (i.e. Tarantola (1984),
Scales (1985)) have already discussed the topic in detail. Nonetheless, it is worth defining the
vocabulary that is used later in the text.
Following Tarantola (2005), the forward problem consists on the simulation of the records when
the model and the physical laws that relate the model to the records are assumed to be known.
The inverse problem, on the other hand, is the process of model estimation from recorded
data. This is indeed a prediction problem because the recorded data are affected by noise
and the adopted physical governing law is also valid up to a certain degree of approximation.
Geophysical data provide the input for discrete inverse problems with a finite number of ob-
servations and a finite number of model parameters to be estimated. Despite this apparent
limitation, the resulting inverse problem has infinite solutions because the data partially de-
scribe the features of interest and they are always affected by noise. The latter fact prevents
from obtaining an exact solution even when the illumination of the target is adequate. In this
case, infinite approximate solutions can be devised (Menke, 1989).

1.4 Seismic Data Inversion

Seismic reflection data, in the context of this thesis, are thought as the record of the particle
velocity or displacement (u) at a limited number of point locations of a wave propagating in
an elastic medium. From this assumption it is straightforward to think about the underlying
model that explains the data in terms of the Lamé parameters (λ, µ), and the bulk density
(ρ). The wave-field propagation in an isotropic medium is described by the partial differential
equation

ρ
∂2u(t, x, y, z)

∂t2 = (λ + µ)∇(∇ · u(t, x, y, z)) + µ∇2u(t, x, y, z) + s(t, x, y, z). (1.1)
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In equation 1.1, t represents the time, and s(t, x, y, z) the source perturbation at the location
described by the coordinates x, y, and z. Tarantola (1984) provides a mean to fully invert the

acoustic approximation of equation 1.1 for the p-wave velocity (
√

λ+2µ
ρ ) and the density. I focus

throughout this thesis on a simpler problem: that of inverting the amplitudes of plane waves
at elastic interfaces as described by the Zoeppritz (1919) equations. Although not discussed
in the thesis, seismic inversion may also mean to infer a vast number of petrophysical param-
eters other than the elastic ones from seismic data and well logs. It is worth noting that this
process involves two different kinds of inversion even when it is performed in one-stage only.
Mechanical parameters of the subsurface are firstly estimated from seismic data through wave
equation modelling. A further inversion, which is governed by Rock Physics relationships de-
rived from upscaling well log information, allows to estimate petrophysical properties such as
porosity, water saturation, or permeability, from the mechanical parameters and the a priori
geologic knowledge of the target of interest.

FIGURE 1.2: Seismic data inversion conceptual scheme. Modified from Grana and Della
Rossa (2010). The present work focuses on the recovery of elastic properties of the subsur-
face, which, in turn, prompt to infer petrophysical properties. Rock-physics relationships
together with borehole logs can be used as ancillary information to estimate the elastic

attributes and to calibrate the petrophysical property model.

A first classification of the different kinds of seismic inversion may account for the data domain
in which the inversion is performed:

• Pre-Stack inversion

• Post-Stack inversion.
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In the pre-stack case, data are available at multiple incidence angles and this allows to estimate
a model that includes elastic parameters, density, and, potentially, anisotropic features. In the
post-stack domain (normal incidence reflectivity), the experiment allows to estimate the prop-
erty of acoustic impedance.
Seismic inversion can also be categorized by the wave equation approximation adopted. The
approaches in this case are the:

• Inversion focused on the kinematic aspect of seismic data

• Inversion focused on the dynamic aspect of seismic data

• Full-waveform inversion

The kinematic aspect refers to the arrival time of seismic wavefronts in a low-dispersive medium
(phase information is picked and inverted to recover the propagation velocity). The kinematic
approach is based on the Eikonal equation and it is commonly known as travel-time inver-
sion or tomography. The present thesis focuses on the dynamic aspect of the data, in other
words, on the inversion of seismic waveform amplitudes to obtain the model of the elastic pa-
rameters that may describe the data. The intrinsic attenuation of the materials investigated by
the wave-field is the additional information that could be recovered by the dynamic aspect of
the seismograms, but this additional piece of information has not been considered in the the-
sis. The kinematic and the dynamic aspects of data are associated with two different spectral
characteristics of the seismic data: the phase information (kinematics) allows to reconstruct low
frequency estimates, while the amplitude information (dynamics) allows to reconstruct a much
higher frequency content (see Figure 1.3). Those two approaches are separated by a spectral
range that is often difficult to extract from the data.

FIGURE 1.3: Extraction percentage of vertical model variation as a function of the verti-
cal component of the seismic wavenumber vector. Figure taken from Virieux et al. (2017)

after Claerbout (1985).

Finally, for the importance it has assumed in the past decade, it is worth hinting at the full-
waveform inversion methods, which try to bridge the gap between the two above mentioned
approaches. They consider the full seismic traces (not only picks or deconvolved amplitudes)
trying to maximise the information extracted from seismic records. They basically compare the
seismic response of a modelled subsurface to the recorded data. By minimising the misfit be-
tween the modelled and the recorded data, the subsurface elastic properties are then estimate.
The drawback in this case is the computational cost and the non linearity of the optimisation
process, which could lead to a local minimum solution. Low-frequency components are noisy
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on the observed data of a reflection experiment, such that the method requires a starting back-
ground model to converge towards a global optimum solution. The actual meaning of ‘low-
frequency components’ depends on the dataset analysed and on the purposes of the inversion.
The low-frequencies represent the components of the spectrum that show a poor S/N such as
they cannot be taken into account for the inversion because they only degrade the result. This
general definition of low-frequency is used throughout the thesis, while dataset-specific ranges
are provided where relevant. It is also worth noting the angle-dependency on the spatial low-
wavenumber components of the data when a non-zero offset survey is performed (Virieux and
Operto, 2009). This dependency is summarised in equation 1.2, where k represents the vector
of spatial wavenumber, f represents the frequency bandwidth of the signal, c represents the
propagation velocity, θ represents the incidence angle and n is a versor in the direction of the
wave propagation:

k =
2 f
c

cos(
θ

2
)n. (1.2)

Equation 1.2 indicates that a transmission experiment (θ = 180◦) theoretically contains the
information on the DC component (k = 0) of the object of interest, while a normal-incidence
reflection experiment (θ = 0◦) only investigates the medium within the source bandwidth.
Another relevant difference among the inversion methods lies in the nature of the results that
they provide. In this respect it is possible to distinguish between:

• Deterministic inversion

• Probabilistic inversion.

In the first case the lack of information available from the data is filled in such a way that a
unique model is extracted from the data. This is only one of the infinite models that are com-
patible with the data and the solution may be useful as long as all the assumptions suit the
subsurface truth and the user is aware of the assumptions role. On the contrary, the probabilis-
tic inversion produces a probability distribution in the space of the feasible inverted models,
it therefore provides a way to asses the uncertainty of the result. The latter approach appears
desirable as it provides an estimation of the risk associated with the model prediction, but it
is more computationally expensive (i.e. the current literature about Full Waveform Inversion
deals with deterministic results only). One must also be aware that the risk associated with one
estimate always holds a dependency on the a priori assumptions which are required to obtain
the estimate itself.

1.5 Bayesian Inference

Bayes’ theory of probability provides a framework for probabilistic inversion and it is com-
monly adopted for geophysical problems (Ulrych, Sacchi, and Woodbury, 2001). In this con-
text, the probability of a model given the recorded data is related to the likelihood of the data
to the model p(d|m) and to the a priori model p(m):

p(m|d) = p(d|m)p(m)

p(d)
∝ p(d|m)p(m). (1.3)
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Ulrych, Sacchi, and Woodbury (2001) point out that the a priori model must be less informative
as possible in order to limit the bias introduced by discretionary assumptions. Gaussian priors,
based on the central limit theorem, are often used because they allow an analytical linear so-
lution for the distribution of the inverse models (most probable model expressed by the mean
model and uncertainty expressed by the covariance matrix). Other priors may be used to better
describe the state of knowledge on the physical process, to obtain sparser (i.e. Cauchy distribu-
tion (Sacchi, 1997)), or other favourite features in the inverted model. The posterior distribution
of the model given the data can be estimated by Montecarlo sampling in these cases.

1.6 State of the Art in Seismic Amplitude Inversion

I follow the works of Veeken and Da Silva (2004) and Russell (1988) to describe some of the
best practices developed for the purpose of seismic data inversion. The classification of seismic
inversion methods provided by Russell (1988) distinguishes among:

• Recursive inversion

• Model-based inversion

• Sparse-spike inversion

• Amplitude versus offset inversion

• Travel-time inversion

• Migration

While the last two topics are broad subjects by themselves and they are not discussed here, the
first four points can be grouped under the umbrella term of amplitude-based inversion and they
will be the focus of the thesis.
The recursive inversion, based on the weak contrast approximation introduced by Peterson,
Fillipone, and Coker (1955), integrates the interface property of reflectivity (ri) into the acoustic
impedance AI(t) for a continuous earth model and normal incidence:

AI(t) = AI(t0)e2 ∑t
i=1 ri . (1.4)

The knowledge of a reference value AI(t0) at time t0, and the summation proposed in equation
1.4 on properly conditioned seismic data leads to a band-limited version of the AI (or of any
other elastic parameter of interest). This method requires a background model to estimate the
absolute value of the AI. The background model may be derived by spatially extending well
log information along selected horizons (Morozov and Ma, 2009).
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FIGURE 1.4: Typical spectral distribution of the information available to build a subsur-
face elastic model. Seismic processing data provide info on the largest scale features of the
subsurface investigated through velocity analysis. Figure taken from Cerney and Bartel

(2007).

The early attempts of seismic data inversion (Lindseth, 1979) tried to add the acoustic impedance
trend to the recursive inversion by using the information contained in the sonic logs together
with an assumption on the bulk density at depth. Following Veeken and Da Silva (2004) five
steps may be singled out for the typical recursive inversion:

• Pre-conditioning the input data

• Seismic to well tie

• Zero-phasing on the target area and extraction of the seismic wavelet

• Running the inversion algorithm (by accounting for the low frequency if a full-band esti-
mate is sought)

• Interpretation of the results and, in unsatisfactory cases, re-considering the parameters
adopted during the process.

The model-based inversion assumes to know the mathematical relationship between the model
and the data and, by an updating criterion, it minimises the differences between the forward
modelled seismic section and the recorded data. The generalized linear inversion (GLI) method
proposed by Cooke and Schneider (1983) allows to iteratively find an optimum solution, but
the model thus obtained is accurate only if the initial model is close enough to the subsur-
face truth. A way to overcome the limitations imposed by the linear approach is provided by
Veeken et al. (2009). They proposed a non-linear multi-trace inverse approach for obtaining the
acoustic impedance and other elastic properties based on a genetic algorithm. The algorithm
is first trained on seismic data that have a well log control and then it predicts the elastic prop-
erty across a seismic volume. Local minima may be overcome by introducing a mutation step.
This method also requires the extension of a low-frequency model calibrated on well logs to
the whole volume investigated by the seismic experiment.
Sparse-spike and harmonic inversion are the methods that are more extensively considered in
this thesis and a review of several approaches based on sparseness of the reflectivity is pre-
sented in Chapter 2. By assuming that the seismic reflectivity is sparse in time domain, a full
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bandwidth AI model can be reconstructed even from band-limited data. The resulting models
show a limited number of layers, consistently with the recorded data. O’Doerthy and Anstey
(1974) observed that the sparse-spike method requires all the reflection coefficient magnitudes
to be correct in order to obtain sensible estimates at depth when no further constraints are set.
Lancaster and Whitcombe (2005) developed a further approach to amplitude inversion that
they called Coloured Inversion. Their method makes use of a convolutional filter obtained from
matching the amplitude and phase spectra of the reflectivity derived from well logs to the am-
plitude and the phase of the average seismic records around well location. The convolutional
filter is limited in band to the frequencies pertaining to the seismic signal in order to avoid noise
boosting. For this reason the result does not represent a full-bandwidth estimate of the elastic
parameters and it is rather a mean to perform a band-limited deconvolution. The relevance of
the method lays in the calibration of the seismic (no seismic wavelet estimation is required) to
the log information and in its reduced computational cost.
Amplitude versus Offset (AVO) and Amplitude versus Angle (AVA) inversion are also consid-
ered in the present thesis (see Chapter 4). Those two methods allow to qualitatively single out
the presence of anomalies related to possible hydrocarbon accumulations in the first case, and
to infer the elastic properties of the subsurface in the second case (Sun et al., 2015).
Whilst the description of the practices typically adopted for inversion in the seismic industry
does not add much scientific insight to the elastic property estimation problem, it provides a
starting point for the analysis developed in the following chapters and a benchmark to eval-
uate the benefits and the drawbacks of the methods studied against the solutions currently
adopted. The sources for this description consist on the UK Oil and Gas report for the repro-
cessing of several 2D lines in the Rockall Through area (see Chapter 3) and on the user guide of
the OpendTect and Hampson-Russell Software. The more common approach to acoustic and
elastic parameter inversion is the model-based inversion. Processed seismic data are typically
matched to the reflectivity that can be obtained from an edited version of the available well
logs. This process extracts a seismic wavelet by iteratively editing well logs and by stretch-
ing and squeezing a statistically extracted wavelet. Missing parts of density and shear logs
are often reconstructed from sonic and background geologic information. Seismic inversion is
then performed within two user-defined frequency ranges. The ranges are iteratively selected
by looking at log matches at well locations. A low-frequency model is adopted to obtain an
estimate of the absolute value of the elastic property. This model is extracted from well logs
and extended in between well locations following user-picked horizons. Finally a matching
filter merges the low frequency model and the band-limited inversion. Lateral continuity may
also be enhanced in the inversion: this is done by re-scaling the trace amplitudes or by other
multichannel filters at the expenses of increasing the data misfit. In the case of three-terms pre-
stack inversion, a rock physics term estimated from well logs, is often introduced to solve the
ambiguity between the inverted elastic parameters.

1.7 Factors Affecting Seismic Amplitudes

Before describing the inversion techniques studied in the thesis in more detail, I briefly review
the factors affecting the seismic amplitude. For a more detailed analysis on the amplitude
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characteristics of the GPR dataset the reader is referred to Chapter 8.
Many different physical phenomena influence the amplitude of the time series that constitute
the seismic traces. A partial list of them can be found in Muerdter and Ratcliff (2001) or in
Sheriff (1975) and it can be further expanded to include:

• Geometrical spreading

• Transmission losses

• Viscoelastic attenuation

• Scattering

• Interface geometry (focusing / illumination problems)

• Interference

• Multiple energy

• Source-receiver directionality

• Dip of the reflectors

• Environmental and instrumental noise

• Seismic data processing artefacts

• Mode conversion

• Anisotropy

• Contrast of elastic and density properties at plane interfaces.

All these aspects affect the amplitudes of the seismic trace, but only the latter one, namely the
contrast of elastic and density properties at plane interfaces is what the physical relationships
for the inverse modelling look after, in the present thesis. The other factors should be accounted
for in the pre-processing steps and removed, minimised, or compensated when possible. Some
effects such as anisotropy and mode conversion are neglected in this thesis as they often pro-
duce minor effects on seismic amplitudes.
The issue of source directionality is more concerning for land seismic surveys rather then for
marine datasets in which a far-field wavelet can be easily recorded at different spatial positions,
but the current practice to use arrays of sources and receivers in land seismic surveys allows to
attenuate this problem to a great extent.
Illumination is a relevant issue in terms of determining the amplitude of the seismic events,
being the dips of the event and the overlying heterogeneities the most important factors to
cause amplitude variations. Below salt lenses or gas reservoirs the amplitudes of the events
are strongly influenced by focusing and de-focusing of ray-paths (Sheriff, 1975). Events which
are particularly steep are sampled with less reflection points per unit of length so they appear
weaker with respect to sub-horizontal ones because the source and the receiver lay on a near
horizontal plane.
Balancing transmission losses, viscoelastic attenuation, energy losses due to scattering, geo-
metrical spreading and interference is the aim of seismic processing.
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1.8 Controlled-amplitude processing

Field seismic data must undergo a controlled-amplitude processing sequence before any inver-
sion attempt could be approached. The term controlled-amplitude processing was introduced by
Yu (1985): it represents a category of seismic processing workflows rather than a well-defined
series of steps to obtain the best dataset for seismic inversion. This is because each of the inver-
sion methods described in section 1.6 requires different care during data pre-conditioning and
imaging. The typical controlled-amplitude workflow includes

• trace editing,

• spherical correction,

• band-pass filtering and coherent noise attenuation,

• statics,

• wavet de-signature,

• velocity analysis,

• multiple energy suppression,

• migration,

• attenuation compensation and offset balancing,

but it should not include window-dependent scalars, multi-trace equalisation processes that
are not surface consistent, and migration algorithms that are not formulated in an amplitude-
preserving fashion. Depending on whether land or marine seismic data are considered, differ-
ences arise. In the land case, array directivity correction (Mazzotti and Ravagnan, 1995) must be
considered, while for marine data the attenuation of residual moveout energy is of paramount
importance. Processing assumptions lead to a certain degree of inaccuracy, especially regarding
the time-depth conversion for the subsequent geometrical spreading correction. For this reason
such correction is often performed by applying a theoretically sound scaling factor proportional
to the square power of the TWT (Yilmaz, 2001). The compensation of seismic attenuation and
dispersion is also a critical step, being the overburden characteristics not accurately available.
Any controlled-amplitude processing sequence must pay particular attention to the migration
algorithm: pre-stack migration is required to correctly place seismic events, but it should also
preserve the amplitude content of the seismic events. The details of the migration implemen-
tation play the most important role in achieving both objectives (Simm and Bacon, 2014). For
AVA analysis f − x deconvolution (e.g. Mazzotti and Ravagnan (1995)) and incoherent noise
attenuation via rank reduction in common offset domain could be to used to improve the S/N
of the pre-stack gathers. Spectral equalisation to attenuate the moveout stretching, and data
registration are routinely performed. When well log data are available, offset balancing based
on a modelled response of the subsurface interface is also performed on seismic data.
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1.8.1 Amplitude Variability in Real Case Scenarios

In order to provide a measure of the amount of amplitude variability across seismic traces I
present some statistics on two different seismic data-set that have undergone a processing se-
quence. A similar quality control test is proposed on GPR data in Chapter 8. The first case of
study is a pre-stack inline of a 3-D land data-set provided by Eni. Data have been processed for
the purposes of AVO analysis as detailed in Chapter 6. The quality control on amplitudes is per-
formed on 1000 traces and it shows a standard deviation of the amplitudes after a polynomial
trend removal (bottom panel of Figure 1.5) of the order of 10% of the average amplitude. This
result is compatible with high spatial frequency heterogeneities of geologic relevance across
the selected event. Of course, the geologic setting should also be carefully considered when
assessing how genuine the seismic amplitudes are: an interface between a shale and a highly
fractured carbonate is expected to show higher lateral amplitude variation than an interface be-
tween the same shale and a tighter carbonate. More problematic appears the channel to channel
variability presented in Figure 1.6 for the pre-stack inversion. Near channels record less energy
and some unrealistically high amplitude channels are visible across the inline selection.

A − Amplitude analysis across a target reflector
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FIGURE 1.5: Analysis of the amplitude variability on Eni land data. Post-stack ampli-
tude analysis across the event evidenced by the black arrows in panel A. A 40 ms window
centred on the peak of the event is displayed in panel B, while in panel C the peak ampli-
tude and a low frequency trend is displayed across traces. Panel D shows the amplitude
residuals of panel C after the trend removal with a measure of their variability provided

by the sample standard deviation in purple.
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FIGURE 1.6: Analysis of the amplitude variability on Eni land data. Multi-offset ampli-
tude analysis across the event evidenced by the black arrows in the stack of panel A. A
40 ms time window is displayed around the main reflector in panel B. Strong amplitude
variability from channel to channel on the sum of the envelope in the 40 ms across the

target reflector is evidenced in panel C.

In case an amplitude versus angle (AVA) analysis has to be performed on the dataset, a near
channel mute and some kind of equalization across common image gathers appears highly de-
sirable before running any inversion algorithm on the data, even if AVA inversion is robust to
the random presence of outliers.
The second dataset analysed is a portion of a 2-D marine line from the UK Oil and Gas Au-
thority in the Rockall Trough area. Data are processed for the specific purpose of AI inversion.
Details on the dataset can be found in Chapter 3. The amplitude variation, represented by the
standard deviation of the residuals of a low-frequency trend (Panel D in Figure 1.7) reaches
the 20% in this case, with a maximum amplitude of the traces ranging from 5000 to 2000 in a
hundred trace length. This amount of amplitude variability appears of difficult explanation on
a geological basis only, unless the presence of thin volcanic lenses is invoked.
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FIGURE 1.7: Amplitude analysis across the target reflector highlighted by the black ar-
rows in panel A. A 21-samples interval across the picked horizon is displayed in panel
B, while panels C and D provide a measure of the lateral variability of the peak ampli-
tude. The envelope peak amplitude is smoother than the positive peak amplitude, possibly

indicating a differential phase rotation across traces.

1.8.2 Reference Amplitude

I finally describe a typical problem that a seismic inversion process deals with. Seismic records
are measurements of particle displacement, velocity or acceleration and they are not direct
measurements of reflectivity. For this reason amplitudes after processing can be considered at
best a scaled version of the subsurface reflectivity and they need calibration to represent ac-
tual reflectivity values. The traditional approach to calibration consists on obtaining a seismic
wavelet from well logs. Tying seismic data to well logs can be performed best when a checkshot
is available. If the checkshot is not available, the sonic log can be used for the time-to depth
conversion of the seismic data. Sonic and density logs can be combined to generate an AI time
series. Editing this time series is crucial before matching the seismic data to it. Blocking the
well logs by assigning a single value to the depth interval that displays even features in the log
is a common practice to reduce high frequency noise and outliers. A blocking interval closer
to seismic data sampling interval is usually selected (Herron, 2014). Well logs are then trans-
formed into reflectivity by a differentiation operation, and convolved with the seismic wavelet
extracted at specific events. After such processing, log data are ready to be compared with seis-
mic amplitudes and hence used to calibrate the amplitudes of the seismic survey. Sometimes
local scalars for single traces are subsequently used to adjust for source, receiver or offset bias
(trace balance). Surface consistent deconvolution (Levin, 1989) and the adoption of different
wavelets for different angles stacks are the most popular choices for performing such adjust-
ments.
An alternative and rough calibration can be performed on a statistical basis if the impedance at
two different depths is known or estimated across a large number of traces. This requires the
source and the receiver signature knowledge. Even if the preliminary data processing applied
is controlled-amplitude, inaccurate spherical divergence correction and incorrect recovery of
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attenuation for transmission losses and dispersion may lead to biased amplitudes. For these
reasons the statistical estimation of a global scalar can only be considered as a last resort method
to transform records into a bandlimited estimate of the reflectivity.
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Chapter 2

Deconvolution and Trace
Reconstruction

2.1 Introduction

An overview of the methods for the bandwidth extension of seismic and GPR data is provided
in this Chapter. The convolutional model of the seismic trace at the basis of all the discussed
methods is first presented, then a review of the sparsity-based methods available in the rele-
vant literature is proposed. The harmonic interpolation method is discussed with particular
detail as elements of novelty with respect to the published works on the topic are presented.
In particular the model order selection, the signal bandwidth selection, the spectral technique
selection, and the regularisation approach to introduce constraints in the harmonic reconstruc-
tion represent elements of novelty. Section 2.4.3 and 2.5 are at the basis of the discussion of
Chapter 3, while section 2.4.2 is also of paramount importance for the methods proposed in
Chapters 4 and 8. This Chapter concludes with an overview on the probabilistic approach to
sparsity-based trace reconstruction.

2.2 The Convolutive model of the seismic trace

The convolutional model of the seismic trace (Robinson, 1954) provides the means for a rele-
vant 1-D simplification of the physical law that relates the subsurface model parameters to the
recorded data (Sayers and Chopra, 2009). In case of small lateral variations and of weak con-
trast approximation, the convolutional model can still provide sensible results and it greatly
reduces the computational cost of any analysis with respect of considering the full wave equa-
tion 1.1. The convolutional model assumes that the processed seismic trace dt can be expressed
as:

dt = wt ∗ rt + nt (2.1)

where wt is a stationary seismic wavelet, rt is the reflectivity series providing information on
the subsurface features of interest, and nt is the additive noise which includes all the features
of the data that cannot be ascribed to the previous two terms. Seismic data need to undergo
a de-convolution process to provide an estimate of the band-limited version of the reflectivity
that could be used for the bandwidth extension methods discussed by the thesis. There are two
different approaches to deconvolution depending on the data availability:
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• Deterministic deconvolution: an estimate of the wavelet is available (calibrated well logs
are needed for accurate estimates)

• Blind deconvolution: the wavelet is statistically estimated from the data

I do not discuss in the present thesis the topic of seismic to well tie, although some hints re-
garding coloured inversion and the reference amplitude are given in Chapter 1. The focus
of my investigation are the inversion methods based on surface seismic records only. Blind
deconvolution methods will be used for spectral balancing and they will be investigated for
frequency interpolation. If the time-domain representation of the reflectivity can be consid-
ered random (Walden and Hosken, 1985), the amplitude spectrum of the signal should be a
scaled version of the amplitude spectrum of the wavelet. Random reflectivity, together with
the knowledge or estimate of the noise variance and an assumption on the wavelet phase, are
at the basis of Wiener filters applied in both spiking and predictive deconvolution. Those are
blind deconvolution processes, however, they should not be used for reconstructing the low
and high frequency part of the spectrum because of the unavoidable boosting of the frequency
components with poor S/N when the spectral whitening is performed. Only methods that fit
a model on the frequency band where the S/N is more favourable and then extend the model
to spectral components with a poorer S/N may succeed in providing quantitatively sound es-
timates of the full-bandwidth of reflectivity.
Wiggins (1978) was the first to propose a blind deconvolution algorithm based on the minimi-
sation of the entropy of the data. The entropy, in the context of signal processing, is a measure
of the simplicity of the recorded time-series, which can be implemented by the minimisation
of an adequate norm. He chose, as norm, the sum of the second power of the data normalised
by their variance. Ooe and Ulrych (1979) introduced an exponential transform to the data be-
fore calculating the norm, aiming at enhancing the sparsity of the reconstructed reflectivity.
Blind deconvolution can also be obtained via a principal component analysis approach (Ka-
plan, 2002) or via the analysis of different order statistics to estimate the amplitude and the
phase of the reflectivity (Van der Baan and Pham, 2008). Within the convolutional model, as
Russell (1988) pointed out, the deconvolution and inversion norm that provides the best results
in terms of subsurface truth further depends on the properties of the reflectivity and those of
the wavelet.
The wavelet is assumed to be stationary throughout the thesis: a short enough time and spa-
tial data window may always meet the hypothesis of stationariety when the wave-field travels
through a low-dispersion medium.

2.3 Spectral Extension of Band-limited Time Series

In the following sections I discuss several methods that have been proposed for extending
the spectral content of recorded seismic time-series. It is worth stressing the point that if no
information outside the signal bandwidth is available, infinite reconstructions are potentially
acceptable. Even though I restrict my research to reconstructions that have a definite structure,
the reader must be aware that unpredictable components of the signal outside the recorded
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bandwidth may be present or even dominant in the actual subsurface but not in the reconstruc-
tion. The convolutional model suggests a way to single out the effects of the earth reflectivity
from those related to the wavelet on the recorded data. Oldenburg, Scheuer, and Levy (1983)
discuss another characteristic of the reflectivity within this model, stating that the earth can be
adequately represented by a sequence of homogeneous layers in specific geological settings.
This leads to the assumption that the reflectivity is sparse in time domain. Sparsity, or similarly
the assumption that the relevant reflectors are limited in number, leads to the reconstruction
variants that are discussed in this thesis such as:

• Sparse-spike reconstruction of the reflectivity

• Minimum entropy deconvolution

• Minimisation of the total variation of impedance

• Harmonic interpolation

• Envelope inversion

A brief description of the above mentioned methods is provided in the following sections. The
overview on the reconstruction methods is completed by the reflectivity reconstruction on a
benchmark synthetic trace representing a band-limited zero-offset sparse reflectivity immersed
in white noise (S/N 34 dB in terms of maximum amplitudes). The model of AI at the basis of
the synthetic example is named MODEL A.

2.4 Reconstruction of Sparse Time series

Solving the convolutive problem 2.1 in a least square sense (minimum L2 norm) as

min
r
||Wr− d||22. (2.2)

where d are the recorded data, r the reflectivity, and W the convolution matrix of the wavelet,
produces a result that is limited in the range of frequencies of the input data. On the contrary,
the minimum L-1 solution

min
r
||Wr− d||1, (2.3)

allows to extend the reconstruction of the reflectivity from the DC component up the Nyquist
frequency, because of the information contained in the assumption that the seismic reflectivity
is made up of only few strong reflectors (Zala, Barrodale, and Kennedy, 1987). The aim of the
sparse-spike methods is to minimise the sum of the absolute values of the reflectivity, provided
that the recorded data are honoured up to a certain degree of confidence. Different methods
have been specifically implemented to obtain this result.

2.4.1 Linear Programming

One of the oldest papers on sparse-spike seismic reconstruction (Oldenburg, Scheuer, and
Levy, 1983) delineates the linear programming approach to reflectivity reconstruction. Those
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authors proposed to obtain a full-bandwidth estimate of the reflectivity by minimising:

N

∑
i=1
|ri| s.t.

Re(Rj)− δ ≤ ∑N
i=1 ricos( 2πij

N ) ≤ Re(Rj) + δ

Im(Rj)− δ ≤ ∑N
i=1 risin( 2πij

N ) ≤ Im(Rj) + δ
(2.4)

for all the Rj in the signal bandwidth. In equation 2.4, r represents the reflectivity sampled at
discrete time intervals i, Rj represents the Fourier components of the reflectivity in the signal
bandwidth, and δ stands for the uncertainty on the data which can be an empirically or a
statistically derived quantity (Levy and Fullagar, 1981). Equation 2.4 describes a constrained
linear programming problem, that can be solved, for example, with the simplex algorithm.

2.4.2 LASSO

A minimum-L1 norm reflectivity solution can be obtained by a Least Absolute Shinkrage and
Selection Operator (LASSO). The approach is slightly different than the one proposed in equa-
tion 2.4 in this case. The problem becomes a simultaneous minimisation of an L-1 and L-2
norm quantity. Under the hypothesis of Gaussian errors on the data it is sensible to minimise
the norm-2 of the data misfit, while the minimisation of the norm-1 of the reflectivity model (r)
is required to obtain the desired sparse structure:

J(r) = ||Wr− d||22 + λ2||r||1 (2.5)

In the cost function 2.5, W represents the relationship between the model and the data (d):
it is the convolution matrix of a stationary wavelet. The iterative re-weighted least squares
(Daubechies, 1992) method or FISTA (Beck and Teboulle, 2009) can be used to obtain a fast
solution of the problem in equation 2.5.
The formulation of the problem 2.5 can be modified into the constrained version:

J(r) = ||Wr− d||22 s.t. ||r||1 ≤ c2 (2.6)

The parameter c2 in equation 2.6 plays a similar role to λ2 in equation 2.5. A variety of modi-
fications to the problem 2.5 has been proposed in the context of seismic data inversion. Pereg,
Cohen, and Vassiliou (2017) suggest an additional term in the cost function to account for the
lateral continuity of the solution. Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) adopt a weighted L1/L-2 norm
to solve the pre-stack inversion for a blocky structure of elastic parameters. A sparse-spike
reconstruction of the full-bandwidth of the reflectivity with the subsequent AI estimation is
presented in Figure 2.1.
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FIGURE 2.1: Sparse-spike reconstruction of the full-bandwidth of the reflectivity and
subsequent AI estimate from the bandlimited synthetic model named MODEL A. S/N
= 34 dB in terms of maximum amplitudes. The reconstruction has been obtained with

λ2 = 0.001 in equation 2.5.

2.4.3 Minimum Entropy Deconvolution

The initial approach to the minimum entropy deconvolution of Wiggins (1978) was re-adapted
by Sacchi, Velis, and Cominguez (1994) to perform the bandwidth extrapolation while being
consistent with the information contained in a user-defined signal bandwidth. Those authors
make use of the orthogonality among the Fourier components to keep the signal bandwidth un-
varied while conditioning the remaining components to be consistent to the smaller variation
of a logarithmic norm of the reflectivity. This choice aims at obtaining a solution that enhances
the presence of few strong events. One of the variational norm adopted by those authors is

V =
∑i

Nr2
i

∑i r2
i
ln( Nr2

i
∑i r2

i
)

Nln(N)
(2.7)

where N is the number of samples of the seismic trace, and ri the reconstructed reflectivity. This
norm is applied to Chapter 3 and 4 for improving the high-frequency content of the estimated
reflectivity and for reducing the ringing in the estimated elastic interval properties.

2.4.4 Total Variation Regularisation

The low frequency components of the subsurface impedance can be constrained by minimizing
their total variation. A number of authors (i.e. Gholami (2015)) have worked on this strategy
to enhance the vertical and lateral homogeneity of the reconstructed property of interest. This
method works in impedance domain and it accounts for a weighting term that imposes par-
simony on the number of variations of impedance. When the method is performed in one
dimension only, it corresponds with the sparse reconstruction of reflectivity in time domain.
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The minimisation of the cost function

J = ||X||TV s.t. ||DX− R||2F < ε (2.8)

with respect to the quantity X = 1
2 log(AI), provides the result with the smallest variation

on impedance compatible with the data misfit that is imposed. The matrix D in equation 2.8
represents a discrete version of the derivative operator, and R is the vector of the recorded
data. The Frobenius norm minimisation, together with the constraint on data misfit, produces
an impedance that honours the recorded data up to a certain level of confidence given by ε.
The total-variation norm in one dimension corresponds to

||X||TV =
√

∑
i
[DX]2i . (2.9)

The one-dimensional case is not much significant as it reduces to the same formulation pro-
vided by equation 2.6, with the only difference being the vector that is minimised. In fact,
rather than obtaining a solution in terms of reflectivity as in the LASSO case, the solution is in
terms of the logarithm of impedance (X). For this reason no total variation reconstruction is
presented on the synthetic examples and the reader is referred to the results of Figure 2.1.

2.5 Harmonic interpolation

Harmonic interpolation is a method that under the hypothesis of a limited number of events in
the recorded time-series may lead to the band-width continuation. Liang, Castagna, and Torres
(2017) underline the physical validity of the method when the number of events is less than the
number of sampled frequencies in the signal band-width.
In the case of real time-series, an harmonic model aims at finding the spectral peaks in the
amplitude spectrum, while I use the conjugate property of finding the peaks (events) of the time
series which is known in terms of its Fourier spectrum. For this reason, this section deals with
complex-value stationary series that are the ideal description of a part of the Fourier spectrum
of the processed seismic traces. Seismic complex-value series have a finite length, therefore
different harmonic interpolation estimators exist for modelling the signal behaviour within
the signal bandwidth and to extend it outside the recorded interval. Most of the approaches
investigated in the thesis are based on power spectral estimation. In the following subsection I
briefly review the strengths and weaknesses of the spectral estimation methods.

2.5.1 Spectral Estimation

Spectral estimation aims at describing the periodic components of a signal from a discrete set of
observations over a limited number of samples. Proakis et al. (1992) point out that the length of
the observation window, or alternatively the wavelength in which a non-stationary time-series
may be considered stationary, is the most important factor in determining the resolution of the
spectral estimation. Kay and Marple (1981) provide a summary of different methods for power
spectral estimation. They make a classification of the methods that distinguishes between:

• Parametric methods
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• Non parametric methods.

The non parametric methods are based on the Periodogram (Schuster, 1898): the Periodogram
only assumes that the data generation process is periodic outside the observation window.
The periodogram estimates the power spectrum at a given sampling frequency via the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform on the sample-autocorrelation estimate that can be obtained from the
data. The autocorrelation may be tapered at late lags to reduce spectral leakage. Non para-
metric methods suffer in resolution for short observation windows. Parametric methods, on
the contrary, may resolve two close spectral components even in short time series by making
further assumptions on the process that generated the data. As far as it concerns the paramet-
ric methods I only deal with linear-time-invariant processes, whose transfer function can be
represented by

H(z) =
B(z)
A(z)

=
∑

q
k=0 bkz−k

1 + ∑
p
k=1 akz−k

. (2.10)

The process described by equation 2.10 in the z-domain (z = e−i2πτ) is called autoregressive-
moving average (ARMA). Moving Average (MA) models in which p = 0 describe a signal
which is the convolution between the model coefficients bk and the input series. On the con-
trary, autoregressive (AR) models, in which q = 0, describe a signal with a feedback whose
value at present frequency is a linear combination of the values at previous (or future) frequen-
cies (together with an innovation term). AR models of coefficients ak describe a limited number
of cyclic components in the recorded data, while ARMA models with the same coefficients for
the AR and the MA parts, account for the presence of random noise into the former model.

Model Order Selection The ARMA model order (p, q) selection is a research topic by itself
and several authors propose different statistical criteria for addressing this problem. Too low
the order, too simplistic the model thus making impossible to capture all the features of the
reflectivity that are present in the data. Too high the model order, too much noise is considered
as part of the signal. As far as it concerns the AR family of models, Akaike (1992) provides
the final prediction error (FPE) as an unbiased expectation of the prediction error of the model.
The model order p that produces the minimum FPE

FPEp =
N + p + 1
N − p− 1

||y− y′p||22 (2.11)

becomes the model order of choice under this statistic criterion. In equation 2.11 N is the
number of data samples, p the model order, y the actual data and yp

′ their estimates via the
order p AR model. Low prediction error (||y− yp

′||22) together with parsimony in the model
order produce a low FPE value.
Akaike (1992) also suggests another criterion for AR model order selection. The minimisation
of the information lost due to the approximation of the data with an AR process is obtained
when

AICp = ln(||y− y′p||22) +
2(p + 1)

N
(2.12)

is minimum (Kay and Marple, 1981). The formulation of equation 2.12 is valid under the hy-
pothesis that the data (y) are Gaussian. If this hypothesis is not met, the expression ||y− y′p||22
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must be replaced in equation 2.12 by the maximum likelihood of the AR model of order p, given
the recorded series. Parzen (1974) introduces a further criterion for the AR model selection: the
criterion of autoregressive transfer (CAT) which is expressed by:

CATp =
1
N

p

∑
k=1

N − k
N||y− y′k||22

− 1
||y− y′p||22

. (2.13)

In this case, the difference between a measure related to the average of the prediction error up
to the order p, and a measure related to the prediction error at order p, becomes the criterion
to identify the order of the model. Ulrych and Bishop (1975) reviewed the above mentioned
statistical criteria for AR model order selection, with respect to the problem of the spectral esti-
mation of the normal modes of the earth. Ulrych and Clayton (1976) recommend using longer
model orders than those identified by the statistic criteria and they propose N

2 to N
3 as reference

values (N being the number of samples available). As far as it concerns the spectral analysis
of seismic traces, Walker and Ulrych (1983) support the latter choice and recommend using 0.7
of the signal bandwidth length (considering only half of the Fourier Spectrum). This seems to
be a trade-off between the necessity to use long AR models to approximate ARMA models in
presence of noise, and the necessity to limit the uncertainty determined by the poor estimation
of the later lags of the autocorrelation (in the Toeplitz matrix within equation 2.23).
I show, here below, the above mentioned AR model order selection criteria on a synthetic
complex-value series. This choice is consistent to the harmonic modelling of seismic spectra,
which is performed the in Fourier domain (see section 2.5.2). Two synthetic models (MODEL
A and MODEL B) with a limited number of events and additive white noise are used to this
end. Figure 2.2 compare the reconstruction of AI with the AR model order selected via the
AIC and with the AR model order selected via the N

3 recommendation of Ulrych and Clayton
(1976). The two panels of Figure 2.2 show that the structure of AI is quite insensitive to this
value (Schwetlick, Miyashita, and Schickert (1987) pointed out a similar experience with refer-
ence to the problem of super-resolution estimates for holographic imaging). Further details on
the reconstruction algorithm could be found in section 2.5.2. Figure 2.3 shows the actual values
of the three different statistic criteria for model order choice. Although the absolute value of
the statistics is different across the test performed, all the panels of Figure 2.3 show a sharp
decrease of the modelling error as soon as the AR order increases, a minimum of this error, and
then an increase due to the penalty term related to the risk of over-fitting a too complex model
on the available dataset.
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FIGURE 2.2: Reconstruction of the full-bandwidth of the AI derived from zero-offset
synthetic seismogram with the AR model that best matches the N/3 criterion (105 both
for the top and the bottom panel), and with the model order that minimises AIC (18 for the
top panel and 31 for the bottom panel). S/N = 34 dB in terms of maximum amplitudes.
The main differences, between the blue and the orange lines consists in the complexity of

the response, which is lower when the model order is lower.
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FIGURE 2.3: Comparison between different statistical criteria for the AR model selection
on the synthetic example of Figure 2.2. Input data consists on the complex-value series
of the Fourier components corresponding to the signal bandwidth of the synthetic trace
derived from the MODEL A and MODEL B in Figure 2.2. All the three criteria suggest
18 in the panels on the left referring to the synthetic MODEL A. The three criteria provide
different model order choices: 35 (AIC), 22 (FPE) and 44 (CAT) on the panels on the right
referring to MODEL B. The absolute value of each statistic is not significant as it varies

with the criterion adopted and with the dataset complexity.

Signal Bandwidth Selection Once the order is selected, the method for estimating the AR-
ARMA coefficients ak and bk must be evaluated on the data available. It is worth removing
the noisiest components (typically at the beginning and at the end of the complex-value se-
ries) before modelling, for obtaining a more sensible result. The influence of the low and the
high-cut frequency limits used for AR-ARMA model fitting on the bandwidth extension result
are shown in Figure 2.4 for the MODEL A synthetic example. The complex-value series of the
Fourier spectral components must be stationary for autoregressive modelling and long enough
to detect all the corresponding temporal peaks (Hendrick and Hearn, 1993). Those two ob-
jectives are at odds, and a possible trade-off criterium on seismic data may be represented by
identifying the signal bandwidth within the spectral band whose amplitudes are larger than -6
dB with respect to the spectral peak amplitude. This choice is more extensively discussed in
Chapter 3.
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FIGURE 2.4: AR reconstruction of the AI from zero-offset band-limited (8-70 Hz cut-off
frequencies) synthetic trace, referring to MODEL A (reported in green for reference - S/N
= 34 dB). Nine different panels show the effects of varying the bandwidth in which the
AR model is estimated. The reconstructed AI , normalised by the AI of the first sample, is
reported in blue. The low-cut frequency increases from panels on the left to panels on the
right, while the high-cut frequency increases from panels in the top row to panels in the
bottom row. The AI of MODEL A, normalised by the AI of the first sample, is reported
with a dotted blue line for reference in all the panels. Significant differences are visible
across the panels even though the cut-off frequencies remain within the flat part of the

spectrum.

ARMA Coefficient Estimation For a limited number of sinusoids in additive white noise, the
ARMA representation with the same coefficients for the AR and the MA parts correctly models
the data (Ulrych and Clayton, 1976) and it leads to the eigenvalue-eigenvector problem

Ag = σ2g. (2.14)

In equation 2.14, g = 1− a is the vector of the AR prediction error coefficients, A represents the
data autocovariance matrix, and σ2 represents the noise variance. The relationship between
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the data autocorrelation and the coefficients of the ARMA model is derived by taking the ex-
pectation of the prediction error multiplied by the signal. In fact, the band-limited and scaled
seismic trace

D f = R f + N f (2.15)

has the reflectivity components of the spectrum (R f ) fully described by the linear combination
of M harmonics:

R f =
M

∑
k=1

akR f−k. (2.16)

In equation 2.15 N f represents the Fourier spectrum of the noise. Substituting equation 2.15
into equation 2.16 leads to:

D f − N f = R f =
M

∑
k=1

akR f−k =
M

∑
k=1

ak(D f−k − N f−k). (2.17)

Taking the leftmost and the rightmost terms in equation 2.17 and substituting g = 1− a it is
possible to write

M

∑
k=0

gkD f−k =
M

∑
k=0

gkN f−k. (2.18)

In case the signal is uncorrelated to the noise such as (R f + N f )N f = N2
f , multiplying equation

2.18 by the data itself and taking the expectations leads to

Ag = E[
M

∑
k=0

gkD2
f−k] = E[gkN2

f−k] = σ2g, (2.19)

which is exactly the eigen-system described in equation 2.14. There is a large variety of ap-
proaches to ARMA coefficient estimation, from the least-squares modified Yule-Walker method
(Cadzow, 1982) to algorithms that aim at separating the noise from the signal subspace in the
data autocorrelation matrix such as:

• Pisarenko spectral estimation

• MUSIC.

Linear programming is a further approach to autoregressive coefficient estimation (Levy et al.,
1982). This method defines the smallest number of spectral components in the power spectrum
compatible with the autocorrelation estimate.

Pisarenko spectral estimation for ARMA modelling. In problem 2.14 the Pisarenko spectral
estimation technique assumes that the variance of the background white noise has dimension
one in an orthogonal basis that describes the autocovariance A transform. This assumption is
realistic if the model order corresponds to the number of harmonic components described in the
data plus one. Pisarenko (1972) determines the components of g as the eigenvector associated
with the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A. The minimum eigenvalue represents the noise
variance and it can be estimated once a method for obtaining A from the data is selected (see for
example equation 2.24 or the recursion presented in section 2.5.1). The Pisarenko method can be
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extended to model orders (p) that are larger than the number of harmonic components plus one.
If there are M harmonic components in the signal, and those harmonics show an energy larger
than the background noise, the autocovariance of the signal spans a M-dimensional space in
A. This subspace is described by the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest M eigenvalues
of the data autocovariance A. The remaining, smaller eigenvectors, span the noise subspace.
Once the harmonic components are separated from the noise, the ARMA coefficients can be
estimated by averaging the smallest eigenvalues to obtain an estimate of the noise variance.
A particular case of subspace decomposition method for obtaining the noise subspace is the
MUSIC algorithm (Schmidt, 1986).

AR Coefficient Estimation If noise had not been present in the data, D f = R f (from equation
2.15). A limited number (M) of events in a recorded time series is represented in the Fourier
domain (R f ) by a sum of a limited number of complex sinusoids

R f =
M

∑
k=1

rke−i2π f τk . (2.20)

In equation 2.20 τk represents the travel-time of the events rk. A limited number of sinusoids
are fully described by a linear combination of M discrete Fourier components

R f =
M

∑
k=1

R f−ke−i2πkτk . (2.21)

Equation 2.21 can be interpreted as perfectly predictable AR process of coefficients gk and in-
novation equal to 0:

R f =
M

∑
k=1

gkR f−k. (2.22)

Mutiplying equation 2.22 by R f and taking expectations, equation 2.14 becomes (Walker and
Ulrych, 1983)

Ag = σ2i (2.23)

and it leads to the estimation of the AR coefficients. In equation 2.23, i represents a unitary
spike at zero lag and σ2 accounts for the variance of the prediction error. Among the different
methods for solving equation 2.23 I have analysed the:

• Yule-Walker method

• Burg method

• Unconstrained least-squares method.

Yule-Walker spectral estimation for AR modelling. In equation 2.23 the Toeplitz autocovari-
ance matrix A can be estimated by a discrete sampling of the autocorrelation function of the
data:

Add(i) =
1
N

N−p

∑
j=0

didH
i+j (2.24)
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In equation 2.24 Add(i) represents the coefficients of the autocorrelation function at lag (i), N
is the number of samples of the complex-value series, and p is the model order. The solution
of equation 2.23 exploits the Levinson recursion scheme starting from the coefficients of the
model of order 1:

g1(1) = −Add(1)
Add(0)

H

σ2
1 = Add(0)(1− g1(1)g1(1)H)

(2.25)

where the gi(k) represent the component i of the vector of AR coefficients of order k, such as
g3(2) represents the second coefficient of the AR model of order 3. The recursion (which is de-
tailed in Ulrych and Sacchi (2005)) proceeds for each i up to the desired order p by computing:

Gi =


1

gi−1(1)
. . .

gi−1(i− 1)
0

 , (2.26)

Ai =
[

Add(i + 1)H Add(i)H . . . Add(0)
]

, (2.27)

∆i−1 = AiGi. (2.28)

The estimation of the last coefficient of the AR model of order i is

gi(i) = −
∆i−1

σ2
i−1

. (2.29)

The variance of the noise is estimated as:

σ2
i = σ2

i−1(1− gi(i)gi(i)H). (2.30)

Finally the estimation of the remaining coefficients of the AR model of order i is obtained by:

gi(1) = gi−1(1) + gi(i)gi−1(i− 1)H

. . .
gi(i− 1) = gi−1(i− 1) + gi(i)gi−1(1)

H.

(2.31)

A so called Multi-step Yule Walker estimator has been proposed by Tingyan (2010) to improve
the estimation of the AR model. He considers, in the estimation of the AR coefficients, the lags
of the autocorrelation longer than the model order that are related to the information present
in the whole series and not only in the proximity of the frequencies to be reconstructed. This
method appears particularly useful when the model order is much shorter than the series into
which the AR model is fitted.
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Burg spectral estimation for AR modelling. The Burg procedure for AR coefficients estima-
tion (Burg, 1975) minimises the sum of the squared forward and backward prediction error

N−p

∑
n=p

[e f wd(n)2 + ebwd(n)2] =
N−p

∑
n=p

[(dn −
p

∑
j=1

ajdn−j)
2 + (dn−m −

p

∑
j=1

aH
j dn+j−p)

2] (2.32)

and it obtains the (i)-th AR coefficient of the AR model of order i as:

ai(i) =
−2 ∑N−1

n=i (−∑i−1
j=0 ai−1(j)d(n− j))(−∑i−1

j=0 aH
i−1d(n + j− i− 1))

∑N−1
n=i [(−∑i−1

j=0 ai−1(j)2d(n− j)2) + (−∑i−1
j=0 aH

i−1
2d(n + j− i− 1)2)]

. (2.33)

The term on the right hand-side is known once the solution for order i− 1 has been obtained.
In equation 2.32 N is the the trace length and p is the model order. The Burg method extracts
the AR coefficients directly from the Levinson recursion (Claerbout, 1976) such as no sample-
autocorrelation estimator (equation 2.24) is required. This implies that the AR coefficients (k)
of all orders i must satisfy:

ai(k) = ai−1(k) + ai(i)ai−1(i− k) (2.34)

The knowledge of the solution at order i− 1 together with the AR coefficient ai(i) from equa-
tion 2.34 provides enough information for estimating all the ai(k) AR coefficients of order i.
Proakis et al. (1992) and Kay and Marple (1981) discuss the topic further. Walker and Ulrych
(1983) found the Yule-Walker method more robust to variations in model order than the Burg
approach as far as it concerns the modelling of seismic spectra.

Unconstrained least squares spectral estimation for AR modelling. The unconstrained least
squares approach to the AR coefficients estimation minimises the squared prediction errors
(equation 2.32) without making use of the Levinson recursion. Minimising equation 2.32 for a
number of observed samples (N) larger than the model order (p) leads to an overdetermined
system that is solved via least squares as:

g = −(DHD)−1DHd. (2.35)

In equation 2.35, D represents the convolution matrix of the data (d). Kay and Marple (1981)
report that, for short time series, the resolution of the least squares method are superior to those
of the Yule-Walker and Burg estimates.
Here below we report for reference the reconstruction of MODEL A with the three different
estimators of the autocovariance coefficients discussed above. None of them can be considered
superior to the others on the synthetic example tested.
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FIGURE 2.5: Comparison of different AR model coefficient estimators in terms of esti-
mated AI. The input data consists of the bandlimited (8-70 Hz zero-phase Butterworth
filter) trace derived from MODEL A (with S/N=34 dB in terms of maximum ampli-
tudes). The absolute value of the AI estimation differs from estimator to estimator, but all

the methods are adequate to detect the main blocks of the AI.

2.5.2 The Low-frequency Interpolation Procedure

The harmonic interpolation method that is widely used in this thesis as a tool for bandwidth
extension is derived from Walker and Ulrych (1983) and it is briefly summarized here for com-
pleteness. Those authors proposed to:

• Fit an AR model to the frequency bandwidth (complex-value series) that shows good
S/N

• Obtain the low-frequency completion by minimisation of the sum of the squared forward
and backward prediction error

• Compute the AR filter in the signal bandwidth plus the low frequency reconstruction
obtained in the previous step

• Extend the bandwidth of the reflectivity to higher frequencies via minimum entropy (if
feasible).
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A variety of AR model fitting procedures has been discussed in the previous section for ac-
complishing the first point of the process. In this section I describe the second and the third
points in the list while the high frequency extension is discussed in section 2.5.5. The min-
imisation of the sum of the squared forward and backward prediction errors is the criterion
adopted for bandwidth extension (Walker and Ulrych, 1983). The sum of the squared forward
and backward prediction error can be expressed as

S =
K+p

∑
j=−K

|E f
j |

2
+ |Eb

j |
2
=

K+p

∑
j=−K

|
p

∑
i=0

giRi−j|2 +
K

∑
j=−K−p

|
p

∑
i=0

gH
i Ri+j|

2
(2.36)

where K is the low cut frequency that discriminates between the signal bandwidth and the
lower frequencies. The minimisation is performed with respect to positive and negative con-
jugate low-frequencies in the interval from −K to K, producing a set of 2K + 1 equations in
2K + 1 unknowns. In fact,

∂S
∂Rk

=


∂S

∂R−K

. . .
∂S

∂RK

 =

 0
. . .
0

 =


2|∑p

i=0 ∑
p−i
j=0 gjgH

i+jR−K−i|+ 2|∑p
i=0 ∑

p−i
j=0 gjgH

i−jR−K+i|
. . .

2|∑p
i=0 ∑

p−i
j=0 gjgH

i+jRK−i|+ 2|∑p
i=0 ∑

p−i
j=0 gjgH

i−jRK+i|

 . (2.37)

For symmetry, only one between the forward and backward prediction error is required for
each row of the rightmost matrix in equation 2.37 (Walker and Ulrych, 1983). I keep the back-
ward term and I substitute the sample-autocorrelation of the AR coefficients

2|∑p
k=−p gkgH

k R f+k|
. . .

2|∑p
k=−p gkgH

k R− f+k|

 =

 0
. . .
0

 , (2.38)

AC(−i) = ACH(i) =
p−i

∑
j=0

gjgH
j+i. (2.39)

The system of equation 2.38 has been re-written by Walker and Ulrych (1983) as

GR = B. (2.40)

The vector B results from the convolution of the autocorrelation of the AR coefficients with the
known spectral terms R f < R−K or R f > RK. Matrix G is Toeplitz with the autocorrelation of
the AR coefficients at zero lag on its main diagonal. For instance an AR model order 3 that fills
a K=1 low frequency gap is cast in the form:

AC−3R−4 + AC−2R−3 + AC−1R−2 + AC0R−1R−1R−1 + AC1R0R0R0 + AC2R1R1R1 + AC3R2 = 0
AC−3R−3 + AC−2R−2 + AC−1R−1R−1R−1 + AC0R0R0R0 + AC1R1R1R1 + AC2R2 + AC3R3 = 0
AC−3R−2 + AC−2R−1R−1R−1 + AC−1R0R0R0 + AC0R1R1R1 + AC1R2 + AC2R3 + AC3R4 = 0.

(2.41)

The bold terms in the system of equation 2.41, are the components of the unknown vector R
of low frequency components. Given the general nature of the seismic trace autocorrelation
function, matrix G is usually well conditioned, such that R can be obtained by direct inversion
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of the system 2.40. When the matrix G is ill-conditioned R can be obtained via ridge-regression,
by solving the regularised inverse problem

minR||CR− b||22 + λ2||IR||22 (2.42)

in which CtC = G, Ctb = B, and I is the identity matrix. After the low frequency gap is
filled with the vector R, Walker and Ulrych (1983) recommend fitting a new AR model to the
extended complex-value series. This is to exploit a longer series to better estimate the later lags
of the autocorrelation that are particularly relevant for the estimation of the AR coefficients
when the order of the AR model is close to the length of the spectral pass-band. This choice is
justified by those authors as a mean to reduce the prediction error, and the synthetic example
presented in Figure 2.6 supports this statement.
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FIGURE 2.6: Evaluation of the prediction operator error of the AR reconstruction in case
the AR model is directly obtained from the signal bandwidth (cyan curve) or recomputed
after the gap filling (red curve). The top panel shows the temporal behaviour of the refer-
ence reflectivity (purple) and the input band-limited data (grey). The panel on the bottom
shows the lowest part of the amplitude spectrum of the reference model (purple) and that
of the low frequency reconstruction without recomputing the AR filter (blue) and with
the recalculated filter (green). In absence of noise the green line overlaps fairly well the
reference spectrum at the low frequency leading to a lower PEO (red) than the solution

without the AR recomputing (cyan).

2.5.3 Low-frequency Interpolation Varying the Norm of the Prediction Error

In the previous subsection the L-2 norm was adopted to obtain the Prediction Error filter that
reconstructs the low frequency components of the reflectivity. A norm different from 2, with
a different statistical assumption for the errors on the data can also be assumed. This leads to
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rewrite equation 2.36 as

S =
K+p

∑
j=−K

|E f
j |

q
+

K

∑
j=−K−p

|Eb
j |

q
, (2.43)

where q is a non-negative real number. Levy et al. (1982) adopted a linear programming ap-
proach for the minimisation of the prediction error in order to obtain a more robust reconstruc-
tion of the low frequencies of reflectivity. A particular case of equation 2.43 is

S =
K+p

∑
j=−K

|
p

∑
i=0

giRi−j|1 +
K

∑
j=−K−p

|
p

∑
i=0

gH
i Ri+j|

1
. (2.44)

With this choice, the minimisation of the forward prediction error provides, for instance:

min
R−K:K

||



g0 0 . . . 0
g1 g0 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . g1 g0

. . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . gp gp−1

0 . . . 0 gp




R−K

. . .
R0

. . .
RK

+



(g1:end) ∗ (R−K−p:−K−1)

(g2:end) ∗ (R−K−p+1:−K−1)

. . .

. . .
(g1:end−2) ∗ (RK+1:K+p−1)

(g1:end−1) ∗ (RK+1:K+p)


||. (2.45)

In the sum, the matrix on the left is the convolution matrix of the AR coefficients and the right-
most matrix contains the terms derived from the convolution of the AR coefficients and the
known part of the spectrum. The solution of the problem can be approximated by an IRLS rou-
tine to obtain the minimisation of the L-1 norm of the forward prediction error. Analogously,
the solution for the backward prediction error produces a conjugate solution. When minimis-
ing the expression 2.43 with a norm different from 2, the reconstruction of the interval property
of AI varies (see Figure 2.7) but no norm provides a conclusive improvement.
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FIGURE 2.7: Reconstruction of the low frequency components of reflectivity by minimis-
ing the norm 1, 2 and 3 of the PEO in equation 2.43. The results obtained for the synthetic
trace derived from MODEL A are similar in terms of structure both in the absence (panel
A) and in the presence (panel B) of noise (S/N = 34 dB). No conclusive improvement is

seen when the norm adopted to minimise the prediction error varies.

2.5.4 Constraints on Impedance at Depth

The linear relationship between the logarithm of the AI and the sum of the reflectivity (see
equation 1.4) has been exploited by Ulrych and Walker (1984) to constrain the reconstruction
problem with little computational cost. In fact, errors on the estimated reflectivity cumulate
with depth when the reconstructed reflectivity is integrated to obtain an estimate of the inter-
val elastic property. Ulrych and Walker (1984) approached this issue by introducing equality
constraints to guide the elastic property toward sensible values at depth (see equation (2.46)).
In section 3.3.4, I also extend the relationship provided by Ulrych and Walker (1984) for intro-
ducing soft constraints. Here below I analyse possible strategies for introducing the constraints
in the estimate in order to avoid instabilities.

Regularisation Strategies for Introducing the Constraints The word regularisation is in-
tended here as “the selection of a well behaved model from the infinite set of models that
satisfy the data” (Parker, 1994). Different strategies has been studied for obtaining geologic
sensible models from the AR reconstruction of low frequencies. The unconstrained AR recon-
struction produces unrealistic outputs on real data: even when very few constraints on AI are
enforced (see Chapters 6 and 7) results with unrealistic trace-to-trace variability and biased ab-
solute value of the AI are obtained.
I first considered the presence of hard constraints on AI at depth. Ulrych and Walker (1984) pro-
vide a relationship to tie the low frequency components of the reflectivity (RL

f ) to the values
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of impedance at depth:

log AI(t)
AI(0) − 2

∫ tk
t0

rH(u)du = 2
∫ tk

t0
rL(u)du = 2

∫ tk
t0

∑Fmax
f=−Fmin R f

Le−i2π f udu =

= ∑Fmax
f=−Fmin R f

L2
∫ tk

t0
e−i2π f udu.

(2.46)

(rH(u)) is a known term that describes the time-domain reflectivity components within the
passband. tk is the time corresponding to the k-th AI constraint. If the constraints of equa-
tion 2.46 are incorporated via Lagrange multipliers (equation 2.47), such as in the Ulrych and
Walker (1984) paper, the resulting impedance is prone to show instabilities in the form of un-
realistic peaks in the impedance reconstruction. This is due to the incompatibility between
the constraints and the unconstrained AR reconstruction. The presence of a large number of
constraints, or the absence of noise in synthetic scenarios exacerbates this behaviour (see the
bottom panel in Figure 2.8) . Ulrych and Walker (1984) proposed the Golub (1965) method to
relax the constraints. The system (

G H
HH 0

)(
R
λ

)
=

(
B
β

)
(2.47)

is solved by first obtaining the unconstrained solution

Z = G−1B, (2.48)

and by subsequently calculating the constrained solution as

R = G−H [B−H(HHG−HH)−1(HHZ− β)]. (2.49)

In the system of equations 2.47, the part HR = β is the matrix notation of equation 2.44, and λ

is the Lagrange multiplier. During the second step described by equation 2.49, a rank reduction
(via SVD) of the matrix (HHG−HH) is beneficial to reduce the instabilities. The drawback of the
rank-reduction approach is that the constraint relaxation thus obtained, can hardly be related
to the a priori geologic knowledge. The solution in this case, may completely ignore one of
the constraints in the attempt to fit the other constraints. In order to relax the constraints on
impedance in adherence to the geologic knowledge, the AR reconstruction problem can be
modified as:

min
R
||GR− B||22 s.t. ||H(R− R0)||22 = N

N

∑
j=1

σ2
j . (2.50)

In equation (2.50) Ulrych and Walker (1984) make the assumption that the uncertainties on
each constraint have a Gaussian distribution described by the mean value (HR0) and by the
variance σ2

j . Assuming the uncertainties to be independent, their sum has a χ2 distribution of
mean equal to the number of constraints (N). This justifies the formulation of equation (2.50),
that imposes only a global constraint in the reconstruction. The reconstruction obtained in this
case is not exactly the AR reconstruction but it is the closest (least-squares) reconstruction that
meets, in a statistical sense, the presence of constraints on AI. In case there is the availability of
many constraints at given depth, this formulation tends to smear the uncertainty information
on the single constraint and some constraints tend to be relaxed much more than others. A
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more punctual approach to the introduction of constraints at given depth can be that of solving
a minimisation problem by setting twice as many constraints as the number of known AI values
at depth. The impedance can be bounded at each depth between two values, and the resulting
reconstruction becomes the closest (norm-2) reconstruction to the AR model that meets the
constraints:

J = ||CR− b||22 s.t.

HR ≤ β + ∆β

−HR ≤ −β + ∆β
. (2.51)

An alternative approach to the formulation of equation 2.51 consists of solving a weighted
least-squares problem with a weighting matrix (W) that contains the uncertainties on the con-
straints on its diagonal. Rather than minimise the error ete = ||CR − b||22, the minimisation
of the error etWe, produces a very similar result of the minimisation of the cost function in
equation 2.51. This is well known (e.g. (Menke, 1989)), but in particular conditions, the inad-
equate weighting of the matrix W could lead to unstable AI estimates. Lagrange multipliers
and the weighted least-squares approaches are not adequate in the situation described by the
bottom panel of Figure 2.8, while the Golub solution does not meet all the constraints at depth.
To avoid introducing instabilities while meeting all the constraints at depth, the constrained
least squares approach is adopted throughout the research. Further development on the topic
of constraining the reconstruction is reported in section 3.3.4.
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FIGURE 2.8: Effects of the different types of regularisation on the problem of AR AI
estimation with constraints at depth. The top panel represents the input synthetic trace.
The middle panel shows that when the constraints are not influencing much the AR
low frequency reconstruction any regularisation method produces similar results. In the
bottom panel, two additional constraints are set very close to the timings of the previous
constraints, producing an unstable solution for the Lagrange multipliers and weighted

least-squares methods.
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2.5.5 High-frequency Reconstruction by Minimum Entropy Deconvolution

The final step for the full-bandwidth extension proposed in the Walker and Ulrych (1983) work,
consisted in a blind deconvolution process. The process seeks to obtain the high frequency
components of the reflectivity which are compatible with the signal band-width and the com-
pleted low-frequencies. The compatibility lies in the fact that both the AR reconstruction and
the blind deconvolution methods aim at minimising the number of the events that are sufficient
to describe the data. This step makes use, in the paper of Walker and Ulrych (1983), of the Ooe
and Ulrych (1979) entropy norm (V(z)) to enhance the sparsity:

V(z) = ∑t z2
t

(∑t zt)
2 , (2.52)

where zt = 1− e−a2r2
t . rt is the time-domain representation of the seismic trace, and a is a scalar

which serves as normalisation factor. Walker and Ulrych (1983) maximise the norm V(z) with
respect to the unknown high frequency components of the reconstructed trace (Rk). I report the
derivation of their algorithm because I found some misprint in the original paper. Given the
definition of the discrete Fourier Transform:

Rj =
N

∑
t=1

rte
−2iπkt

N , (2.53)

the maximisation of the entropy norm can be imposed by

∂V
∂Rk

=

∂ ∑t 1−e
−a2∑

FN
j=−FN

Rje
2iπ jt

N
2

(∑t 1−e
−a2∑

FN
j=−FN

Rje
2iπ jt

N
)2

∂Rk
= 0. (2.54)

Analytically solving equation 2.54 for each high frequency component k leads to

Rk = ∑
t
(1 +

1− zt

V ∑p zp
)ztrte

−2iπkt
N . (2.55)

The system is valid for all the Fourier components, however Walker and Ulrych (1983) calcu-
late Rk only at high frequencies and they constrain the low-mid band to the reconstruction they
found via AR modelling. This fact limits the effectiveness of the minimum entropy algorithm
in terms of sharpening the spiky features of the time-domain reconstruction of the seismic
traces. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 provide a comparison of the results that can be achieved with the
constrained procedure and the unconstrained one for the synthetic example of MODEL B. The
first approach corresponds to an high frequency completion while the latter corresponds to a
full bandwidth minimum entropy deconvolution. Figure 2.11 shows the effects of recursively
minimising the entropy norm: only minor changes are visible between this results and the one
pass reconstruction of Figure 2.9. The Sacchi, Velis, and Cominguez (1994) norm introduced
in section 2.4.3 produces a more stable high frequency reconstruction compared to the original
results of Walker and Ulrych (1983). This is particularly evident in the time domain represen-
tation of the reconstructed trace of Figure 2.12 that shows a spiky behaviour without the high
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frequency artefacts that appear in Figure 2.11 or 2.9.
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FIGURE 2.9: Reconstruction of the high frequencies of the reflectivity on the synthetic in-
put trace named MODEL B in Figure 2.2. S/N = 34 dB in terms of maximum amplitudes.
One pass of the original Walker and Ulrych (1983) algorithm applied to high-frequency
only. a=4 in equation 2.52. The panels on the top show the time-domain representation of
the input (blue) and the reconstructed (green) trace in terms of reflectivity and of the in-
terval property of AI. The bottom panel shows the amplitude spectrum of the input (blue)

and the reconstructed trace (green).
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FIGURE 2.10: Reconstruction of the minimum entropy reflectivity on the synthetic input
trace named MODEL B in Figure 2.2. S/N = 34 dB in terms of maximum amplitudes.
One pass of the Ooe and Ulrych (1979) algorithm applied to all the frequencies. a=4 in
equation 2.52. The panels on the top show the time-domain representation of the input
(blue) and the reconstructed (green) trace in terms of reflectivity and the interval prop-
erty of AI. The bottom panel shows the amplitude spectrum of the input (blue) and the

reconstructed trace (green).
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FIGURE 2.11: Reconstruction of the high frequencies of the reflectivity on the synthetic
input trace named MODEL B in Figure 2.2. S/N = 34 dB in terms of maximum ampli-
tudes. Walker and Ulrych (1983) algorithm has been applied recursively until a maxi-
mum value in the variational norm (equation 2.52) is found. a=4 in equation 2.52. The
panels on the top show the time-domain representation of the input (blue) and the recon-
structed (green) trace in terms of reflectivity and the interval property of AI. The bottom
panel shows the amplitude spectrum of the input trace (blue) and the reconstructed spec-

trum (green).
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FIGURE 2.12: Reconstruction of the high frequencies of the reflectivity on the synthetic
input trace named MODEL B in Figure 2.2. S/N = 34 dB in terms of maximum am-
plitudes. Sacchi, Velis, and Cominguez (1994) algorithm has been applied recursively to
high frequencies as described in section 2.4.3. The panels on the top show the time-domain
representation of the input (blue) and the reconstructed (green) trace in terms of reflec-
tivity and the interval property of AI. The bottom panel shows the amplitude spectrum of

the input trace (blue) and the reconstructed spectrum (green).
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2.5.6 Comparison between AR Reconstruction and Sparse-Spike Solution

I briefly discuss a possible implementation of the sparse-spike reconstruction for acoustic impedance
estimation in order to compare the results of the AR reconstruction to the well-established re-
sults of the sparse-spike family of methods (Russell, 1988). One of the computationally cheap-
est way to implement the sparse-spike reconstruction is by solving a problem very similar to
that of equation (2.5), in which the minimisation of the part ||Wr− d||22 simulates the presence
of the constraints coming both from the data in the seismic bandwidth, and the impedance val-
ues at depth. The solution could be achieved via an IRLS algorithm. The minimisation of the
cost function

J = minr||(W + λQ)r− d||22, (2.56)

with λ the same hyperparemeter of equation 2.5, leads to a very close approximation of the
sparse-spike solution. The matrix Q is set to the identity matrix in the first iteration of the
re-weighted least squares routine, and it is then modified as

Q =


1

|r1|+ε
0 0

0 . . . 0
0 0 1

|rn|+ε

 , (2.57)

where ε is a positive small value. When the result little changes from the previous iteration
or when the maximum number of iterations has been reached, the algorithm terminates. I
report, here below, a comparison between the AR estimation of AI from normal incidence seis-
mograms, and the sparse-spike estimation for the case of a synthetic seismic trace and a real
marine 2D section from the Rockall Trough area. A description of the marine dataset is avail-
able in Chapter 3. The synthetic example refers to a sparse reflectivity with S/N set at the two
levels of 60 dB (Figure 2.13) and 20 dB (Figure 2.14). The sparse-spike (minimum L1 norm solu-
tion) and the AR solutions show similar results. Late traveltimes show a biased reconstruction
of AI, but none of the solutions could be considered better than the other, the only difference
being the more blocky behaviour of the sparse-spike result.
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FIGURE 2.13: Reconstruction of the AI of a sparse time series corresponding to a normal
incidence seismogram with additional white noise (S/N = 60 dB in terms of maximum
amplitudes). The reconstruction has been performed via the AR method (red curve) and

via a minimum L1 norm solution (green curve) for comparison.
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FIGURE 2.14: Reconstruction of the AI of a sparse time series corresponding to a normal
incidence seismogram with additional white noise (S/N = 20 dB in terms of maximum
amplitudes). The reconstruction has been performed via the AR method (red curve) and

via a minimum L1 norm solution (green curve) for comparison.

The sparse-spike solution is very sensitive to the value of the trade-off parameter between
sparseness and data fitting λ. Figure 2.15 reports the AI estimations that could be achieved
when increasing λ by two orders of magnitude with respect to the result of Figure 2.13. When
the regularisation term that governs the sparseness of the solution is too high, less layers than
the actual number of events in the synthetic seismic trace are identified.
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FIGURE 2.15: Reconstruction of the AI of a sparse time series (S/N = 20 dB in terms of
maximum amplitudes) corresponding to a normal incidence seismogram. The reconstruc-
tion has been performed for 100 different minimum L1 norm solutions with λ varying

from the level of Figure 2.14 (green) to hundredth times this level.

The tuning of the parameters of the sparse-spike algorithm has been more demanding than the
tuning of the AR algorithm. Overall the two approaches, when constrained at two different
depths, produce similar results on the AI, and also on the reflectivity. This is also true for the
case of the section of Figure 2.16, a seismic line from the Rockall Trough marine dataset. In the
real case scenario assumed for comparison, the AR and the sparse-spike reflectivities evidence
the same events. The events are probably more resolved by the sparse-spike solution (2.17)
than they are by the AR solution (Figure 2.18), and this is particularly evident when comparing
the zoom section of Figure 2.21 to the zoom section of Figure 2.22.
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FIGURE 2.16: Input seismic section from the Rockall Trough area adopted for comparing
the AR and the sparse-spike solution.

The amplitudes of the reference 2-D seismic section have been scaled to amplitudes pertaining
to the reflectivity before the reconstruction. The aspect of scaling the seismic data is discussed
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in Chapter 3. The AI estimation reported in Figure 2.18 uses the same parametrisation of Figure
3.12B (other than lacking a lateral smoothing weight): this choice allows for a comparison
between the sparse-spike inversion and the results of Chapter 3. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show
the AI estimation obtained via sparse-spike reconstruction of the seismic traces and via the AR
modelling respectively.
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FIGURE 2.17: Absolute AI estimation [rayl] after the sparse-spike reconstruction of the
reflectivity.
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FIGURE 2.18: Absolute AI estimation [rayl] after the AR reconstruction of the reflectiv-
ity.

The estimation of AI show very similar patterns in Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18. The similarity
may indicate that both methods are valid on real data as long as the convolutive model at their
basis holds true.
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FIGURE 2.19: Reconstruction of the reflectivity via the sparse-spike method from a full-
stack seismic section.
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FIGURE 2.20: Reconstruction of the reflectivity via the AR method from a full-stack
seismic section.

The reconstructed reflectivity appears sharper in the sparse-spike method than in the AR one, a
zoom section in the travel-time range 1000-3000 ms is provided in Figure 2.21 and 2.22 to better
appreciate this aspect.
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FIGURE 2.21: Reconstruction of the reflectivity via the sparse-spike method from a full-
stack seismic section. Zoom in the TWT range 1000-3000 ms.
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FIGURE 2.22: Reconstruction of the reflectivity via the AR method from a full-stack
seismic section. Zoom in the TWT range 1000-3000 ms.

2.5.7 Residual Wavelet Effects

The following section is edited from the appendix A of the paper “Acoustic impedance esti-
mation from combined harmonic reconstruction and interval velocity” (Bianchin, Forte, and
Pipan, 2019). One of the hypothesis at the basis of the AR modelling for low frequency in-
terpolation is that the seismic data represent a bandlimited version of reflectivity before fit-
ting the AR model. However, on real seismic data, it is not possible to completely remove all
the wavelet effects. This leads to incorrectly assume that equation 2.1 actually describes the
recorded data. The consequences of fitting an order 1 AR model to a non-stationary complex-
series is presented for the particular case where w(t) is described by a Ricker wavelet with a
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given dominant frequency ( fd). This wavelet has the following time-domain analytic formula-
tion:

w(t) = (1− π fd
2t2)ei2π2 fd

2t2
(2.58)

which leads to an amplitude spectrum:

W( f ) =
2 f 2
√

π fd
3 e
− f 2

f 3
d . (2.59)

In the absence of noise and for a single event r1 in the data, equation 2.58 can be rewritten as

d(t) = [(1− π fd
2t2)ei2π2 fd

2t2
] ∗ [r1δ(t− τ1)]. (2.60)

Equation 2.60 has the following representation in the Fourier domain

D( f ) =
2 f 2
√

π fd
3 e
− f 2

f 2
d r1e−i2π f τ1 . (2.61)

In case I model equation 2.61 as an AR process of order 1, the resulting AR coefficients would
depend on a frequency term:

D( f ) =
2( f − 1)2
√

π fd
3 e
− ( f−1)2

f 2
d r1e−i2π( f−1)τ1

f 2

( f − 1)2 e
− f 2

( f−1)2 e−i2πτ1 . (2.62)

If I name r1e−i2πτ1 as α1

D( f ) = D( f − 1)α1
f 2

( f − 1)2 e
− f 2

( f−1)2 . (2.63)

Recursively

D( f ) = D( f − k)αk
1

f 2

( f − k)2 e
−∑k

j=1
( f−j+1)2

( f−j)2 . (2.64)

The extension to longer AR models depends on the spectral estimator used and it is not analyt-
ically derived here. In any case, modelling the complex time-series as a stationary AR process
neglects the presence of the wavelet: if the signal shows a decaying amplitude with frequency
in the pass-band, the AR model coefficients are biased by that decay and the subsequent fre-
quency content interpolated outside the band-pass region is biased. The bias is higher when
the spectral distance between the known frequencies adopted to fit the AR model to the data
and the frequency to be predicted increases. For AR models of order 1, this is due to the term

f 2

( f − k)2 e∑k
j=1−

( f−j+1)2

( f−1)2 (2.65)

from equation 2.64, which increases as the distance between the frequency to be predicted
( f ) and the known spectral component ( f − k) increases. The issue may find a solution by
modelling the Fourier representation of the seismic trace as a time-variant AR process (Rao,
1970), but a larger number of parameters is required.
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2.6 Envelope Inversion

A different approach for extracting the low frequency information encoded in the seismogram
is the envelope inversion. There are cases (i.e. Vibroseis data) in which the seismic data can
be thought as a modulated reflectivity signal on a low frequency carrier which is related to
inelastic attenuation and to the long wavelength impedance structure. Wu, Luo, and Wu (2014)
propose a method for extracting the low frequency carrier out of the seismic envelope. En-
velope inversion is more promising when the signal is monochromatic or very narrow band,
which is at odds with the assumptions at the basis of the sparse-spike reconstruction. It is still
valid on synthetic examples that mimic traditional seismic data. No application on real data
has been demonstrated to date, possibly because the assumptions of the method are too strong
with respect to the seismic data quality. According to the sampling theorem, long sweeps
provide information on the low frequency content of the data (as shown in Figure 2.23). The
amplitude of the envelope over time is closely related to the AI. In fact the amplitude spectrum
of the envelope of each monochromatic signal is a Dirac delta centred at the DC component.
Convolving the full-bandwidth reflectivity of the earth with the envelope of a monochromatic
signal provides an output with the energy mainly distributed at the low frequencies. As soon
as the input source contains more than one frequency, the envelope information drifts from
the Dirac delta, thus leading to a degraded reconstruction of interval properties at depth. The
envelope inversion by itself does not provide information on the polarity of the interval prop-
erty estimated, but Chen et al. (2018) propose a solution to this end by incorporating in the
inversion a phase detection algorithm. The main concern on the application of the methodol-
ogy to real data is that the carrier cannot be easily separated from the other frequency com-
ponents pertaining to the source wavelet. Other issues for the application of the method are
related to attenuation, dispersion and to the problems related to transmitting a sweep of con-
stant frequency into the subsurface. Moreover, the interference due to thin layers disrupts the
reconstruction analogously to the case of the sparse-spike and AR inversion (e.g. Figure 3.1).
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FIGURE 2.23: Effects of adopting as seismic source a monochromatic sweep (20 Hz)
on the MODEL A AI structure. Some indications on the magnitude of the impedance
contrast can be obtained by evaluating the envelope data (red curve), but they do not

include polarity.

2.7 Bayesian Approach to Sparse Inversion

If a priori knowledge on the model of low-frequencies of the acoustic impedance is available
with a given degree of confidence, this piece of information can be added to the band-limited
knowledge brought about by the seismic data. The deterministic merge of the two sources
of information can be achieved by selecting a range of frequencies pertaining to the data and
a range of frequencies pertaining to the model (mutually orthogonal) and than summing the
inversion result based on the data, with the a priori model. A probabilistic reconstruction can
be based on the Bayes’ rule for obtaining the posterior probability of the model given the data
(see section 1.5). The probabilistic approach has the advantage that it provides a measure of
the uncertainty related to the most likely model. Adequate information must be provided to fill
the indeterminacy of the problem even in this case and, provided that no useful information
is available on the seismic data below a given frequency, the probability distribution of the
posterior model is the same of the prior model in the low frequency band. If the a priori model
is described by a (multivariate) Gaussian distribution of known mean (mprior) and covariance
(Σ):

p(m) =
e(m−mprior)

tΣ−1
(m−mprior)

2πN/2det(Σ−1)
(2.66)

and the data errors (Am− d) are also assumed Gaussian, with data covariance matrix Cd, the
maximum a posteriori solution is

m = (AtCdA + Σ−1)−1(Atd + Σ−1mprior). (2.67)
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Instead of introducing information on the low frequency distribution of the AI, it is possible
to introduce a priori information on the statistical properties of reflectivity and later integrate
the reconstructed reflectivity into impedance. When the distribution of the reflectivity coeffi-
cients is Gaussian and the data errors are random (Gaussian likelihood), equation (2.67) can
be adopted to obtain the maximum a posteriori model. In this case no bandwidth extension
is obtained. Sacchi (1997) discusses a way to introduce longer tailed a priori distributions for
the estimate of the full-bandwidth of reflectivity from band-limited seismic data. One of the
approaches he proposes is based on the Cauchy a priori distribution which approximates a
sparsity-based model in the explanation of the seismic data:

p(m) ∝
N

∏
i=1

1

1 + m2
0i

2σ2
i

, (2.68)

where m0 represents the expected value, and σ0 represents the half-width of the Cauchy distri-
bution. The maximum a posteriori becomes in this case:

p(m|d) ∝ e
∑N

i=1
(Aid−mi)

2

2σ2
i

N

∏
i=1

1

1 + m2
i

2σ2
i

(2.69)

or in an alternative form (Sacchi, 1997):

p(m|d) ∝ e
∑N

i=1
(Aid−mi)

2

2σ2
i e

−∑N
i=1 log (1+

m2
i

2σ2
i
)
= ae(Am−d)tΣ−1

d (Am−d)−log(1+mtΣ−1
m m). (2.70)

The maximisation of the posterior distribution in this case leads to a re-weighted least squares
problem:

AtΣ−1
d Am− (

Σ−1
m m

1 + mtΣ−1m
) = AtΣ−1

d d. (2.71)

The reweighting term in the least squares problem is Σ−1
m

1+mtΣ−1
m

. The solution via iterative
schemes (i.e. IRLS) determines the expected value of the posterior model (m). The Variance
of the posterior model must be numerically estimated.
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Chapter 3

Acoustic Impedance Estimation from
Combined Harmonic Interpolation and
Interval Velocity

3.1 Introduction

This Chapter introduces a post-stack low-frequency reconstruction methodology that aims at
inferring the absolute value of the acoustic impedance of the subsurface from amplitudes of
seismic records and ancillary information that may be available in the aftermath of a seismic
survey. The method is based on the incorporation of the velocity field in the AR approach de-
tailed by Walker and Ulrych (1983) and further discussed in Chapter 2. Most of the contents
of this Chapter could be found in Bianchin, Forte, and Pipan (2019). The 1-D trace-by-trace
approach discussed here implies a computationally inexpensive algorithm that can be useful
for an initial assessment of the subsurface acoustic properties in an inversion project. The sub-
surface AI model is reconstructed by assuming an acoustic propagation medium that is made
up of a limited number or isotropic layers. Low frequencies of this model are ill-conditioned
components of the solution because of the poor S/N that active-source seismic data exhibit
at those frequencies. Typically, when dealing with seismic data for oil and gas exploration,
frequencies below 5-10 Hz are strongly affected by acquisition and environmental noise due
to the limited amount of energy produced by the seismic sources in that spectral range (e.g.
Lesage et al., 2015). Broadband seismic data acquired in recent years, show a good S/N start-
ing from frequencies as low as 2.5 Hz (Soubaras and Lafet, 2011). In any case, the proposed
method remains useful for conventional, as well as for higher resolution seismic data. Several
inversion methods for the recovery of noisy low frequencies exist (Veeken and Da Silva, 2004).
The novelty of the proposed method consists on modifying the autoregressive (AR) approach
of (Walker and Ulrych, 1983) by constraining the AR inversion using a seismic-based velocity
field. I call this approach combined AR-velocity (CARV) method. The AR low frequency in-
terpolation method was proposed together with the minimum L1-norm solution (Oldenburg,
Scheuer, and Levy, 1983) in the 1980’s. The latter solution found larger success by the advent
of fast algorithms (i.e. Iterative Reweighted Least Squares) in the field of linear programming.
Minimum L1 or L1/L2 norm solutions do not require a spectral estimation with its associate
sources of error. They make a different a priori assumption: the reflectivity has a sparse time-
domain representation (Walden and Hosken, 1985). In this respect, they single out different AI
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models than the ones identified by the AR reconstruction. More recently, Gholami and Sacchi
(2013) achieved a sparse solution by minimizing the total variation of AI rather than perform-
ing the reconstruction in reflectivity domain. Many other methods for bandwidth extension
have been proposed to date but I limit my analysis to the harmonic interpolation methods for
a physically valid quantitative reconstruction of the acoustic properties (Liang, Castagna, and
Torres, 2017).
The AR method for AI inversion (section 2.5) is a model-based method. It predicts the low fre-
quency components of each seismic trace by fitting an AR model to the frequency components
that show an adequate S/N. The AR model assumes the signal to be composed of a limited
number of events in time domain. A limited number of events in time domain corresponds
to a limited number of complex sinusoids in the Fourier domain and in turn to a blocky AI.
By assuming that the trace is made up of a limited number of reflections, ill-conditioned low
frequency components of reflectivity are univocally reconstructed to be consistent to the com-
ponents measured in the bandwidth where the S/N is higher. The reconstruction is based on
the extension of few sinusoids estimated from the data, hence the term harmonic. The recon-
struction makes use of the conjugate symmetry of real signals in the Fourier domain, hence the
term interpolation. The reconstruction is deterministic because the inverted output consists
only of a single model among many that fit the data. The deterministic nature of the proposed
estimates does not prevent to carry out a sensitivity analysis on the adopted parametrization,
in order to assess the confidence on the estimates. The most relevant parameters to consider
are the impact of the interval velocity field in the estimate, the number of reflection events to
be modelled, and the frequency band in which the AR model is estimated.

3.2 Theory

In order to obtain a sensible absolute AI inversion, the input seismic trace must be properly
processed to include only primary energy. Effects of source and receiver signatures must be
accounted for and removed during processing. Accurate imaging is required in order to place
seismic events at their true subsurface locations before inversion. The inversion algorithm pro-
posed here does not account for non-zero incidence angles; therefore the input post-stack data
should ideally be a near-angle partial stack. The choice of angles has to be a trade-off between
data quality, which is related to stacking fold, and the offset required to achieve such fold.
Alternatively, the AVO intercept section could be used as input for the reconstruction. This
implies that the AVO behaviour of the data is properly modelled, which could be problematic
when strong anisotropic or higher order effects are present in the records. Relative amplitudes
of the events must be preserved throughout processing. Since often the relative amplitude is
preserved but the processing is not actually “true amplitude”, I invoke a global scalar for the
whole seismic section. In absence of accurate well log ties, the scalar can be approximately
determined from the a priori knowledge of AI at two different depths and applied to the data
before inversion.
The convolutional model of equation 2.1 is at the root of the impedance inversion method
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proposed in this Chapter. Dispersion and attenuation are not taken into account by the convo-
lutional model as well as by the proposed algorithm. In order to uniquely single out the inter-
faces between layers of contrasting AI, I make three assumptions: weak dispersion, sparsity of
reflectivity (Oldenburg, Scheuer, and Levy, 1983) (and more recently Hargreaves, Treitel, and
Smith (2013)), and high frequency approximation (i.e. Bleistein, Cohen, and Stockwell (2001)
pp. 5-6). The high frequency approximation assumes that the rock property variations have
much longer wavelength than the longest wavelength of the seismic source. In the presence of
thin layers the AR method is expected to fail and the absolute value of the predicted AI to be
biased below those features (see Figure 3.1 at about traces 2-10 for reference). As presented in
section 2.5.7, the absolute value of the AI is also sensitive to the presence of residual wavelet
effects (see Figure 3.2). A phase shift larger than about 30◦ produces a bias in the estimate
that cannot be neglected (Simm and Bacon, 2014). This behaviour is well known (Ulrych and
Walker, 1984) and additional information (interval velocity and a priori geologic constraints) is
required to increase the robustness of the inversion to the violation of the model assumptions
in real case scenarios.
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FIGURE 3.1: Synthetic wedge model that shows the effects of thin beds in the AR recon-
struction of AI. Reconstructed AI is displayed in colours on top of the synthetic seismic
input (wiggles). Input data are band-limited by a Butterworth zero phase filter with 7-
80 Hz cut-off frequency, while the frequency band 12-50 Hz has been used for the AR

modelling.
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FIGURE 3.2: Reconstruction of the AI for a phase shifted version of trace 50 of Figure
3.1. Results evaluate the impact of phase shifts on the reconstruction of the AI.

The seismic traces that meet the assumptions described above, having been band-pass filtered
to reject the noisier spectral components (including the low frequencies), can be modelled as:

d′(t) = sr′(t) + n′(t), (3.1)

where d′(t) is the band-limited seismogram, s is a scalar, r′(t) is a band-limited version of
reflectivity and n′(t) represents the band-limited component of noise. After such processing,
the seismic traces represent a scaled and noisy band-limited reflectivity series. Data must be
processed to zero phase in order to place the interfaces between adjacent layers at their correct
temporal position. Approximate results can also be obtained without properly removing the
wavelet effects. However, the result departs from the theoretic reconstruction in such a way
that the resulting very low frequencies are completely unreliable if no accurate constraints at
depth are imposed during the inversion (see section 2.5.7). A time variant AR process (Rao,
1970) may model the complex-value non stationary series in this case. (Tary, Herrera, and Van
der Baan, 2014) provide a detailed description on the topic of fitting time variant AR models
on seismic time series, but such models have not been considered in this thesis. Provided
that equation 3.1 is valid and as long as the scalar s is properly estimated and noise taken
into account, it is equivalent to input d′(t) or r′(t) in the reconstruction. The reconstruction
performed in the data domain is proportional to the reconstruction performed in the reflectivity
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domain. In what follows, the data in the band-pass window will be modelled by equation 3.1
which provides a straightforward mean to estimate r′(t) from the data. The reflectivity thus
obtained becomes the input to the inversion process. I follow the weak contrast approximation
introduced by Peterson, Fillipone, and Coker (1955) to relate the AI to the interface property
of reflectivity (ri) for a continuous earth model and normal incidence as per equation 1.4. If
the reference impedance is known or estimated at a certain depth AI(tre f ) rather than near
the surface (AI(t0)), the AI reconstruction above the reference level is obtained by rewriting
equation 1.4 as:

AI(t) =
AI(tre f )

e2 ∑t
i=t0

ri
. (3.2)

In case the absolute value of reflectivity is smaller than 0.4, the difference between the results
of equation 1.4 and the formulation of impedance for a discrete layered earth

AI(t) = AI(t0)
t

∑
i=t0

1 + ri

1− ri
(3.3)

is negligible for a single interface (Bertheussen and Ursin, 1993), but the difference accumu-
lates for increasing depths proportionally to the sum of the cubic power of the amplitudes of
each event. All the frequency components of the reflectivity must be available to invert for the
absolute AI by using equation 1.4 or 3.2. In particular, the low frequency components of reflec-
tivity play the most relevant role in describing the features of AI because of the low frequency
boosting due to the summation operator in equation 1.4 or 3.2.

3.3 CARV Method

The combined AR-velocity method proposed here estimates the absolute AI value by consider-
ing the spectrum of each post-stack seismic trace as a gapped complex signal. The gap refers to
the low frequency part of the recorded data that is bounded by the negative and positive signal
spectral components. The idea of filling the gap was initially proposed by Fahlman and Ulrych
(1982) in the context of power spectral estimation and developed by Walker and Ulrych (1983)
for the case of seismic inversion. The novelty of the proposed approach consists of includ-
ing, during the gap filling process, information from interval velocity together with geologic
knowledge on impedance and its uncertainty. The harmonic AR modelling is fully detailed in
Walker and Ulrych (1983) with few extensions discussed in Chapter 2. I only outline here the
salient points that may be useful for the new aspects of the implemented inversion.

3.3.1 ARMA Models for Noisy Data

In the presence of noise (N f ) that is uncorrelated to signal (R f ) in the recorded data (D f ),
an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process with the same coefficients for the AR and
moving average part is the correct representation of the signal (Ulrych and Clayton, 1976). This
is theoretically described in the derivation of equation 2.18. The spectral estimator of Pisarenko
(1972) can be used to fit an ARMA model to the data. However, this method is very sensitive to
the model order (see subsection 2.5.1), which must be chosen to be equal to the number of the
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reflections plus one: this piece of information is not available a priori in real case scenarios. A
modification of the Pisarenko method that makes use of projection filters (Soubaras, 2005) has
been proposed by Sacchi and Kuehl (2005). This approach provides an estimate of all the R f in
equation 2.17 as

R = (Id− (GHG + ψId)−1GHG)X, (3.4)

where G is the convolution matrix of the coefficients of the Prediction Error Operator (gHg as
per equation 2.40) and ψ is a regularization parameter to account for the magnitude of the noise
variance when its distribution is assumed to be Gaussian (Chen and Sacchi, 2014). The vector
R estimated from equation 3.4 is in theory the noise-free spectral representation of a limited
number of events in the time representation of the seismic trace (Sacchi and Ulrych, 2005). The
noise-free estimate can be used as input for the AR reconstruction of low frequencies.

3.3.2 AR Low Frequency Reconstruction

AR models of order much longer than the number of complex sinusoids in the data mimic the
ARMA behaviour and can be adopted to reduce the sensitivity of the results to the model order
in the presence of noise (Walker and Ulrych, 1983). Figure 3.4 illustrates the robustness of the
AR models in comparison to the ARMA models in the reconstruction of the full bandwidth of
a synthetic sparse time series. In order to fill the low frequency gap with an AR model, Walker
and Ulrych (1983) minimize the AR forward and backward prediction error in the cost function

min
RLf
||

M

∑
k=0

gkR f−k||22 + ||
M

∑
k=0

gH
k R f+k||22 = min

R
||CR− b||22. (3.5)

The vector R contains the low frequency components of the reflectivity spectrum, the matrix
C contains the convolution of the AR coefficients, and the vector b describes the known terms
resulting from the multiplication of the AR coefficients and the known Fourier components
of the spectrum at higher frequencies (see for further reference the description that leads to
equation 2.38 in Chapter 2). The minimization of equation 3.5 is a two-stage process: the AR
filter coefficients (gk) are initially estimated from a spectral window where the wavelet effects
are properly removed and, after the gap of low frequencies is filled, a new AR model is fitted
to the original spectral window plus the low frequency band to return an updated version of
the low frequency reconstruction. This procedure reduces the prediction error (Fahlman and
Ulrych, 1982) as also discussed in section 2.5.2.
Different spectral estimators lead to different reconstructions of the AR coefficients. This is
particularly relevant in presence of a large number of reflectors and interference features. In
this Chapter the Yule-Walker method has been adopted, providing more stable results when
applied to both complex synthetic scenarios and real seismic data.
The spectral components that show a poor S/N are not suitable for quantitative inversion in the
framework of AR models (Kay and Marple, 1981). Following the work of Walker and Ulrych
(1983) I define a frequency band where S/N is adequate for inversion. The average amplitude
spectrum of the input seismic section can be used to estimate reasonable cut-off frequencies.
The choice is a trade-off between neglecting part of the information present in the data, and
estimating the model on a flat part of the spectrum, where the signal prevails over the noise.
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The choice of low- and high-cut frequencies (pass-band length) also influences the order of the
AR model that best describes the data. Walker and Ulrych (1983) recommend an AR model
order which is 0.7 times the passband length (in units of sampled frequencies) on the real data
tested. The same length is recommended by the present research for the AR part of the CARV
method. Such recommendation implies that as the passband length shortens, the AR model
also shortens, and therefore fewer features of impedance variation can be accurately obtained
by the model (Hendrick and Hearn, 1993). To overcome the incorrect predictions due to the AR
reconstruction only, I introduce the information coming from the interval velocity field in the
CARV algorithm.

3.3.3 Interval Velocity Field

I do not discuss here all the various methods to obtain an accurate seismic-based interval ve-
locity field, since this is a very wide and deeply studied topic which is outside from the scope
of my research. I only consider the velocity field as an input for the CARV algorithm. In order
to tie the reconstruction of AI to the velocity field, a rock physics relationship for the density
term has to be assumed. Gardner (Gardner, Gardner, and Gregory, 1974) or other empirical
relationships could be adopted. With the first choice

ρ(t) = Cα(t)b (3.6)

where ρ(t) is the bulk density, α(t) the p-wave velocity, C and b are two scalars. The AI can
consequently be estimated by the following expression:

AI(t) = Cα(t)1+b. (3.7)

The coefficient b is typically much smaller than 1, leading to a quasi-linear propagation of the
error from the interval velocity field to the AI obtained from equation 3.7.
Many prospects of interest for oil and gas exploration show anomalous deviations from Gard-
ner’s trend. Loseth et al. (2011) describe this issue with particular emphasis on the amount of
organic content in source rocks. In the CARV method the velocity field information is not incor-
porated as a constraint (Oldenburg, Levy, and Stinson, 1984), but rather as a weighting factor
in the inverse problem. The use of the weights provides more flexibility to the solution and the
possibility to evidence anomalies on Gardner’s trend. The interval velocities from move-out
or travel-time tomography contain most of their informative content at very-low-frequency.
Conventional seismic tomography, for instance, show significant spectral content typically up
to 2 Hz (ten Kroode et al., 2013), but factors related to target depth, offset length and velocity
variations may imply a higher resolution. I chose to sample the velocity field at the sampling
rate corresponding to the low frequency cut-off chosen for the seismic passband. This choice is
generally safe with respect to the spectral content of the velocity field and, providing there is no
aliased energy, larger sampling intervals can be chosen to improve the algorithm performance.
Each of the re-sampled values of the velocity field is transformed into AI by using equation
3.7. The continuous approximation of the reflectivity integral for a discrete time series allows
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the analytic solution of equation 2.46 as

log
AI(t)
AI(0)

− 2
∫ tk

t0

rH(u)du =
Fmax

∑
f=−Fmin

R f
L(2

ei2π f tk

i2π f
− 2

ei2π f t0

i2π f
). (3.8)

The unknowns of equation 3.8 are RL
f , where (rH(u)) is a known term that describes the time-

domain reflectivity components within the passband. tk is the time corresponding to the k-th
velocity-derived recommendation for the AI. All the equations described in the system 3.8 are
linear with respect to the unknowns RL

f and can be rewritten in matrix notation as

γ = LR. (3.9)

In equation 3.9, γ describes the known terms and R is the vector of low-frequency reflectiv-
ity. The smaller is the Euclidean norm of the residual ||LR − γ||22, the closer is the estimated
reflectivity to the information provided by the velocity field.

3.3.4 A priori Geologic Constraints

Seismic data acquisition normally follows a preliminary geologic assessment of the region of
interest from direct observations on the field, or on nearby wells. Sometimes magnetic or gravi-
metric surveys might be available together with the seismic post-stack volumes. It is therefore
natural to consider the availability of constraints for AI at different depths on a geologic basis.
The accuracy of such constraints depends on the degree of knowledge of the surveyed area.
Equation 2.46 describes a way to introduce equality constraints on AI to the AR solution. To
account not only for the value of impedance at depth but also for its uncertainty, “soft con-
straints” are proposed for application to each trace of a 2D section or a 3D seismic volume. By
soft constraints I refer to constraints that provide an upper an a lower bound to the AI inver-
sion at selected depths. When the unconstrained AR reconstruction produces an AI inversion
that does not fit within the impedance constraint limits, the AR method is modified such as
the vector R from equation 3.5 is no longer the one that minimizes the AR prediction error,
but it is the one that minimizes the AR prediction error among those that fit the impedance
constraint limits. In a probabilistic framework, the approach taken here imposes a uniform a
priori probability distribution for the AI at selected depths within two bounds. This condition
was not extensively explained in the original Ulrych and Walker (1984) publication. The un-
certainty can both be in time and in the value of the AI. Small errors in defining the time of the
constraints (of the order of tenths of temporal samples) can be tackled by evaluating the cost
function proposed in equation 3.13 for the different combinations of the travel-times admitted
by the timing uncertainty. The timings of the constraints that produce the minimum value of
the cost function are then adopted. The use of large time uncertainties makes the constraints
ineffective. On the other hand, to account for the uncertainty on the values of impedance con-
straints, equation 3.8 can be modified as follows:

log AI(t)−∆AI(t)
AI(0) − 2

∫ t
0 rH(u)du ≤ ∑Fmax

f=−Fmin R f
L(2

ei2π f tk
i2π f − 2 ei2π f t0

i2π f )

∑Fmax
f=−Fmin R f

L(2
ei2π f tk
i2π f − 2 ei2π f t0

i2π f ) ≤ log AI(t)+∆AI(t)
AI(0) − 2

∫ t
0 rH(u)du.

(3.10)
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∆AI(t) represents the uncertainty on the AI. In a more compact form, equation 3.10 can be
written as: HR ≤ β + ∆β

−HR ≤ −β + ∆β.
(3.11)

Condition 3.11, introduced by the background geologic knowledge, can then be included in a
constrained optimization problem as per equation 2.51.

3.3.5 Inversion Formulation

The CARV inversion method can be described in its general form by the minimization of the
convex cost function:

J = ||CR− b||22 + λ||LR− γ||22 s.t.

HR ≤ β + ∆β

−HR ≤ −β + ∆β
(3.12)

with respect to the vector R of low frequency components of reflectivity.
The condition minR ||CR− b||22 comes from equation 3.5 and aims at minimizing the AR for-
ward and backward prediction errors. The cost function includes the regularization term
(||LR − γ||22) to make the resulting low-frequencies adhere to the AI estimated from the in-
terval velocity field. The degree of adherence is controlled by the hyperparameter λ ≥ 0.
Sensible values for λ may come from the ratio between the maximum eigenvalues of the ma-
trix CHC = G (in Walker and Ulrych (1983) original notation) and LHL, but the final choice
depends on the relative confidence on the velocity field with respect to the confidence on the
seismic amplitudes. The velocity field is the regularization term and the soft constraints on
impedance can be implemented by a constrained least squares algorithm (i.e. via a subspace
trust-region method). Minimizing equation 3.12 is equivalent to solve a multi-objective opti-
mization problem:

minR∇J = GR− B + λ(LHLR− LHγ) s.t.

HR ≤ β + ∆β

−HR ≤ −β + ∆β
(3.13)

where B = CHb. The regularization term pertaining to the velocity field LHL concentrates its
information at the very low frequencies (around its main diagonal). This fact underlines the
relevance of the velocity field term to weight the solution trend, while the AR term influence
is stronger at the higher frequencies within the low frequency gap. There is no mathematical
guarantee that the matrix to be inverted G + λLHL is well conditioned although no issue has
been found during testing on synthetic and real data. This experimental statement finds an
explanation by the decaying nature of the autocorrelation function of seismograms (e.g. Robin-
son (1954)) that leads to the Toeplitz matrix G with largest values around its main diagonal. In
case of instability during the inversion, additive white noise can be possibly introduced in the
cost function 3.12 similarly to the approach of equation 2.42.
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FIGURE 3.3: Conceptual workflow of the CARV algorithm proposed for the estimation
of the AI from post-stack seismic traces.

3.3.6 Inversion with Lateral Continuity

An unwanted feature in the inversion of real data is the trace-to-trace variability of the results.
A reason for the variability may be sought in the variability of the input data amplitude (see
Chapter 1 for reference). Unfortunately, not all seismic amplitudes are related to reflectivity
changes, as well as residual wavelet effects may vary from trace to trace. These features are
further amplified in the inversion process. In fact, the integral operator that transforms reflec-
tivities into AI magnifies the issue at the low-frequency end, leading to vertical stripes that
degrade the interpretability of the inversion result. Ideally, I expect to find solutions that show
nearly constant values of AI at nearby locations for the same travel-time. This is especially true
for low-frequency components of AI, which are directly related to smooth spatial changes in
geology. To reduce the instability in the inverted AI, three approaches have been analysed:

• Smoothing the seismic data before inversion

• Smoothing the inversion result

• Modifying the cost function.

The data may be smoothed before inversion with a processing that targets incoherent noise
(see the result based on a rank-reduction technique in Figure 3.15). This approach becomes
critical when strongly dipping events are present in the data. In this case, smoothing the dip-
steered seismic dataset could be a possible solution in accordance to Hamid and Pidlisecky
(2016). Seismic data could also undergo a targeted pre-processing step that enhances the lateral
continuity of the events regardless of minimal damages on very steep features such as faults
and channel banks. The amplitude of those features is already distorted because of their poor
illumination, and they should not be considered as possible targets for the CARV inversion
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(i.e. the fault zone of the Penobscot dataset - Figure 7.1). Alternatively, a spatial low-pass filter
or a moving-average filter can be applied after inversion (see Figures 3.17, 3.16 for instance).
Eventually, the cost function may be modified to promote the continuity of the solution. The
lateral continuity could be either in terms of:

• Acoustic Impedance

• Reflectivity.

When the depositional sequence is sub-horizontal (the seismic events are gently dipping), elas-
tic property estimates show nearly constant values at nearby locations (i). Similar to the work
of Hamid and Pidlisecky (2015), such smooth estimates of the elastic parameters could be ob-
tained by amending the cost function to include the relationship

AIi(t)− AI(i+1)(t) ∼= 0 ∀t, ∀i, (3.14)

or alternatively
ri(t)− r(i+1)(t) ∼= 0 ∀t, ∀i (3.15)

In equation 3.14 and 3.15 t is the index of a generic travel-time and r represents the recon-
structed reflectivity.

3.3.7 Amending the Cost Function with a Lateral Smoothing Term on AI

Focusing only on the low frequency part of the AI estimation, and provided that the approx-
imation of equation 1.4 is adequate, the smooth AI estimates could be obtained by rewriting
equation 3.14 in terms of the Fourier components of the reflectivity(Rk) as:

e2 ∑t
j=1 ∑Fmin

k=−Fmin Rk,iei2πkj
− e2 ∑t

j=1 ∑Fmin
k=−Fmin Rk,i+1ei2πkj

= eC(t)F−1Rk,i − eC(t)F−1Rk,i+1 ≈ 0. (3.16)

Equation 3.16 allows to write for any couple of adjacent traces, n equations in the (four times the
number of low frequency components plus two) unknowns (R(k,i), R(k,i+1)). In equation 3.16,
C(t) is the linear summation operator, F−1 represents the convolution matrix of the inverse
Fourier transform, and k is the index of the low-frequency components. Equation 3.16 is non-
linear. By exploiting the monotony of the exponential, minimizing the difference of equation
3.16 corresponds to minimizing

C(t)F−1R(k,i) − C(t)F−1R(k,i+1) ≈ 0, (3.17)

which is linear with respect to Ri,k. The cost function defined by equation 3.12 can easily incor-
porate the condition expressed by 3.17 when the inversion is performed simultaneously for all
the traces in a patch of the seismic volume. This leads to the cost function:

J = ||CR− B||22 + λ||LR− γ||22 + µ||DR||22 s.t.

HR ≤ β + ∆β

−HR ≤ −β + ∆β.
(3.18)
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D is a block diagonal matrix corresponding to the Kronecker product between matrices C(t)F−1

and a discrete differentiator such as:

D = C(t)F−1 ⊗


1 −1 0 . . . . . .
0 1 −1 0 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . 0 1 −1

 (3.19)

Local sliding windows of tenths of traces have been adopted in the implementation of the
method. The longer the spatial window adopted, the larger the matrix D and, therefore, the
higher the computational cost of the inversion. Increasing the size of D beyond tenths of traces
does not dramatically improve the lateral smoothness of the solution, because the most strin-
gent parameter that governs the character of the inversion becomes the amplitude of the non-
negative hyperparameter µ in equation 3.18. The inversion result at a given trace is tied to the
result at a far trace within the smoothing window by a cascade of constraints in such a way
that the effects of the AI estimate at one trace is little influencing the AI estimates beyond few
traces. A smoothed AI result obtained with this approach is presented in Figure 3.18.

3.3.8 Amending the Cost Function with a Lateral Smoothing Term on the Reflec-
tivity

An additional approach to a laterally smooth inversion is the introduction, in the cost func-
tion, of a penalty term related to the trace-to-trace variability of the reflectivity reconstruction.
Provided that the impedance of the first layer is constant for all the traces in the section and
focusing only on the low frequency part of the reflectivity, I obtain a laterally smooth AI by
solving for the lateral variation of the low frequency components of the reflectivity (∆R) rather
than for R in equation 3.12. The cost function of equation 3.12 can be rewritten with an additive
term µId∆R (where Id represents the identity matrix):

J = ||C∆R+CR0−b||22 +λ||L∆R+LR0−γ||22 +µ||Id∆R||22 s.t.

H∆R ≤ β + ∆β−HR0

−H∆R ≤ −β + ∆β−HR0.
(3.20)

I call R0 the known term pertaining to the low frequency completion at the previous trace loca-
tion. The additive term µId∆R controls the amount of trace-to-trace variability (µ ≥ 0). Once
R0 is arbitrarily chosen at both ends of the line, the low frequency components of reflectivity
R can be iteratively obtained as R = R0 + ∆R at each trace location. I perform the summation
from one end of the seismic line to the other, and in the opposite direction, then I adopt the
average of the two results as a smoothed AI estimate.
The computational cost for solving the problem 3.18 is much higher than the cost required to
solve the problem 3.20, because the matrix to be inverted is much smaller in the latter case.
The amendment of the cost function 3.12 proposed in this subsection could also be easily ex-
tended to any elastic property other than AI.
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3.3.9 Reflectivity Extension to High Frequency

The high frequency components of the data are as unreliable as the very low frequencies, but
it is worth noting that the high frequency content of reflectivity tends to be suppressed when
recursively summed into the AI (see equation 1.4 or 3.2). Walker and Ulrych, 1983 proposed
to minimize an entropy norm (Ooe and Ulrych, 1979) after the low frequency completion to
reconstruct the full bandwidth of reflectivity from its low-mid frequency content. I adopt in-
stead, a logarithmic entropy function with frequency domain constraints (Sacchi, Velis, and
Cominguez, 1994) for the high-frequency completion of the CARV solution. Both norms aim
at obtaining a sparse solution compatible with the input time series. This agrees with the
initial assumption that the CARV algorithm recovers the full bandwidth of reflectivity given
a limited number of events in the recorded traces. Minimizing an entropy norm as a final
step of a constrained harmonic interpolation process might lead to instabilities (see subsection
2.5.5). Factors that may be accounted for this behaviour are the presence of noise, the pres-
ence of contrasting information from velocity field, geologic constraints, AR reconstruction,
and, eventually, the parametrization of the minimum entropy deconvolution algorithm. The
tolerance on the entropy norm increment at each algorithm iteration plays the most important
role in determining the energy of the reconstructed high amplitudes. A threshold ratio equal
to one between the energy of the high frequency components and the energy of the low-mid
frequencies is adopted in all the CARV results presented in the thesis to terminate the iterative
high frequency reconstruction process. The threshold choice has the purpose of limiting the
high-frequency reconstruction impact on the inversion result. This is because I do not trust
the quantitative outcome of the deconvolution process while using it only as a mean to en-
hance the sharpness of the stronger reflectors. In fact, the high frequency reconstruction may
be considered a cosmetic step in the CARV work-flow for AI inversion. The application of this
reconstruction step does not influence the validity of the low- and mid-frequency estimates of
the AI.

3.4 Results of the CARV inversion

In this section I illustrate the novel aspects and the performance of the proposed inversion
method, with emphasis on describing general outcomes rather than a data- or site-dependent
behaviour which will be discussed more in detail in the case-studies of Chapter 6 and 7. For
the sake of clarity, I summarize the various approaches to AI inversion that I discuss on syn-
thetic examples and real data in Table 3.1. All the AI inversion results are expressed in rayl,
corresponding to kg/m2/s.
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METHOD DESCRIPTION AND REFERENCE

Classical ARMA approach Method adopted when the exact number of
events is known a priori. Pisarenko (1972)

Unconstrained AR approach Method described in Walker and Ulrych (1983)

Classical AR approach Method described in Ulrych and Walker (1984)

Model-based Inversion Method that adds the a priori low-frequencies
to the bandlimited inversion. Russell (1988)

Combined AR-velocity approach (CARV) Method described in this paper.

TABLE 3.1: Naming convention with short description of the AI inversion methods pro-
posed in this Chapter.

3.4.1 Synthetic Examples

I first generated 1-D time series that simulate seismic traces to assess the effectiveness of the
four reconstruction methods described in Table 3.1. The fifth method, the model-based ap-
proach, is introduced in the inversion of a real seismic dataset for comparing the harmonic
reconstruction methods with a different approach to seismic inversion. I assumed two input
models, both characterized by a blocky impedance corresponding to a sparse time-domain re-
flectivity. Model 1, corresponding to MODEL A in Chapter 2, contains 10 vertically stacked
AI blocks, while Model 2 contains 100 AI blocks. Both models are made up of 1000 temporal
samples. The input synthetic trace in Figure 3.4A represents a bandlimited (8-70 Hz) version of
the model reflectivity function with additional white noise (S/N=34 dB in terms of maximum
amplitude). Figure 3.4 highlights the sensitivity of the unconstrained AR and ARMA recon-
structions to the model order choice on the Model 1 synthetic example. No constraint at depth
or velocity field regularization is required for obtaining reliable results on such a sparse and
controlled synthetic example when the appropriate model order is chosen. The ARMA process
that correctly models the data is of order 10, while I assume that the best AR approximation is
obtained for a model order of 105 (in line with the recommendation of selecting the model or-
der 0.7 times the passband length in units of sampled frequencies). Given a Nyquist frequency
of 125 Hz, and a 12 to 50 Hz signal bandwidth choice, the number of sampled frequencies avail-
able for fitting the AR model is 152. When the ARMA model order is smaller than the actual
number of events in the data (Figure 3.4B, model order 7), the reconstruction becomes unreli-
able because the low-frequencies are incorrectly modelled. The instability of the ARMA model
appears hard to overcome because one needs to know exactly the number of reflectors before
inverting the seismic data. Figures 3.4B and 3.4C show that the sensitivity of the impedance
profile results is much lower for the AR than for the ARMA approach, despite the range of
relative normalized order values being comparable between the two types of reconstruction.
The comparison in Panel 3.4D between the two more accurate AR and ARMA solutions shows
the good approximation, in presence of noise, of a long AR model to the appropriate ARMA
model.
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FIGURE 3.4: Results of low-frequency reconstruction with AR and ARMA models.
Panel 3.4A shows the input AI Model 1 (red) and the derived synthetic trace (cyan) (S/N
= 34 dB). Panel 3.4B: reconstruction via unconstrained ARMA modelling. Panel 3.4C
displays the reconstruction via the unconstrained AR modelling. Panel 3.4D compares

the results for the two more accurate solutions of panel 3.4B and 3.4C.

Synthetic Model 1 and Model 2 are compared in Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 to show the effec-
tiveness of the CARV reconstruction with respect to the classical AR approach on a controlled
input. In these Figures, panels A and B show the input synthetic data (7-80 Hz zero-phase But-
terworth filter) on the Model 1 and Model 2 reflectivity with additional white noise (S/N=34
dB in terms of maximum amplitudes). Panels C and D are obtained after the low-frequency
reconstruction and the subsequent AI inversion on the input trace of panels A and B, modified
by the absence of additional white noise. Panels E and F are obtained from the reconstruction
of the traces of panels A and B, respectively. I present, in panels G and H, the reconstruction
results that can be obtained when the input trace is the convolution between the model reflec-
tivity and a 30 Hz Ricker wavelet that bandlimits the data (no additive noise). Figure 3.5 shows
the quality of the reconstruction that can be achieved with the unconstrained AR models, in
comparison to the bias introduced by the weak contrast approximation. The weak-contrast
approximation is not a relevant limitation for both Model 1 and Model 2 reconstructions: all
panels of Figure 3.5 evidence the reduced bias of the unconstrained AR solution that can be
imputed to this approximation. A bias in the reconstruction of the DC component of the AI is
also clearly visible in Figures 3.5C to 3.5H. In fact, frequencies close to the DC component are
generally the hardest to be successfully reconstructed by the AR model, as it has been reported
since the work of Oldenburg, Scheuer, and Levy (1983). This behaviour can be clearly seen as
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the AI drift, in particular for the more complex Model 2 (Figures 3.5D, 3.5F, and 3.5H). I include
the two reconstructions of panels 3.5G and 3.5H to highlight the effects of not correcting for the
wavelet shape before performing the reconstruction. The wavelet effects on the reconstruction
are visible both in terms of high frequency undesired features and low frequency drift in Fig-
ures 3.5G and 3.5H.
Figure 3.6 shows the effects of the soft constraints on impedance at selected times (blue brack-
ets) that aim at limiting the bias introduced by incorrect AR predictions. As reported in Table
3.2, the RMS error between the input Models (red curves) and the constrained AR reconstruc-
tions (black curves), is smaller or equal to the RMS error between the input Models and the
unconstrained AR reconstructions (grey curves). The reconstructions in Panels 3.5H and 3.6H
represent no exception, but the absence of constraints in the shallow layers has the side effect of
producing a less accurate reconstruction in the shallow part of the constrained solution (Figure
3.6H) than in the shallow part of the unconstrained solution (Figure 3.5H). An explanation for
this behaviour can be sought in the artefacts that are introduced when the wavelet shape is
not removed before the low-frequency reconstruction. On the contrary, the drift from the input
model is reduced in Panels 3.6D and 3.6F with respect to Panels 3.5D and 3.5F. Figures 3.4 to
3.6 do not make use of the velocity field information. The effects and artefacts of incorporat-
ing an interval velocity field which does not have the AI blocky structure are shown in Figure
3.7. The AI curve that plays the role of the velocity-derived AI field in Figures 3.7C, 3.7E and
3.7G is obtained by fitting, in a least squares sense, a polynomial of order 5 to the Model 1.
The best fit polynomial of order 8 is used to derive the green AI curve for the most complex
Model 2 in Figures 3.7D, 3.7F, and 3.7H. The trade-off parameter λ that governs the amount of
velocity-field derived AI in the inversion, has been chosen as 0.5 times the ratio between the
maximum eigenvalues of matrix G and LHL for all the panels of Figure 3.7. In addition to the
information coming from the velocity field, the constraints on impedance indicated by the blue
brackets have been enforced in Figure 3.7. The CARV reconstruction of Model 2 still shows a
relevant mis-tie with respect to the reference AI model in the shallowest part (panels 3.7D, 3.7F,
3.7H). Weighting in the solution the low frequency AI model that mimics an AI model derived
from a velocity field reduces the reconstruction error with respect to the results of panels 3.6D,
3.6F and 3.6H. Note that the CARV reconstruction of panel 3.7C appears less blocky than the
reconstruction 3.6C that does not account for the velocity field: this is an unrealistic case in
which the extreme sparseness of the layer interfaces and the absence of noise lead to a CARV
inversion that is less blocky than the classical AR inversion.
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FIGURE 3.5: Effectiveness of the bandwidth extension via the unconstrained AR method.
Panels 3.5A and 3.5B: input data (S/N = 34 dB). Panels 3.5C and 3.5D: reconstruction
from band-limited input reflectivity (no noise). Panels 3.5E and 3.5F: reconstruction
from input data of Panels 3.5A and 3.5B. Panels 3.5G and 3.5H: reconstruction from

input reflectivity convolved with a Ricker wavelet.
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FIGURE 3.6: Effectiveness of the bandwidth extension in presence of impedance con-
straints at depth with a given uncertainty (in blue). Panel 3.6A and 3.6B: input data (S/N
34 dB). The unconstrained results from Figure 3.5 are reported in gray. Panels 3.6C and
3.6D: constrained reconstruction from band-limited input reflectivity (no noise). Panels
3.6E and 3.6F: constrained reconstruction from input data of Panels 3.6A and 3.6B. Pan-
els 3.6G and 3.6H: constrained reconstruction from input reflectivity convolved with a

Ricker wavelet.
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FIGURE 3.7: Results of the CARV reconstruction (black curves) and comparison with
the constrained classic AR reconstruction reported in Figure 3.6 (gray curves). Panel
3.7A and 3.7B: input data (S/N = 34 dB). Panel 3.7C and 3.7D: CARV reconstruction
from band-limited input reflectivity. Panel 3.7E and 3.7F: CARV reconstruction from
input data of Panels 3.7A and 3.7B. Panel 3.7G and 3.7H: CARV reconstruction from

input reflectivity convolved with a Ricker wavelet.
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Figure Reconstruction type RMS error [rayl] Figure Reconstruction type RMS error [rayl]
3.4B ARMA order 7 47.4 104 3.4C AR order 90 6.9 104

3.4B ARMA order 10 4.8 104 3.4C AR order 105 7.5 104

3.4B ARMA order 14 18.3 104 3.4C AR order 120 13.2 104

3.5C Unconstrained AR 10.1 104 3.5D Unconstrained AR 67.6 104

3.6C Classic AR 10.1 104 3.6D Classic AR 35.7 104

3.7C CARV 5.3 104 3.7D CARV 17.0 104

3.5E Unconstrained AR 7.9 104 3.5F Unconstrained AR 58.7 104

3.6E Classic AR 7.9 104 3.6F Classic AR 31.1 104

3.7E CARV 5.0 104 3.7F CARV 14.7 104

3.5G Unconstrained AR 30.9 104 3.5H Unconstrained AR 54.4 104

3.6G Classic AR 14.3 104 3.6H Classic AR 53.3 104

3.7G CARV 10.3 104 3.7H CARV 23.1 104

TABLE 3.2: RMS errors of the synthetic reconstructions.

Figure 3.8 shows the amplitude spectrum of the reconstructed reflectivity whose derived AI is
shown in Figure 3.7F, in comparison to the amplitude spectrum of the Model 2 reflectivity. The
match in the 12-50 Hz bandwidth, in which I fit the AR model is good. The relative error in this
band is around the -34 dB, which can be attributed to the additive noise level that is present in
the input data and not in Model 2. The relative error both in the low- and in the high-frequency
reconstruction is much higher, around -20 dB. Although the spectral peaks of the input and
the reconstructed reflectivity appear to be correlated, the two amplitude spectra assume very
different values outside the signal bandwidth.

FIGURE 3.8: Amplitude Spectra of the relative error in the reconstruction of the reflec-
tivity of the CARV reconstruction of Figure 3.7F. The relative error has been obtained by

dividing the reconstruction misfit by the spectrum of the input reflectivity.
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3.4.2 Real Data

I tested the AR and the CARV inversion on part of a marine profile from a 2015 towed-streamer
seismic survey in the Rockall Trough area across the UK Atlantic margin. The PSTM full-
angle stack (6◦-35◦) seismic section is shown in Figure 3.9A together with the location of the
wells and the interpreted horizons available. Ancillary data include a tomographic interval
velocity field and a model-based AI inversion within the interval 1-5 s. All the data have been
obtained from the UK Oil and Gas Authority under the Open Government license v.3.0. High-
amplitude events that are probably related to igneous lenses stand out in the section below
the Top Paleocene horizon. No specific reservoir targets are present on this 2D line, as the line
was selected only to demonstrate the advantages and the drawbacks of the CARV method with
respect to a standard AI inversion approach in the early stages of prospect identification. Figure
3.9B displays, for reference, the AI field that was obtained by applying Gardner’s relationship
(b = 0.25, C = 310 kg/m3) to the tomographic velocity field.
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FIGURE 3.9: Post-stack seismic line 78 from the Rockall Trough survey (traces 1400-
6000). © Crown Copyright. Well positions and horizons overlay the seismic section in
Figure 3.9A. The AI [rayl] derived from tomographic velocity field and the Gardner’s
relationship is displayed in Figure 3.9B, together with AI derived from sonic and density

logs within black boxes at well locations.

Different parametrizations of the CARV low-frequency reconstruction have been applied to a
scaled version of the data. I decided to estimate a global scalar for the whole section directly
from the data to show the potential of the inversion even in absence of well-log control. I esti-
mated that the AI is 1.5 106 rayl above the water-bottom and 8.5 106 rayl 100 ms below the Top
Cretaceous event. The latter figure has been chosen in accordance to the log values recorded in
the Well 132/06 below the Top Cretaceous event, but a reasonable assumption is that the same
degree of information may be available from background knowledge of the area of interest.
I ran a first pass of the classical AR inversion algorithm directly on the seismic data with no
constraints imposed at depth. After integration of the reconstructed (full-bandwidth) trace, I
obtain an AI value 100 ms below the Top Cretaceous event which is, in general, different from
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the assumption of 8.5 106 rayl. The ratio between the section average of the AI values thus ob-
tained, and the expected 8.5 106 rayl value, provides a mean to estimate the scalar s of equation
3.1. Once the data amplitudes are calibrated to amplitudes pertaining to the reflectivity, the AR
reconstruction is re-computed with impedance constraints at depth, with the AI derived from
the tomographic interval velocity field, and with the lateral continuity constraint. The CARV
reconstructed reflectivity is then integrated into AI from a starting value of 1.5 106 rayl in the
water layer. I obtained my preferred inversion result on the Rockall Through line when the
signal bandwidth is in the range 5 to 40 Hz (see Figure 3.11A). The inspection of the amplitude
spectrum of the input data (Figure 3.10) was used for defining the signal bandwidth. The high-
cut choice is not obvious from Figure 3.10, but I decided to be conservative and to avoid the
attenuation and dispersion effects that are more pronounced at higher frequencies and in the
deepest part of the section. The amplitude spectrum is flat in the above mentioned frequency
range, at least until 2000 ms below the water bottom.
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FIGURE 3.10: Average amplitude spectrum of the Rockall Trough seismic section within
three time-windows. Values are normalized to their peak amplitude.

Figure 3.11 shows a comparison between the CARV inversion (Figure 3.11A) and a model-
based inversion available from the UK Oil and Gas Authority (Figure 3.11B). I name the latter
solution “legacy inversion”. Figure 3.11A is obtained by fixing the AR model order to 250 and
by setting the parameter µ that governs the degree of spatial continuity in equation 3.20 to 0.2.
The AI derived from the tomographic velocity field (Figure 3.9B) has been weighted in the in-
version 3.11A by tuning the parameter (λ) from equation 3.20 to 0.3 times the ratio of maximum
eigenvalues of G and LHL. The presence of two soft constraints on AI reduces the uncertainty
and enhances the lateral continuity of the estimation at about the Top Paleocene (6 106± 1 106

rayl) and the Top Cretaceous horizons (8 106± 1.5 106 rayl). The lateral continuity is enhanced
at about the timing of such horizons because, at those timings, similar values of AI are imposed
to all the traces of the section. The impedance constraints are applied 100 ms after the picked
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horizons to avoid trace-to-trace artefacts that may arise after the CARV reconstruction sharp-
ens the seismic events. If soft constraints were applied at the timings of the picked horizons,
each constraint might be enforced right before the reconstructed reflector in one trace and right
after the reconstructed reflector in the adjacent trace, thus leading to unreasonably different AI
interval property between the two traces at about the timing of the constraint. The legacy inver-
sion of Figure 3.11B was obtained by merging the low-frequency AI model, derived from well
logs and interpolated in a stratigraphically conformable manner across the seismic line, to the
relative AI recursively derived from the seismograms. The well logs were smoothed using the
wavelet provided in the legacy inversion project and overlain to the inversion results within
rectangular boxes. Figure 3.11C shows the difference between the inversion of Figure 3.11A
and the inversion of Figure 3.11B. Within the water column and in the few hundred ms below
the seabed the differences are due to the incorrect extrapolation of the well information in the
shallowest portion of the legacy model-based solution. Shallow areas around trace 500 show
significant anomalies in the CARV reconstruction (black arrows). A pinch-out, which is a fea-
ture of potential interest, is apparent in the difference section (Figure 3.11C) at about trace 700
and at about 3,500 ms TWT (black arrows). This feature is present in the CARV result, but not
in the legacy AI inversion, probably because of the limits of the model-based approach when
the well population and the number of horizons used for extrapolating the log information are
limited. On the contrary, the CARV inversion is not affected by these issues and it highlights an
increase of AI underneath the pinch-out (Figure 3.11A) that is not evident in the tomographic
velocity field (Figure 3.9B). Even though the pinch-out is also evident in the seismic data (Fig-
ure 3.9A), the additional piece of information contained in the CARV inversion is the estimate
of the AI within the different layers. Figure 3.11B shows a hard layer (in yellow) at the depth
corresponding to the pinch out. This layer extends across the section and I interpret it as be-
ing probably due to inaccurate extrapolation of the log information in the legacy model-based
solution.
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FIGURE 3.11: Panel 3.11A: AI inversion [rayl] combining the AR reconstruction and
the velocity field regularization term with lateral continuity. Panel 3.11B: model-based
legacy AI estimate [rayl]. Panel 3.11C: difference between the CARV inversion (3.11A)

and the model-based legacy inversion (3.11B) [rayl].
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Figure 3.12 shows the effects of not accounting for the continuity term in the CARV reconstruc-
tion (Panel 3.12A), the effects of not incorporating the velocity-derived AI in the AR recon-
struction (Panel 3.12B), and the effects of changing the AI derived from the velocity field in the
CARV reconstruction (Panel 3.11C). Solving the inverse problem of equation 3.20, which is the
case where lateral continuity is imposed, provides a more realistic estimate than solving the
problem of equation 3.12, which is the case where lateral continuity is not imposed (µ = 0).
The unsmoothed solution in Figure 3.12A shows more high-frequency spatial noise (vertical
stripes) with respect to the smoothed solution of Figure 3.11A. The solution that did not use
the smoothing term in the cost function, shows few traces with unreliable AI, for instance those
with AI larger than 2 106 rayl in the water column. These features are indicated by red arrows
in Figure 3.12A. Figure 3.12B represents the classical AR inversion with two soft constraints at
depth, and with an additional lateral continuity weight. The weight (µ = 0.2) has the same
smoothing effect as the one adopted in Figure 3.11A. The incorporation of the interval velocity
field is important to guide the solution toward accurate results: in absence of the velocity field
information, as in Figure 3.12B, some deep parts of the section (at more than 4,000 ms for CDPs
1-1500) show lower AI values in comparison to those of Figure 3.11A. These lower AI values
are comparable to much shallower formations and thus hard to justify on a geologic basis. To
demonstrate the sensitivity of the CARV method to the variation of the interval velocity field,
I show in Figure 3.12C the inversion result obtained if the tomographic-derived AI field is 5%
higher than the AI field used for the inversion shown in Figure 3.11A. The colour scale in Fig-
ure 3.12C does not directly represent the AI values, but it is normalized by the AI values of
the inversion 3.11A. This color scale choice enhances the effects of weighting in the solution
the AI derived from an overall faster velocity field. Only a subtle generalized increase of the
low-frequency content of the AI is noticeable with respect to the solution of Figure 3.11A. The
two soft constraints on impedance further attenuate the background AI variation at about the
time of their respective horizons.
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FIGURE 3.12: Effects of lateral continuity and ancillary information on the CARV in-
version. Panel 3.12A [rayl] shows the result in absence of lateral smoothing, Panel 3.12B
[rayl] shows the results of a classical AR inversion in absence of the AI derived from the
velocity field. Panel 3.12C shows the ratio between the AI inversion when the AI derived
from the tomographic velocity field is arbitrarily increased by 5%, and the AI inversion

of Figure 3.11A.
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Figure 3.13 highlights the role played by the low-frequencies on the AI inversion. Figure 3.13A
shows the 0-5 Hz components of the CARV inversion in Figure 3.11A, while Figure 3.13B
shows the low-frequency model used as input for the model-based inversion 3.11B. Both the
CARV and the model-based inversion incorporate seismic data components higher than 5 Hz
as recorded, to characterize the higher-frequencies of the AI. The CARV result of Figure 3.13A
represents the AI information that I deem to be reliably reconstructed from the seismic data
and the tomographic velocity field. Figure 3.13A shows a relatively high AI layer (indicated
by the red arrows) at about 500 ms below the water bottom, and a change in impedance in
the bottom left corner of the section (black arrows) that is neither related to the velocity field
(Figure 3.9B) nor to the AI constraints at the two selected horizons. Figure 3.13A shows ver-
tical stripes due to the incorporation of the information from the seismic events, particularly
evident in the deepest part of the section. Those stripes are not present in Figure 3.13B, which
is directly derived by a spatial extrapolation of well log data. The yellow region in the bottom
of the low-frequency model of Figure 3.13B is probably due to the incorporation, in the legacy
model, of a third well that lays outside of the 2D section that I discuss. The comparison between
Figure 3.13A and 3.13B highlights the different low-frequency character that is responsible for
the different mismatch of the two inversions at well locations.
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FIGURE 3.13: Comparison between the low frequency content of AI reconstructed via the
CARV method (3.13A) [rayl] and via the low-frequency model for the legacy inversion

(3.13B) [rayl].

Although the CARV reconstruction method appears to be a sensible solution for the low fre-
quencies of AI at the scale of the entire section, the comparison of the results of Figure 3.11A
and 3.11B at the two available wells, shows that the log matching is not as good as in the case
of the legacy inversion. This result could be better appreciated in Figure 3.14, where the AI de-
rived from well log measurements (red line) is compared to the model-based legacy inversion
(blue line) and to the CARV inversion around the well location (gray lines). The poorer match
of the CARV inversion to the log-derived AI is presumably due to the well log constraints used
in the legacy AI inversion that the CARV method tries to incorporate with ancillary indirect in-
formation and inferences. Table 3.3 shows the RMS error of the two types of inversion (Figure
3.11A and 3.11B) with respect to the well log data. The error for the CARV inversion is com-
puted on the average of the 25 traces around the well location. At well 132/15 the modified AR
solution is comparable with the legacy AI along much of the well, although a relatively large
mismatch exists between about 3250-3400 ms. At well 132/06 a significant mismatch exists
around 4100-4350 ms, with a dominant frequency between 2 and 5 Hz (see Figure 3.14). The
mismatch in this frequency range is possibly due to an incorrect AR low-frequency extension
along part of the well log. A further measure to assess the quality of the AI inversion could be
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the fraction of log data that is matched by the AI estimate within a given confidence level. If I
set a threshold of the 15% on the relative error of the estimation (with respect to the log-derived
AI), I observe that the legacy model-based inversion exceeds this value for 6% of the length of
Well 132/06 log and for 16% of the length of Well 132/15. The CARV inversion exceeds the
same threshold for 28% of the length of Well 132/06 and for 22% of the length of Well 132/15.
All the misfit measures I approached agree on the fact that the CARV inversion has a poorer
match than the legacy model-based inversion to log data.

WELL METHOD RMS ERROR [rayl] % ERROR METHOD RMS ERROR [rayl] % ERROR
132/15 Legacy model based 57.5 104 8.5% CARV 73.4 104 9.6%
132/06 Legacy model based 41.1 104 5.9% CARV 83.0 104 11.1%

TABLE 3.3: Absolute and relative RMS error of the legacy model-based inversion and of
the CARV inversion with respect to the AI derived from well logs.
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FIGURE 3.14: Detail of the AI inversion around the two well locations. The results refer
to the inversions presented in Figure 3.11A and 3.11B. The CARV inversion is proposed

every 5 traces for 25 traces around the two well locations.
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3.4.3 Lateral Continuity Enhancement on Real Data

The approaches to lateral continuity that are theoretically described in section 3.3.6 and 3.3.7,
are here presented with respect to the reference result of Figure 3.12A. The CARV algorithm
does not consider the behaviour of the adjacent traces when reconstructing the low frequency
components of the reflectivity in Figure 3.12A. The result presented in Figure 3.15 is still 1-D,
but the input data have been filtered via principal component analysis on a sliding window
of 200 traces. To reduce the effects of the incoherent noise, the 15% less energetic components
of the data have been removed from the window. Although the vertical artefacts are different
from Figure 3.12 to Figure 3.15, no significant improvement is appreciable with the principal
component analysis approach. No harsher filters on the input data have been applied, in order
to avoid damaging the genuine seismic events. The impact of the moving-average filter of
Figure 3.16 and of the low-pass spatial filter of Figure 3.17 is more significant. Those filters
have been designed on the results of the CARV inversion, therefore they could be as harsh as
the trace-to-trace artefacts are adequately removed from the significant geologic information.
The moving average filter works in 5 traces long window that slides trace by trace, while the
spatial low-pass filter has a harsh cut-off at 0.05 of the Nyquist spatial frequency.

FIGURE 3.15: Principal component filter on the input data and subsequent CARV in-
version for AI [rayl]. Filtering was performed in windows of 200 traces, by removing the

30 less energetic data components.
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FIGURE 3.16: Moving Average (MA) filter on the CARV AI inversion result [rayl].
Filter length: 5 traces.

FIGURE 3.17: Low-pass spatial k-filter on the CARV AI inversion result [rayl]. The
cut-off value is 0.05 times the spatial Nyquist frequency.

Adding a penalty term in the cost function appears to be a more desirable solution, as it avoids
the introduction of corrective actions as the ones produced by the post-inversion filters. Figure
3.18 proposes the outcome of the CARV inversion when the cost function is expressed by equa-
tion 3.18. In this case, µ is set to 2 times the ratio between maximum eigenvalue of the matrix
G = CHC and the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix DHD. High-frequency spatial variations
of the inverted AI is significantly reduced especially in the shallow areas where the lateral vari-
ations of AI is less pronounced. By comparing this result with the result in which the penalty
term deals with the reflectivity variation (Figure 3.11A), it is possible to notice that smoothing
the reflectivity does not completely attenuate all the vertical bands in the AI estimation. On the
contrary, the AI estimate of Figure 3.18 appears more continuous, with particular reference to
the shallow areas, at the expenses of an higher computational cost. The inversion algorithm is
implemented in patches of 10 traces when the weight on the AI continuity is enforced, while
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it is implemented trace by trace (see section 3.3.8) when the weight on reflectivity is enforced.
The hyperparameter µ does not assume the same significance in the two cases, becoming more
difficult to compare the quality of the results, even though the geological interpretation that
could be inferred from both smoothed estimates is very similar.

FIGURE 3.18: CARV AI inversion smoothed via the multi-trace inversion in overlapping
windows. Length of the overlapping window: 10 traces. Sliding of 5 traces between the

centre of one window and the centre of the following window.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusions

The combined AR-velocity (CARV) algorithm reconstructs the main features of AI of the syn-
thetic examples proposed. The introduction of an accurate interval velocity field is useful to
direct the low frequencies of the inverted AI to more accurate values. For example, the CARV
results (black lines of Figure 3.7D, 3.7F, 3.7H) reconstruct the AI of the most complex Model 2
(red) better than the classical AR results (gray lines). This statement is supported by the RMS
errors of the reconstruction proposed in Table 3.2. Synthetic cases show the effects of not con-
sidering the wavelet shape in the inversion. In particular, Figures 3.7G and 3.7H show spurious
peaks and incorrect values in the AI estimate that are more pronounced than in Figure 3.7C and
3.7D where the wavelet is properly removed before inversion. This behaviour is also analyti-
cally discussed in the subsection 2.5.7 with reference to an AR model of order 1. The presence
of wavelet effects in the data may invalidate the AR reconstruction: care must be taken during
pre-processing steps to minimize this issue within the signal band-width. Spectral analysis on
long time windows (see Figure 3.10) may help to identify a frequency band were the energy
of the single components is balanced. The CARV approach also results in features of interest
in the inverted test field-dataset that are not observed in the legacy inversion, which incor-
porates log data. The comparison between Figure 3.13A and Figure 3.9B shows that the low
frequency of the CARV AI appears to contain more temporally and laterally varying character
of possible geologic origin than the AI derived from the velocity field alone. The shallow areas
that are characterized by a flat spectrum in the signal bandwidth show an interesting contri-
bution of the AR reconstruction in revealing the higher impedance anomalies at about 500 ms
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below the water bottom, at about CDPs 500-2000 (Figure 3.13A). The lateral variation of the
low-frequency components of the CARV inversion of Figure 3.13A is more realistic (despite
the vertical stripes) than the lateral variation of the low-frequency components of the legacy
model-based inversion in Figure 3.13B, because it includes spatially-varying information in
compliance with the seismic data. The very low-frequency differences between the two pan-
els of Figure 3.13 are mainly due to the differences between the AI derived from the velocity
field of Figure 3.9B and the very-low-frequencies of the legacy model-based inversion (Figure
3.13B), with a role played also by the AI constraints at about the two horizons where they are
enforced. The spatially smooth very-low-frequency difference may account to a large extent for
the differences that can be seen in Figure 3.11C. There is a tendency of the legacy model-based
inversion to be more accurate at well locations because it was constructed to match the log data
at low frequencies, while the CARV method does not incorporate the log data. Table 3 illus-
trates this bias, but the tie at much of the well depths is not dramatically different between the
two inversion methods, as reported in the 3.4.2 section. Sources of error in the CARV inversion
are also related to the uncertainty of the choice of the AI for the reference layer. This issue may
not be solved once an interval velocity field is available for the poor accuracy of the velocity
field in the shallow layers, and for the uncertainty on the reference density. For instance, Fig-
ure 3.9B shows some unrealistic velocities within the water-column. The estimation of the AI
in the reference layer should be even more problematic for land data where there is no water
column characterized by a very narrow range of AI. Furthermore, amplitudes of seismic data
“are more reliable for marine than for land data” (Simm and Bacon, 2014). Even if I consider
a lateral continuity term in the CARV reconstruction, the inversion shows a trace-to-trace vari-
ability that is still not completely mitigated. The trace-to-trace variability does not prevent the
interpretation from being made at the global scale of the inverted 2D section: the signature of
the vertical stripes is different from the signature of the geologic features in the CARV recon-
struction. Weighting a smooth interval velocity field in the AR reconstruction also favours a
laterally smooth solution. The interval velocity field weighting factor λ should be tuned by
performing a sensitivity analysis of its effects on the result.
Figure 3.19 provides a measure of the sensitivity of the AI inversion depending on the CARV
parametrization. Each of the four panels of Figure 3.19 shows the sample standard deviation
among the AI models that can be obtained by sampling the most impacting parameters of the
CARV reconstruction one at a time. The standard deviation is computed sample by sample for
each trace of four Rockall Trough AI inversions. Figure 3.19A shows the sample standard de-
viation section that is obtained by varying the AR model order from 200 to 275, in increments
of 25. The choice of the AR model order requires the knowledge that there are fewer reflectors
in the section than the number of frequency components that can be resolved by the spectral
estimation within the optimal bandwidth. In the real subsurface this condition is not always
met. However, given that the AR models are less sensitive to model order than the ARMA
models, and once ancillary information is available, the variability of the AI reconstruction
that depends on this parameter is less than 2 106 rayl. Figure 3.19B shows that the sensitivity
of the inversion to the scalar that transforms the relative amplitude of the seismogram into the
reflectivity amplitude is also relatively small. In Figure 3.19B, I let the scalar vary from 50,000 to
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65,000 in increments of 5,000. The limited impact of the scalar can be attributed to the use of an-
cillary information such as soft constraints at depth and the interval velocity field that make the
reconstruction less sensitive to the amplitude variation of the input data. Figure 3.19C shows a
measure of the variability that can be related to a change in the low frequency cut-off for fitting
the AR model. The cut-off varies from 5 to 8 Hz in 1 Hz increments. The bandwidth choice
appears to have a larger effect with respect to the other parameters, but a spectral analysis of
the dataset to be inverted could greatly reduce this kind of uncertainty. Figure 3.19D shows
the sample standard deviation among four AI inversions that have been obtained by letting
the trade-off parameter λ vary in the range 0.1 to 0.4 times the ratio between the maximum
eigenvalues of matrix G and LHL. The parameter λ weights in the CARV solution the interval
velocity field, and its influence is more pronounced in the deepest part of the section where
the recursion of equation 3.2 tends to provide less stable results if a classical AR approach is
attempted. The variability in all the panels of Figure 3.19 is about one order of magnitude less
than the estimated values of AI themselves. From a visual inspection of Figure 3.9A, the seis-
mic events seem sparse enough for a correct AR modelling, but interference (see Figure 3.1)
and attenuation (see Figure 3.10) tend to degrade the AR reconstruction.

FIGURE 3.19: Sample standard deviation of the AI results among four different outputs
when: the AR model order changes from 200 to 275 (3.19A), the scalar that maps the seis-
mic data into reflectivity changes from 55,000 to 65,000 (3.19B), the low-cut frequency
changes from 5 to 8 Hz (3.19C), the scalar that weights the velocity field changes from

0.1 to 0.4 (3.19D).

The CARV method proposed for the reconstruction of the full band of AI provides a more accu-
rate solution than the classical AR algorithm on which it was based, at the expense of the larger
amount of information required, some additional pre-conditioning work and parameter tun-
ing. A reduced sensitivity to the parametrization choice is demonstrated on synthetic examples
characterized by sparsity in the time domain representation of the reflectivity and on a seismic
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section from the Rockall Trough area. Due to the hypothesis that the number of events is lim-
ited, that the acoustic impedance variation is only related to jumps at specific interfaces, and
due to the necessity of a spectral estimation, the original AR reconstruction method is prone to
inaccuracies. For this reason, the CARV reconstruction method benefits from the introduction
of the seismic-based interval velocity field combined with a targeted rock physics relationship
for the density, resulting in a more accurate evaluation of the low frequency components of the
AI with respect to the classical AR approach. The match between the proposed inversion re-
sults and log information is comparable to the legacy model-based inversion for one of the two
wells of the Rockall Trough test line. The misfit of the CARV inversion at the other well is sig-
nificantly higher in a limited time-window. Trace-to-trace vertical artefacts were unavoidable
in the implementation of the method. Regardless, the performance of the inversion procedure
should be considered on the global scale of the test dataset where the signature of the geologic
features of possible interest is different from the signature of the artefacts. It is worth stressing
on the point that the separation between vertical artefacts and potential geological features is a
strength of the CARV inversion.
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Chapter 4

Sparsity-based Approach to Pre-stack
Inversion

4.1 Introduction

Considering pre-stack data for elastic parameter estimation via autoregressive reconstruction
is the natural extension of the post-stack CARV approach. This Chapter deals with the full
information content of seismic gathers and it extends the discussion which has been proposed
in Bianchin and Sacchi (2018) about few possible strategies for the low frequency reconstruction
of seismic data. The ill-posed nature of seismic pre-stack data is twofold. In particular, further
to the problem of estimating the low-frequency components of the reflectivity hidden in the
seismic data (as per the discussion of Chapter 2), at least one elastic parameter in the three-
terms AVA inversion (De Nicolao, Drufuca, and Rocca, 1993) is poorly resolved by the seismic
experiment. Perez, Velis, and Sacchi, 2017 have proposed a LASSO solution (see section 2.4.2)
that can theoretically estimate elastic parameters from reflection seismograms even if well log
information is not available. A similar solution in terms of full bandwidth reconstruction is
approached in this Chapter via AR modelling. This approach implies that the solution in terms
of reflectivity is not necessarily the sparsest, but rather it is the one that is more compatible
with a definite but limited number of events in the time domain. The novelty of the approach
proposed here lays in the extension of the AR reconstruction to non zero incidence angles.
Once the low frequencies of reflectivity are reconstructed, it is possible to map the resulting
reflectivity into Elastic Impedance (EI) at the angle (θ) the reconstructed trace (r(θ)) refers to
(Connolly, 1999):

EI(t, θ) = EI(t0, θ)e2 ∑t
i=1 ri(θ). (4.1)

If all traces within a Common Image Gather (CIG) undergo the AR completion process, the
inversion for the absolute value of a set of elastic parameters (i.e. p-wave velocity (α) density
(ρ) s-wave velocity (β)) can also be obtained from the reflected wave-field, provided that a
Rock Physics regularisation term is introduced. Next section discusses the issue of offset to an-
gle mapping, by proposing and testing three fast approaches that are not based on ray-tracing.
Two workflows for the pre-stack reconstruction of seismic gathers are then theoretically dis-
cussed in section 4.3 and tested on synthetics in section 4.5.
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4.2 Offset to Angle Mapping

Multichannel seismic data are recorded with the surface spatial information that is related to
offset or source and receiver position. In order to invert the amplitudes of multichannel seismic
data for the elastic parameters, data must be mapped into CIG sorted by incidence angle first.
This is because a quantitative AVA reconstruction of elastic parameters can only be approached
when the reflectivity related to the recorded data is organised by angle (see equation 4.6). Up
to 30◦-35◦ (Connolly, 1999) the approximation

sin θ =
x(t)Vint(t)

tVrms(t)
2 (4.2)

can be considered valid and the only parameters required for offset (x) to angle (θ) mapping
are the interval (Vint) and RMS (VRMS) velocity field at each sample t of each trace. Mode
conversion can be neglected for this range of angles. A more accurate mapping for dipping
events or wider angles can be obtained by migration algorithms (i.e. de Bruin, Wapenaar, and
Berkhout (1990)) and ray-tracing (Simm and Bacon, 2014).
From move-out analysis only an approximation of the RMS velocity field can be obtained.
Unless a tomographic analysis is available, the approximate RMS velocity should be further
inverted into interval velocity to solve equation 4.2. This can be obtained by smoothing the
Dix relationship (Dix, 1955) with a penality term that accounts for the norm of the time domain
derivative of the inverted interval velocity. Within the Dix formulation, d = V2

RMS is linearly
related to the square of the input data m = V2

INT. Instead of solving the linear problem

Am = d (4.3)

in which A represents the integral operator proposed by Dix, a smooth solution along the time
direction can be found by minimising the cost function

J = ||Am− d||22 + λ2||Dm||22. (4.4)

In the cost function 4.4

D =


1 −1 0 . . . 0
0 1 −1 . . . 0

. . .
0 . . . 1 −1

 . (4.5)

Errors in the RMS velocity field and an incorrect choice of the hyperparameter λ in equation
4.4 result in errors in the generation of the gathers and consequently in the reconstruction of
the elastic properties. Few details need to be addressed before performing the offset to angle
mapping:

• The choice on the number of angles to be adopted given a certain number of channels,
their spacing and the target depth

• The binning of the seismic traces for each angle (possible issues are unpopulated bins in
the shallow part and multiple populated bins in the deep part)
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An entire line of research studies the problem of seismic data regularization (i.e. Fomel (2003)),
and various techniques exist to map data with variable sampling rate and possible gaps from
one domain into another. I briefly discuss here below three basic approaches to offset to angle
mapping:

• Interpolation between the two traces that are closer to the centre of each angle bin

• Angle stack

• Weighted angle stack

The angle sampling is usually much sparser (one sampled angle every several degrees is a
common figure for seismic inversion work-flows) than the offset sampling. This choice has the
purpose of populating the shallow part of the angle gathers with traces coming from different
channels. It is reasonable to choose the angle discretization based on the target depth, such
that at least one channel is approximately mapped into one angle bin at the desired depth.
The choice among the three regularisation strategies enlisted above, is discussed in the next
subsections.

4.2.1 Interpolation Solution

Equation 4.2 provides a direct way to map offsets into angles but also angles into offsets. A pos-
sible choice for the common angle gather population is the value corresponding to the couple
(x,t) that maps closest to the couple (θb,t) in equation 4.2 (where θb is the centre of the angle bin).
This choice leads to evident discretization artefacts both in time and angle direction within an
angle gather and it has not been considered. A smoother reconstruction of angle gathers can
be obtained by interpolating the value of the two (x,t) samples that fall close to the (θb,t) value.
The solution obtained by linear interpolation of the two closest traces in the (x,t) domain is
mathematically expressed by

trace(θb, t) = (α)trace(xi, t) + (1− α)trace(xi+1, t). (4.6)

The weight α is chosen according to the relative distance of each (xi,t) trace to the actual map-
ping obtained for the central angle θb from equation 4.2. Drawbacks of this solution are related
to the fact that for deep events the redundancy of traces that fall in the same angle bin at dif-
ferent offsets is ignored.
The solution on synthetic data is smooth (i.e. Figure 4.2) but as soon as there is some noise the
result is strongly affected by it (Figure 4.3). This is something which is unavoidable in the shal-
low, but not in the deepest part of the trace where the redundancy of measurements at different
offset could be accounted for with other methods.

4.2.2 Stack Solution

In order to make the reconstructed angle trace more robust to the presence of noise, angle gath-
ers can be obtained by averaging the samples of the traces, sorted by offset, which fall in the
same angle bin for a given TWT. In this way the amplitude information is partially distorted
by the stacking operator. By comparing the angle gathers of Figure 4.2 and 4.3 the stacking
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method provides very similar results to the interpolation method in the ideal case where no
noise is present. However, in presence of noise (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) the results of the stack ap-
pear more even across angles, with particular reference to deep and target reflectors of Figure
4.3 that remain closer to the undisturbed amplitudes of Figure 4.2. The noise present in the
angle gathers thus obtained is more likely not to be stationary along the time direction because
of the attenuating effect of the many traces stacked for each angle in the deep part of the seis-
mogram.

4.2.3 Weighted Stack Solution

A further method for the reconstruction of angle gathers from data sorted by increasing offsets
has been studied. This method represents a trade-off between the interpolation and the stack
procedure. The method first calculates for each central angle of the bin and any given TWT, the
samples sorted by offset that fall in the angle bin. Then, those values are stacked together, with
a weight that depends on the distance from the central angle of the angle bin.
The weight chosen is

wi = 1− |θ − θb|
n

(4.7)

where n is the number of traces summed for each angle and each TWT. With this choice, the
values that fall closer to the centre of the angle bin have an higher impact to the amplitude
value of the data than the values that are closer to the border of the bin.

4.2.4 Mapping of Synthetic and Real Data

Results are presented with particular reference to the synthetic case where the three events
highlighted in Figure 4.1 are analysed in Figures 4.2, and 4.3. Please note that the angles chosen
for the mapping increment by 3 degrees from 3 to 36 degrees in Figure 4.2. The abrupt muting
in the bottom panels of Figures 4.2 and 4.3 is due to the choice of the angle mute at 36 degrees.
The mapping is also presented in wiggle display on the real sample CIG gather of Figure 4.4.
The gather refer to the Penobscot dataset which is fully described in Chapter 7.
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FIGURE 4.1: Synthetic CIG obtained by the convolution of a sparse reflectivity with a
25 Hz Ricker wavelet. Data are corrected for the normal move-out. A mute at 36◦ has
been applied to the data. The panel on the left displays the CIG sorted by offset, and the
other panels present the three different mapping methods described in the text. The events
highlighted by the orange, red and green boxes correspond to the shallow, the deep, and

the target events of Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
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FIGURE 4.2: Amplitudes for the three events highlighted in Figure 4.1. The panel on the
left shows the peak amplitude of the selected reflectors sorted by offset, the panels on the

right show the peak amplitudes after angle mapping. Case without noise.
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FIGURE 4.3: Amplitudes for the three events highlighted in Figure 4.1. The panel on the
left shows the peak amplitude of the selected reflectors sorted by offset, the panels on the

right show the peak amplitudes after angle mapping. Case with S/N = 20 dB.

The results of the three methods proposed for mapping offsets into angles are displayed for a
CIG of the Penobscot marine dataset. On the real dataset no significant difference is evidenced
among angle gathers corresponding to the stack, the interpolated, and the weighted stack so-
lution.
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FIGURE 4.4: Comparison among the three methods for offset to angle binning described
in the current section on Inline 1300 and Crossline 400 of the Penobscot dataset (see

Chapter 7).
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Angle 3◦ is noisy for all the CIGs of the survey and for all the three methods adopted for
mapping offsets into angles. The trace-envelope representation of Figure 4.5 shows a decay of
amplitude of the event highlighted by the black box, at about 1200 ms TWT, when the incidence
angle is higher than 30◦. This is likely to be due to energy conversion with such geometry:
offset bins higher than 30 should not be taken into account for the comparison of Figure 4.5.
The comparison of Figure 4.5 confirms that the AVA behaviour of the event shows a limited
dependency on the angle mapping method in the case of the selected CIG.
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FIGURE 4.5: Comparison between the envelopes of the CIG sorted by offset (left) and the
CIG sorted by angle when the angle mapping is performed by stacking, by interpolating
the two closest traces to the central angle, and by weighted stacking of the offsets that fall
in each angle bin depending on the distance from the central angle. Below the gathers the
mean amplitude of a 40 ms window across the event highlighted by the black box is shown

(blue) together with its smoothed version (red).

None of the three offset to angle mapping methods shows a better performance with respect
to the other two. However, the weighted stack is selected as the approach of choice for the
results on real data. This choice mitigates the features of the other two methods. The number
of angles adopted for the inversion only marginally affects the results of the inversion, being a
larger number of angles more prone to display residual noise (stack becomes less effective) than
a smaller number, but at the same time being the inversion fed with more data. However, there
is a limit on the number of angles bins that is related to the number of rays that illuminate
the shallowest reflector of interest. In order to avoid discretization artefacts (duplication of
samples into different angle bins), the number of angles must be less than the number of offsets
that are available for the first reflector of interest. A final remark from this analysis is that when
mapping offsets into angles via the stack and the weighted stack procedure, white noise in
CIG/offset domain is transformed into non stationary noise in CIG/angle domain. This is
because the stacking fold increases at depth, leading to a statistical reduction of the random
noise at longer travel-times that is not happening at shorter travel-times.
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4.3 Autoregressive Recovery of Elastic Parameters

Two work-flows for pre-stack inversion are here described. They both assume that seismo-
grams represent a bandlimited version of reflectivity at a definite incidence angle, thus data
must be properly processed and organised by incidence angle before inversion. Both work-
flows follow the work of Walker and Ulrych (1983) as far as it concerns the low frequency
completion. This is performed by constructing the Toeplitz autocorrelation matrix G of the
estimated AR coefficients. Walker and Ulrych obtained the low frequency components of the
reflectivity as the solution for R of the system in equation 2.40. I propose a modified approach
for obtaining R which shares similarities to Ulrych and Walker (1984) short note. The approach
assumes to minimise a distance from the prediction error given soft real-value constraints on
the elastic property of interest at depth (EI, α, β, ρ). In other words

min
R
||GR− B||22 s.t. EI− ∆EI ≤ HR ≤ EI + ∆EI . (4.8)

For the pre-stack case m angles may be available and the reconstruction process can be per-
formed independently on an angle by angle basis. Equation (4.9) gathers in a single system all
the uncoupled low frequency reconstructions at different angles. In this case G′ and B′ indicate
GHG and GHB, respectively.G′1 0 0

0 . . . 0
0 0 G′m


R1

. . .
Rm

 ≈
B′1

. . .
B′m

 s.t.

 EI1 − ∆EI1

. . .
EIm − ∆EIm

 ≤
H1 0 0

0 . . . 0
0 0 Hm


R1

. . .
Rm

 ≤
 EI1 + ∆EI1

. . .
EIm + ∆EIm

 .

(4.9)
The reconstructed low frequency components of reflectivity [R1, . . . , Rm] are added to the the
Fourier components of the reflectivity pertaining to a user defined seismic bandwidth. At this
point, by the knowledge of a reference value of EI at travel-time t0 and summation in time
domain (assuming the weak contrast approximation of equation 4.1), the estimation of the ab-
solute value of EI can be obtained for any time and any angle.
The subsequent elastic parameter (AVA) inversion can be performed in a second stage or simul-
taneously with the harmonic extrapolation. In both cases, the physical relationship between the
time variation of elastic parameters and the time variation of the reflectivity (r) depending on
the angle of incidence (θ) has been approximate by the Aki and Richards (1980) equation (4.10)
with a constant K = β2/α2 value

r(θ, t) = 0.5[1 + tan2θ]∆ log (α(t))− [4Ksin2θ]∆ log (β(t)) + 0.5[1− 4Ksin2θ]∆ log (ρ(t)) .
(4.10)
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FIGURE 4.6: Schematic description of the two work-flows for the full-bandwidth esti-
mation of elastic parameters from seismic pre-stack data. The two stages workflow (A)
allows an estimate of the elastic impedance as by-product. The constraints that can be set

at depth are different in the two cases.

The two-stage inversion has a lower computational cost than the simultaneous inversion and
yet it allows to obtain a full bandwidth estimate of a quantity [∆ log(α(t)), ∆ log(β(t)), ∆ log(ρ(t))]
related to elastic parameters. However, geological or well log constraints can only be set in
terms of EI values at a given depth in the first case (within the system of equations 4.9). The
inversion for the reflectivity of elastic parameters can be achieved provided that there are at
least 3 angles available and a relationship between elastic parameters is accounted for as a
regularization term (Downton, 2005). Gardner relationship [ρ = Cαb] (Gardner, Gardner, and
Gregory, 1974) with C and b being constants, and a stationary version of the Mudrock Line
[β = hα + k] (Castagna, Batzle, and Eastwood, 1985) with h and k being constants, may be used
for this purpose by computing the following forms of parameters P and Q

P =
[

g∆ log(α(t))− ∆ log(ρ(t))
]
≈ 0 Q =

[
∆ log(α(t))− ∆ log(β(t))

]
≈ 0 (4.11)

If the aim of the inversion process is purely an estimate of elastic parameters (α, β, ρ), the AVA
inversion can be performed simultaneously to the low frequency completion. The problem in
equation (4.9) can be modified by transforming the model parameter vector R into the model
parameter eL = [∆ log(αL), ∆ log(βL), ∆ log(ρL)] containing the low frequency components of
elastic parameters in a long vector notation. This leads to equation (4.12) in which F ,F−1
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symbols indicate the forward and inverse discrete Fourier transform operations:G1 0 0
0 . . . 0
0 0 Gm


F 0 0

0 . . . 0
0 0 F

 [A]
F

−1 0 0
0 F−1 0
0 0 F−1


∆ log(αL)

∆ log(βL)

∆ log(ρL)

 =

B1

. . .
Bm

 .

(4.12)
The system can be rewritten in a compact form as follows

[G][F f ull ][A][F−1
f ull ][eL] = [B], (4.13)

where A is the AVA operator defined by equation (4.10). Given that A is expressed in time
domain, the forward and backward Fourier transforms are the computational price to pay
in order to apply the AR completion in frequency domain. More importantly, the operator
A is known to be ill-conditioned even when a broad range of angles is available (De Nico-
lao, Drufuca, and Rocca, 1993) thus the system (4.12) does not lead to a stable solution when
inverted for eL. I rely on matrices P and Q from equation (4.11) to stabilise the solution.
Those equations are expressed in time domain, and for this reason they couple the solution
at low frequency (eL = [∆ log(αL), ∆ log(βL), ∆ log(ρL)]) to the one within the signal band-
width (eM = [∆ log(αM), ∆ log(βM), ∆ log(ρM)]). It is worth noting that higher frequency com-
ponents add no significant contribution to the reconstruction of elastic parameters after the
integration of the reflectivity (Oldenburg, Scheuer, and Levy, 1983) and can either be neglected
or reconstructed as proposed by Walker and Ulrych (1983). The system in equation 4.12 is first
augmented as it follows to include the signal bandwidth components[

G 0
0 1

] [
F f ull 0

0 1

] [
A 0
0 A

] [
FL f ull

−1 0
0 FM f ull

−1

] [
eL

eM

]
=

[
B
s

]
(4.14)

with s being the long vector notation of the seismic traces within the seismic bandwidth of
the CIG to be inverted. After augmentation, the regularisation term coming from the above
mentioned Rock Physics relationships can be introduced in a resulting cost function

minE||CE−D||22 + λ2||PF−1
LMe||22 + µ2||QF−1

LMe||22 s.t. F− ∆F ≤ HE ≤ F + ∆F (4.15)

where CE − D is the compact representation of the problem expressed in equation (4.14). e
corresponds to [eL, eM] and F−1

LM is the discrete inverse Fourier transform operator that maps
E into its time domain representation. In addition, λ2 and µ2 are hyperparameters that can be
tuned to obtain either a solution closer to the Rock Physics relationships or more influenced by
the data (but also more prone to instability). It is advisable to keep those parameters as low as
the solution in terms of s-wave velocity and density shows both a stable behaviour and features
compatible with the solution in terms of p-wave velocity. Constraints (F−∆F ≤ HE ≤ F + ∆F)
can be imposed on the solution in terms of elastic parameter values at a given depth (α, β, ρ).
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In an extended form the constraints of equation (4.15) become

HαL 0 0 HαM 0 0
0 HβL 0 0 HβM 0
0 0 HρL 0 0 HρM

−HαL 0 0 −HαM 0 0
0 −HβL 0 0 −HβM 0
0 0 −HρL 0 0 −HρM





∆ log(αL)

∆ log(βL)

∆ log(ρL)

∆ log(αM)

∆ log(βM)

∆ log(ρM)


≤



α + ∆α

β + ∆β

ρ + ∆ρ

−α + ∆α

−β + ∆β

−ρ + ∆ρ


. (4.16)

4.4 Mapping between Constraints on Vp Vs and Density into Con-
straints on EI

It is straightforward to impose constraints at depth, expressed in terms of p-wave, s-wave
velocity and bulk density from well log data, and from other a priori knowledge, in the one-
stage approach. In the two-stages approach described by equation 4.8, the constraints on EI
may require an additional comment. In case well logs measure the interval properties of three
elastic parameters it is possible to associate to the seismic traces around the well location an EI
constraint from equation 4.17:

EI(θ, t) = α(t)1+tan2(θ)β(t)−8Ksin2(θ)ρ(t)1−4Ksin2(θ). (4.17)

This task becomes more problematic when only one or two of the elastic parameters are in-
vestigated from logs or brought in the problem by geologic a priori information. The problem
is relevant because the absolute value of EI is strongly dependent on the incidence angle. A
possible way to treat the problem is to normalize the angle dependency of the EI by dividing
for the values of the elastic parameters at the reference travel-time (t0) (Whitcombe, 2002):

EIn(θ, t) = AI(t)
α(t)
α(t0)

tan2θ β(t)
β(t0)

−8Ksin2(θ) ρ(t)
ρ(t0)

−4Ksin2(θ)

. (4.18)

It is easier to set constraints on EIn rather than on EI at different angles. Only the absolute
value of AI at depth and an assumption on the relative variation of the elastic parameters is
required to set constraints on EIn. The normalisation is particularly good when the percentage
change of the interval properties is reduced in the inversion window. As long as α, β, ρ remain
close to their reference value (α(t0), β(t0), ρ(t0)), EIn(t, θ) ≈ AI(t). The knowledge of the AI at
selected depths could become a rough estimate for the EI in those cases.
A different approach to EI constraint estimation is that of approximating tan2θ with sin2θ at
small incidence angles. This choice allows to rewrite equation 4.17 as:

EI(θ, t) = AI(t)α(t)sin2(θ)β(t)−8Ksin2(θ)ρ(t)−4Ksin2(θ). (4.19)

Taking logarithms and re-arranging equation 4.19

log(EI(θ, t)) = log(AI(t)) + sin2(θ)[log(α(t))− 8K log(β(t))− 4K log(ρ(t))]. (4.20)
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After exponentiation equation 4.20 becomes

EI(θ, t) = AI(t)esin2(θ)[log(α(t))−8K log(β(t))−4K log(ρ(t))] = AI(t) + esin2(θ)c. (4.21)

If the term c from equation 4.21 can be somehow estimated from a priori information (AVA
background trend estimates available for the target events in the region), it is then possible to
extend the constraint on AI at depth to constraints on EI at incidence angles different from 0.

4.5 Synthetic Example

The application of the two stages and single stage algorithms described in the section 4.3, is
presented on the same synthetic CIG. The inversion of a window of the Marmousi II model
(Martin, Marfurt, and Larsen, 2005) is also presented to provide a further insight into the po-
tentialities of the inversion.

FIGURE 4.7: Two stages inversion. The input CIG in panel (a) is band-limited (Butte-
worth zero-phase 8-70 Hz cutoff) with additive white noise (S/N 26 dB in terms of ratio
of maximum amplitudes). Low and high frequencies are reconstructed in panel (b). Panel
(c) shows the model elastic parameters (dotted) and the reconstructed ones. Panel (d)
displays the amplitude spectrum of the reconstructed reflectivity (blue) in comparison to

the spectrum of the input trace (green) at different angles.
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FIGURE 4.8: Simultaneous inversion. The input in panel (a) is the same as in Figure
4.7 but the direct inversion produces the reflectivity of elastic parameters (b). The time
summation of this result produces panel (c). Differences with panel (c) are due to the
different role the regularisation terms play in the two work-flows. Panel (d) describes
the amplitude spectrum of reconstructed elastic parameters (blue) in comparison to the

reconstructed spectrum in absence of low and high frequency completion (green).

FIGURE 4.9: Inversion of a window of the Marmousi II model. Forward modelling by
Aki-Richards equation and Butterworth bandpass filter (8-70 Hz) plus white noise (S/N
26 dB). Panels (a),(b),(c),(d) show the input model for EI(15◦)[rayl], α[m/s], β[m/s],
ρ[kg/m3] respectively. Panel (e) shows the reconstructed EI(15◦) via the two stages
work-flow.(f),(g),(h) show the reconstruction of α, β, ρ obtained by the one stage work-

flow. One constraint on EI, α, β, ρ at the end of the time window.

4.6 Discussion

The AVA analysis on CIGs sorted by incidence angle is based on an offset to angle regulari-
sation choice. The regularization method becomes significant when S/N is particularly poor.
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Nonetheless, the type of offset-to-angle mapping should always been considered when eval-
uating quantitative outcomes from the AVA analysis. The topic of elastic inversion has also
been introduced with reference to synthetic examples in this Chapter. Application of the above
discussed methods on real data is shown in Chapter 6 and 7. Synthetic examples suggest that
both the one- and the two-stages pre-stack inversion algorithms have the potential to success-
fully identify the main variations of elastic parameters with depth on real data. Controlled-
amplitude processing and removal of wavelet effects is required for a successful reconstruction
on real data. Due to the range of angles available, anomalies only on the s-wave velocity and
density are not always singled out properly. The inherent trace-to-trace instability might be
attenuated by considering lateral continuity across CIGs.
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Chapter 5

Stabilising Effects of Rock Physics
Relationships for the Linear AVA
Inversion

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter provides a picture of the feasibility of the linear AVA inversion problem provided
that Rock Physiscs relationships are introduced in the forward modelling kernel. Although the
AVA formulation is a well-established methodology for inferring elastic properties from multi-
channel seismic data, no assessment on the robustness of the method depending on the degree
of correlation among elastic parameters from Rock Physics relationships is provided in the rel-
evant literature. This analysis is of paramount importance for a successful application of the
pre-stack inversion methods described in Chapter 4. In fact, the resolving power of the seismic
amplitudes for determining the elastic parameter and density reflectivities is based on the data
quality and on the a priori knowledge of the correlations among the different parameters.
Different formulations exist for the AVA relationship depending on the quality of the data avail-
able. In this Chapter I analyse the linear three-term expression proposed by Aki and Richards
(1980), which is considered to be a small angle approximation (Connolly (1999) recommends
limiting its adoption up to 30◦-35◦) of the Zoepptritz equations for the P-P reflected wave-field.
De Nicolao, Drufuca, and Rocca (1993) present a fundamental analysis on the potentialities of
the linear AVA inversion for elastic parameter estimates. They highlight the ill-conditioned
nature of the problem, which makes the resulting three-term inversion completely unreliable
unless further assumptions are considered. Several authors (e.g. Ursenbach and Stewart (2008))
analysed the stabilizing effects of reducing the number of elastic parameters to be inverted. A
common choice is to invert pre-stack CIGs data for only two elastic parameters. The two-term
inversion is obtained either by assuming that a certain Rock Physics relationship holds true
(e.g. Smith and Gildow (1987), and more recently Russell and Hedlin (2019)) or by neglecting
the contribution brought about by one of the elastic parameters to the reflectivity in case the
data are available in a suitable angle range (i.e. Fatti et al. (1994)). A more general strategy
aiming at stabilizing the three-term solution is proposed by Downton (2005). The strategy con-
sists on infusing a priori rock physics information in the inversion by a convenient weighting
factor. Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) and its Bayesian counterpart are
the approaches studied here to this end. I adopt the weak contrast approximation to extend the
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linear mapping from reflectivity at different incidence angles to the variation of the logarithms
of elastic parameters as expressed in equation 4.10. The parameter K represents the background
β2

α2 and it is a constant for the linear AVA problem (i.e. Gholami, Aghamiry, and Abbasi (2018)
discuss the implications of keeping K constant). A well conditioned mapping exists between
different sets of elastic parameters (Downton, 2005), therefore retrieving p-wave and s-wave
impedance instead of p-wave and s-wave velocity produces only a minor difference in the sen-
sitivity analysis I present. Assuming the errors on the data to be independent and randomly
distributed, I estimate the model parameters by solving

min
m
||Am− d||22. (5.1)

In equation 5.1 A represents the AVA relationship expressed by equation 4.10 at different inci-
dence angles, m = [∆ log(α); ∆ log(β); ∆ log(ρ)], and d represents a CIG sorted by incidence
angle in a long vector notation. De Nicolao, Drufuca, and Rocca (1993) explicitly formulated
the least squares matrix of the inverse problem (AtA) as a function of the maximum incidence
angle (θm) and of the parameter γ = α

β = 1√
K

. They showed that the problem posed in these
terms is poorly conditioned such that it is impossible to independently resolve all the three
components of the model given the typical S/N that characterizes seismic surveys. The ex-
plicit formulation of the matrix of the inverse problem is:

AtA = T =
sinθm+2sinθmcos2θm

12θmcos3θm

2
γ2 − 2sinθm

θmγ2cosθm

1
γ2 +

−4sinθm+γ2sinθm
4θmγ2cosθm

2
γ2 − 2sinθm

θmγ2cosθm

6
γ4
−6cosθmsinθm−4cosθmsin3θm

θmγ4
3−γ2

γ4 + (−3+γ2−2sin2θm)cosθmsinθm
θmγ4

1
γ2 +

−4sinθm+γ2sinθm
4θmγ2cosθm

3−γ2

γ4 + (−3+γ2−2sin2θm)cosθmsinθm
θmγ4

6−4γ2+γ4

4γ4 + (−6+4γ2−4sin2θm)sinθmcosθm
4θmγ4

 .
(5.2)

Aleardi (2015) analysed the condition number of matrix 5.2 with respect to the variation of
the parameter γ and pointed out that the smaller α

β , the more resolved are the different model
components. An analysis that takes into account not only the effects of the maximum incidence
angle and the background α

β but also the correlations derived from Rock Physics is described
in the following sections both as regularization and as a Bayesian inference problem. The aim
of this Chapter is to provide a tool to assess the amount of model-based information (a priori
rock-physics correlations) that is needed to obtain a stable solution of the AVA problem.

5.2 Theory

The ill-conditioned nature of the problem expressed in equation 5.1 can be tackled by modify-
ing the cost function with a regularisation term derived from a priori knowledge. The resulting
problem can be expressed as

min
m
||Am− d||22 + ψ2||Sm||22, (5.3)

where S describes the correlation between the elastic parameter reflectivities and ψ2 controls
the amount of a priori information infused in the solution. Buland and Omre (2003) introduced
rock-physics empirical relationships, calibrated at well locations, to correlate the elastic param-
eters. Those relationships allowed them to obtain a three-term linear inversion in a probabilistic
framework. I adopt two assumptions from the work of Buland and Omre (2003): I consider the
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data errors to be random and the a priori distribution of elastic parameter reflectivity to be
Gaussian. Although some authors adopted longer-tailed a priori models (Downton and Lines
(2005), Alemie and Sacchi (2011)), Downton (2005) and Buland and Omre (2003) motivate the
choice of a Gaussian distribution for the elastic parameter reflectivity by means of well log
analysis on short time windows. The objective here is to test the importance of the amount
of a priori information on the result rather than recommending a specific rock-physics model,
therefore I do not deepen into the implications of this model choice. The prior Gaussian model
is fully described by its expected value (m) and its covariance matrix (Σ). In the framework of
Bayesian inference, the posterior distribution of elastic parameter reflectivity is described by

p(m|d) ∝
1

(2π)3/2
1√

det (Σ)
e−0.5(m−m)tΣ−1(m−m) 1

(2π)N/2
√
|Cd|

e−0.5(Am−d)tCd
−1(Am−d). (5.4)

The maximisation of equation 5.4, or equivalently of its logarithm, with respect to m provides
the expected model vector. In equation 5.4, Cd is the data covariance matrix which, under the
hypothesis of random independent errors on the data, is assumed to be a scaled version of the
identity matrix. The parameter N represents the number of incidence angles available for in-
version and it is a known value once the processed seismic gathers are organised by incidence
angle. The number of observations must be equal or greater than the number of elastic param-
eter components to be independently resolved (N ≥ 3), but, given the a priori information,
an estimate of the three parameters can be obtained even with fewer observations (Figure 5.1).
The maximisation of equation 5.4 with respect to m, leads to the solution of equation 2.67.
The maximization of the posterior probability is equivalent to find a solution of a problem
properly cast in the form of equation 5.3 (Ulrych, Sacchi, and Woodbury, 2001). In case the
variance of the data errors is equal to 1, Cd becomes the identity matrix and the matrix of the
inverse problem is represented by the expression (Downton, 2005):

AtA + Σ−1. (5.5)

Expression 5.5 is independent from the actual data values. The covariance matrix (Σ) is sym-
metric, therefore it is fully defined by only six of its components. The larger the variances of
the elastic parameters, the less informative is the a priori information. On the contrary, small
ratios between diagonal and non diagonal elements of the covariance matrix indicate stronger
mutual relationships between different elastic parameter reflectivities.
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Parameter True model Prior Expectation (A) Posterior Expectation (B) Posterior Expectation (C)

Rα -0.12 0 -0.10 -0.11

Rβ 0.10 0 0.07 0.07

Rρ -0.03 0 -0.02 -0.03

FIGURE 5.1: Sampling of the probability density function of the three-term reflectivity
model (Rα,Rβ,Rρ) when only one (Panel B) and two channels (Panel C) are available for
the AVA inversion (S/N = 26 dB). Given the zero-mean a priori Gaussian model (Panel
A), the posterior distribution is calculated and compared with the model reflectivity that
generated the two synthetic examples (indicated by a white star). When only one an-
gle is available, the posterior distribution shows an elongated distribution, indicating a
poorer resolution with respect to the case when two angles are available (Panel C). The

background γ = 2.

5.3 Method

I here analyse the degree of resolution of each component of the elastic parameter reflectivity
depending on the confidence on the a priori information, on the range of angles available and
on the background Poisson ratio. I do so by evaluating the eigenvalues and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors of the matrix 5.5. I consider the differential Gardner relationship (Gardner,
Gardner, and Gregory, 1974) and an approximation of the Mudrock line (Castagna, Batzle, and
Eastwood, 1985) to correlate the model of elastic parameters as per equations 5.6 and 5.7:

∆ log(α)− k1∆ log(ρ) = 0, (5.6)

∆ log(α)− k2∆ log(β) = 0. (5.7)

The coefficients k1 and k2 must be tuned depending on the subsurface materials. k1 is often
a value close to 4 (Gardner, Gardner, and Gregory, 1974), while the Mudrock line equation
does not provide a linear relationship between the variation of logarithms of p- and s-wave
velocity (Downton, 2005). The stationary approximation of equation 5.7 with k2 = 1 describes
the Mudrock line best when when the s-wave contrast on an interface is reduced or when the
s-wave velocity is high. If those conditions are not met, equation 5.7 is still valid on a target
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TABLE 5.1: Sampling of the parameters that intervene in matrix 5.10. The sensitivity
analysis has been carried out for all the combinations of the parameters in Table 1 for a

total of 1296 eigenproblems.

Parameter Minimum value Maximum value Increment [or sampling array]
λ2 0 0.1 [0, 0.001, 0.004, 0.01, 0.04, 0.1]
µ2 0 0.1 [0, 0.001, 0.004, 0.01, 0.04, 0.1]
γ2 3 9 6
θm 2◦ 36◦ 2◦

k1 4 4
k2 1 1

event, provided that the parameter k2 is allowed to vary. Although both equation 5.7 and the
background γ describe the ratio between the p-wave and s-wave velocity, those two terms
deal with a different frequency content: γ describes the low frequency interval property, while
k2 describes the high frequency interface response. Given the two rock-physics relationships
with their degree of uncertainty (λ2 for the Gardner relationship and µ2 for the approximate
Mudrock line) I can construct the model covariance matrix Σ such as

Σ−1 =


λ2 1

1+k1
2 + µ2 1

1+k2
2 −µ2 k2

1+k2
2 −λ2 k1

1+k1
2

−µ2 k2
1+k2

2 µ2 k2
2

1+k2
2 0

−λ2 k1
1+k1

2 0 λ2 k1
2

1+k1
2

 , (5.8)

and I can also re-formulate the problem expressed in equation 5.3 as

min
m
||Am− d||22 + λ2||Pm||22 + µ2||Qm||22. (5.9)

In equation 5.9, P is the matrix form of the differential Gardner relationship, and Q is the
matrix form of the relationship I assumed between the logarithms of p- and s-wave reflectivity.
The regularised version of matrix 5.2 becomes a function not only of the maximum incidence
angle and of the parameter γ but also of the hyperparameters (λ2, µ2) and of the rock-physics
exponents k1 = 4 and k2 = 1:

AtA + λ2PtP + µ2QtQ = AtA + Σ−1 =


T1,1(θm, γ) + λ2 1

1+|k1|2
+ µ2 1

1+|k2|2
T1,2(θm, γ)− µ2 k2

1+|k2|2
T1,3(θm, γ)− λ2 k1

1+|k1|2

T2,1(θm, γ)− µ2 k2

1+|k2|2
T2,2(θm, γ) + µ2 k2

2

1+|k2|2
T2,3(θm, γ)

T3,1(θm, γ)− λ2 k1

1+|k1|2
T3,2(θm, γ) T3,3(θm, γ) + λ2 k1

2

1+|k1|2

 .
(5.10)

In equation 5.10, Ta,b with a, b=1,2,3, represent the elements of the aforementioned matrix T
(5.2). I investigate the effects of the parameters λ2, µ2, γ, θm by numerically sampling the
matrix 5.10 within the range presented in Table 5.1. This range is valid both for hydrocarbon
exploration and for near surface targets. γ2 is related to the Poisson ratio, and for non auxetic
materials (such as rocks) is limited to values equal or larger than 2 (Poisson ratio ≥ 0).
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5.4 Results

At least one, and in favourable cases two components of m can be independently resolved
from the seismic data without regularisation. For instance, Aleardi (2015) set a -40 to -50 dB
threshold for the ratio between the minimum and the maximum eigenvalue of matrices 5.10 or
5.5 to resolve independent features of the single components of the model m. This figure, how-
ever, depends on the S/N of the data to be inverted. I overcome this issue by fixing the data
covariance matrix Cd to the identity matrix such that I can directly relate the uncertainty on the
posterior model, with the uncertainty described in the matrix of the inverse problem. Figures
5.2 and 5.3 show the three eigenvalues of matrix 5.10 as a function of the maximum incidence
angle (θm), varying the hyperparameters λ2 and µ2. Non-regularised results are presented for
consistency with the work of De Nicolao, Drufuca, and Rocca (1993) in panels A of both Figure
5.2, and 5.3. After regularisation, the -50 dB threshold can be achieved with incidence angles
up to 30 degrees (panels I for Figure 5.2 and 5.3). I also present the absolute value of the di-
rectional cosines of the eigenvectors corresponding to the three eigenvalues in Figure 5.4, 5.5
and 5.6. For clarity, the results are presented by fixing γ =

√
3. As described by De Nicolao,

Drufuca, and Rocca (1993), the eigenvector corresponding to the first eigenvalue is directed
toward the product of density and p-wave velocity reflectivity at small incidence angles. This
fact is maintained after regularisation, meaning that the adopted a priori correlations preserve
the reconstruction of the acoustic impedance reflectivity. The eigenvector corresponding to the
intermediate eigenvalue points to a combination of all the three elastic parameter reflectivity
in the non-regularised case (see panel A in Figure 5.5). After the regularisation with rock-
physics relationships, the second eigenvector mainly influences the s-wave reflectivity when
the Gardner relationship term dominates (see panels D,G,H in Figure 5.5). The directional co-
sine of the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue was neglected in the paper
from De Nicolao, Drufuca, and Rocca (1993) for the little relevance it had. After regularisation,
this eigenvector becomes significant as the amplitude of its associated eigenvalue is approach-
ing the amplitude of the other eigenvalues. Opposite to what happens for the eigenvector
corresponding to the intermediate eigenvalue, when the Gardner term is prevailing the third
eigenvector points to acoustic impedance at near angles (this is particularly evident in panels
D and G of Figure 5.6) while the third eigenvalue points to a mix of elastic properties when the
effect of the Mudrock line is more relevant.
The maximum incidence angle and the two hyperparameters λ and µ have a strong influence
on the stability. This influence is justified in light of the weighting effect the hyperparame-
ters play in transforming the three-terms AVA model into something similar to a two- or even
one-term inversion. The AVA problem is less stable with an increase of the background α

β val-
ues (Aleardi, 2015). However, by comparing Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.3, the ratio between the
minimum and the maximum eigenvalue evidences the same behaviour when the Gardner reg-
ularisation term is prevailing, while the behaviour is different when the correlation between α

and β in the regularisation term is stronger.
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FIGURE 5.2: Variation of the eigenvalues of matrix 5.10 depending on the range of an-
gles available. The blue line indicates the largest eigenvalue as a function of the maximum
incidence angle. Red and green line indicate the intermediate and the smallest eigenvalue,
respectively. Panels from left to right show the effects of increasing the hyperparameter
µ2, which introduces the correlation related to the Mudrock line, while panels from top to
bottom show the effects of increasing the hyperparameter λ2 which introduces the corre-
lation related to the Gardner relationship. The maximum incidence angle increases every

2 ◦ along the horizontal axis. The background γ =
√

3.
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FIGURE 5.3: Variation of the eigenvalues of matrix 5.10 depending on the ranges of
angles available. The analysis is presented in the same way as in Figure 5.2 with the
results in blue referring to the largest eigenvalue, the red and the green results to the
intermediate and the smallest eigenvalue respectively. In this case the background γ = 3.
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FIGURE 5.4: Absolute value of the directional cosines of the of eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 5.10 in the model space. The blue curve indicates
the eigenvector component in the ∆ log(α) direction, the red and the green curves the
components in the ∆ log(β) and ∆ log(ρ) directions respectively. Panel A shows the
non-regularised solution, which is the same solution proposed by De Nicolao, Drufuca,
and Rocca (1993) for γ =

√
3. The hyperparameter choice (λ2, µ2) is consistent with the

one presented for the eigenvalues displayed in Figure 5.2.

FIGURE 5.5: Absolute value of the directional cosines of the of eigenvector corresponding
to the intermediate eigenvalue of the matrix 5.10. γ =

√
3. The colour palette is the same

as in Figure 5.4: blue indicates the component along ∆ log(α), red along ∆ log(β), and
green along ∆ log(ρ).
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FIGURE 5.6: Absolute value of the directional cosines of the of eigenvector corresponding
to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix 5.10 in the model space. γ =

√
3. The colour

palette is the same as in Figure 5.4: blue indicates the component along ∆ log(α), red
along ∆ log(β), and green along ∆ log(ρ).

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions

A picture of the feasibility of the linearised AVA inversion, depending on the confidence on
the a priori information available, has been provided in this Chapter. The range of parameters
that have been selected for the feasibility analysis is in according to the relevant literature for
oil and gas exploration targets. The maximum incidence angle is limited to 36 degrees because
the Aki-Richards approximation of equation 4.10 is considered no longer valid for larger inci-
dence angles. I used a regular grid for sampling the model parameter space, but it is worth
acknowledging that a low discrepancy sequence would have sampled more evenly the param-
eter space in the hypothesis of a uniform probability distribution of those parameters. The
choice of a low-discrepancy sequence could become more important in case the analysis is ex-
tended to the role played by the variation of the parameters k1 and k2 in the stability of the
problem. The drawback of the proposed regularisation consists on finding solutions that show
linear dependences between the elastic parameter reflectivities. This fact does not constitute a
critical issue since most of the seismic events actually follow this trend. However, it is worth
acknowledging that exploration targets that show relevant anomalies on the background elas-
tic properties represent a challenge for the proposed method. This analysis provides a useful
tool for a wider adoption of the Rock Physics regularization terms in the linear AVA inversion.
The concept of two- and three-terms AVA inversion can be extended to intermediate cases in
which the relationships among elastic parameters are known on statistical grounds. Following
the analysis I propose, those intermediate cases can be solved by including as little a priori
Rock Physics information as necessary to stabilize the solution depending on the uncertainty
on the data available, the acquisition geometry, and the background geological knowledge of
the area of interest. A further extension of the research could address the problem of analysing
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the stability of the regularized inversion when the parameters of the model m are different (for
example AI, Poisson ratio, ρ).
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Chapter 6

Acoustic and Elastic Inversion on a Test
Land Dataset

6.1 Introduction

I make use of a 2-D line and an inline of a 3-D dataset from a land seismic survey to test the post-
stack CARV reconstruction method discussed in Chapter 3, and the pre-stack reconstruction
methods discussed Chapter 4 on properly conditioned input data. The 2-D line has been used
to estimate the AI while the pre-stack inline has been used to invert for the p-wave and s-
wave velocity and for the bulk density, providing as a by-product an estimate of the AI. Before
applying the reconstruction and inversion approaches, a pre-conditioning work on the seismic
data has been performed. One of the issues that characterizes the recursive inversion of land
data is the selection of the AI for the reference layer. A further unknown is the scalar to adopt
for mapping the bandlimited processed data into a bandlimited version of the reflectivity. I
overcome both issues by calibrating the two values to the values derived from well logs. In
fact, a sonic and density log is available nearby the two lines, at the location indicated in Figure
6.1. The dataset is obtained by courtesy of Eni.
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FIGURE 6.1: Relative planimetric position of the Eni land data available.
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Data coordinates have been kept confidential and are not available for the present work, how-
ever this fact does not affect the results presented. The well logs available consist of a sonic,
and a neutron density within the interval 1148 to 2236 ms. The two well logs are acquired at a
nominal depth interval of 6 inches. Log data have been resampled to 4 ms (relying on the sonic
log for the depth to travel-time mapping), after an anti-alias low-pass filter. After resampling,
a median filter over a sliding window of 3 samples has been applied to enhance the blocky
structure of the two interval properties. The results thus obtained are presented in Figure 6.2.
In order to compare the seismic to well log data (see Figure 6.26), the reflectivity calculated
from the blocked AI has been convolved with a 25 Hz Ricker wavelet, roughly corresponding
to the peak frequency of the seismic signal.
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FIGURE 6.2: Well log data and well log blocking for seismic-to-well tie. The depth-to-
time calibration was provided for the interval 1728-2236 ms, while the shallow interval

has been calibrated by using the sonic log information.

The 2-D line consists of 803 post-stack traces. Traces are made up of 1375 samples for a total
duration of 5.5 seconds. The sampling interval is 4 ms and the spectrum of the signal ranges
from roughly 8 to 40 Hz (Figure 6.17 presents the average amplitude spectrum). No further
information is available on the 2-D line: I consider the data as properly processed and migrated.
The only issue that is evident when comparing the 2-D line to the Inline from the 3-D volume
and to the well log is the polarity of the data. I chose to reverse the polarity for the 2-D line:
the comparison between Figure 6.3, Figure 6.5 and the well logs on the event at about 2100 ms
justifies this choice.
The Inline from the 3-D volume consists of 1571 CDP gathers sampled every 4 ms for a total
length of the trace of 6 s. The nominal fold of each gather is 110 with the offset bins 50 m
wide, ranging from 75 to 5475 m. The nominal CDP spacing is 22.5 m and data have been
processed and migrated (with a Kirchhoff pre-stack-time algorithm). A de-absorbtion filter has
been applied to balance the amplitude spectrum of the data: its effects are evident in Figure
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6.17 where the mean amplitude spectrum of the Inline is compared to the mean amplitude
spectrum of the 2-D line. The spectral balancing on the Inline is expected to provide more
confidence in the CARV inversion obtained on this dataset rather than on the one obtained
from the 2-D line. Data are NMO corrected and a surface consistent deconvolution filter has
been applied to enhance the lateral continuity of the events. The pre-stack data show poor
continuity across CDP and offset direction (see Figure 1.6 for reference). A migration velocity
field is also provided every 500 m for the Inline. I assumed the migration velocity to be an RMS
velocity field and I estimated a smooth interval velocity field from a regularised version of the
Dix formula (see equation 4.4). The RMS and interval velocity field are presented in Figure 6.6.

FIGURE 6.3: 2-D seismic line stack with the synthetic trace derived from well logs over-
laid in blue.
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FIGURE 6.6: Velocity field available for the Inline. In the panel on the left the migration
velocity field is shown after spatial interpolation every trace, and in the panel on the right
the derived interval velocity field is presented. The shallow zone of the interval velocity

field (roughly 0-400 ms) is not reliable because of inversion artefacts.

6.2 Seismic Data Pre-conditioning

There are critical issues in the Inline data that must be addressed before performing any kind of
amplitude inversion. The strong residual Moveout energy and the channel-to-channel artefacts
that are visible both on Panel A of Figure 6.7 and on Figure 6.8 are particularly concerning. A
pre-conditioning workflow that aims at mitigating those issues, consists of:

• Dead channels removal (offset 5125 m to 5475 m)

• Linear noise attenuation (energy with apparent velocity less or equal to 2000 m/s is re-
moved)

• Incoherent noise attenuation via rank-reduction (Multichannel Singular Spectrum Anal-
ysis)

• Residual multiple attenuation in the parabolic Radon domain

I chose this processing flow to first target unwanted energy that is well isolated from the pri-
mary signal: dead channels are easily removed in CDP/offset domain, and low-velocity linear
noise is well isolated from the primary events in the f − k domain. I then adopted the rank
reduction approach to remove incoherent noise which is problematic for the recursive inver-
sion and which could be smeared over the CDP when performing the parabolic forward and
backward Radon transform. I eventually attenuate the energy that shows residual Moveout,
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paying particular attention to protect near channels. The Radon transform algorithm has been
taken from the Sacchi and SAIG (SeismicLab)© package under the GNU general public license
and it has been further developed as part of the thesis.

FIGURE 6.7: Slice of the pre-stack inline cube: one common offset plane, one CDP plane,
and one timeslice is displayed. Panel A shows the data as received, and Panel B shows the
data after a pre-conditioning work for inversion. The pre-stack data are noisy and only a

single event is clearly evident in the timeslice.

The input CDP gathers are strongly affected by linear noise which has been tackled by a filter
in the f − k domain. The filter removes all the energy that shows an apparent velocity less or
equal than 2000 m/s. The target area I selected for inversion is included in the range 1200-3500
ms, where the migration velocity of Figure 6.6 suggests that no primary event is slower than
2000 m/s. To avoid primary leakage the input data are restored outside the fan limited by the
apparent velocity 200 m/s and 1700 m/s in the traveltime-offset domain. The results of this
operation are presented for 5 sample CDP gathers in Figure 6.9.
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FIGURE 6.8: Selection of sample CDP gathers after migration. Linear noise and residual
moveout energy is particularly concerning for a recursive amplitude inversion at depth.

FIGURE 6.9: Selection of sample CDP gathers after linear noise attenuation in the f − k
domain.
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FIGURE 6.10: Difference between Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. The filter in the f − k
domain partially attenuate the direct arrivals with no damage on the primary events.

A multichannel Singular Spectrum Analysis (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011) in windows of 101
offsets and 101 CDP gathers has been applied to each frequency component from 5 to 50 Hz.
The other frequency components are not taken into account by the parametrisation of the CARV
inversion, therefore they are not considered for data pre-conditioning. The 100 linear events
that show the largest energy are kept in each spatial window, this attenuates the incoherent
noise while preserving the characteristics of the flat events in the NMO-corrected data (see the
difference Figure 6.12). The window overlapping is 30% in the CDP direction.
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FIGURE 6.11: Selection of the same sample CDP gathers as displayed in Figure 6.8 after
the f − k filter and the rank reduction via multichannel Singular Spectrum Analysis.

FIGURE 6.12: Difference between Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.11. Only a faint residual
signal can be seen at far offsets in the shallow part of CDP 12481. Those offset are not

considered within the selection of angles adopted for the pre- and post-stack inversion.
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event most of the energy comes from events that show a significant residual Moveout.
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FIGURE 6.14: Schematic representation of the residual Moveout energy attenuation
workflow. I named the CDP / offset data domain with the t− x label and the intercept /

curvature data domain with the τ − q label.

The presence of residual Moveout energy is evident from a visual inspection of the CDP gathers
of Figure 6.11 and it is also highlighted by the semblance analysis proposed in Figure 6.13. The
issue is tackled by a mute in the parabolic Radon domain. The algorithm used is schematically
represented in Figure 6.14. The aperture of the Radon transform is 4000 ms at far offset (5075 m),
the maximum frequency that is transformed into Radon domain is 50 Hz, which is compatible
with the choice of sampling the curvature of the events at 10 ms at offset 5075 m. The mute is
applied to the energy that shows a residual Moveout at far offset between 120 an 400 ms. The
nearest 5 offsets have been protected from the processing with a further 5 offsets in which the
input and the processed data are linearly tapered: this is to avoid near-angle primary damage
from the forward and backward Radon transform. The processed seismic gathers are presented
in Figure 6.15 and the residual Moveout energy removed is presented in the difference of Figure
6.16. Minor leakage is present at far offsets in the shallow portion of the CDP gather 12481,
which is not concerning because of the angle mute I intend to use for the inversion.
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FIGURE 6.15: Selection of the same sample CDP gathers as displayed in Figure 6.11
after the residual Moveout energy attenuation performed in Radon domain. Not all the
residual Moveout energy has been removed but the S/N of the flat events is enhanced with

respect to the data of Figure 6.11.

FIGURE 6.16: Difference between Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.15. Much of the residual
Moveout energy is removed from the CDP gathers and only a minor leakage is present in

CDP 12481.
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6.3 Post-stack Inversion

I apply the CARV algorithm for the post-stack inversion described in Chapter 3 on both the 2-
D line and on the Inline. The mean amplitude spectrum across the section presented in Figure
6.17, provides some hints for selecting the cut-off frequency for AR modelling.
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FIGURE 6.17: Comparison between the mean amplitude spectrum of the 2-D line and
the Inline extracted from the 3-D volume. Both spectra are normalised to their peak

amplitude. The Inline shows a larger bandwidth.

6.3.1 2D Section

I applied the CARV inversion method detailed in Chapter 3 to the land seismic data of Figure
6.4. I tested the range 7-11 Hz, in increments of 1 Hz, for the low-cut, and the range 36-44 Hz,
in increments of 2 Hz, for the high-cut frequency, and the AR model order length from 75 to
90 in increments of 5. The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in Figure 6.21 as the
sample standard deviations among the outcomes at each temporal sample and trace location.
I then chose the range 8-40 Hz for fitting an AR process of length 80. As far as it concerns the
2-D line I first identified three horizons (see Figure 6.18). The first horizon served to extend
the reference AI (3000000 rayl) from the well log to all the traces in the section. The other two
horizons have been used to set the constraints on impedance at depth. The AI on the green
horizon is set to 8500000 ± 500000 rayl, while the AI on the red horizon is set to 12500000 ±
500000 rayl. A scalar that transforms the data into amplitudes related to reflectivity, has been
calibrated on the event highlighted by the red horizon (Figure 6.18) for 25 traces around the
well location.
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FIGURE 6.18: Window of the 2-D line selected for inversion with 2 picked horizons
(green and red curve). The blue lines indicate the limits adopted for the inversion.

AR model orders in the range 75 to 90 have been tested with 80 being the order chosen for the
results presented. The results, in presence of the soft constraints only, and with regularisation
derived from the velocity field (λ=0.3 the ratio of the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix G
and LtL in equation 3.12) are reported in Figure 6.19 and 6.20 respectively. A lateral continuity
weight is also imposed in those inversion results.

FIGURE 6.19: AR inversion of AI on the 2D line with two soft constraints on impedance.
Despite lateral continuity enhancement, trace-to-trace instability is still present in the

results.
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FIGURE 6.20: AR inversion of AI on the 2-D line with two soft constraints on impedance
and the information coming from the interval velocity field at the Inline location that
crosses the 2D line. This velocity field has been extended to the whole 2-D line. The result
is more stable than in Figure 6.19, but results do not appear reliable when checked against

well log control.
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FIGURE 6.21: Standard deviation varying model low-cut frequency (Panel A), high-cut
frequency (Panel B), and the AR model order (Panel C). The standard deviation refers
to the deviation on the mean value when varying one parameter at the time. The effects
of the constraints on AI are clearly evident as zones of low standard deviation in all the

panels.

6.3.2 3D Inline

The pre-conditioned seismic gathers from the Inline have been stacked with a 24◦ angle mute
for the purpose of post-stack AI inversion. A window of 1800 ms has been selected for in-
version, starting below the blue horizon at about the top of the seismic section of Figure 6.22.
The results presented in Figure 6.23, 6.24, and 6.25 are based on a signal bandwidth range 8-45
Hz and on an AR model order equal to 50. A constraint on AI (12500000 ± 500000 rayl) at
the horizon indicated by the red arrows in Figure 6.22 and a lateral continuity weight are also
included in the inversion to mitigate the trace-to-trace instability. The reflectivity bandwidth
extension displayed in Figure 6.23 shows that the main events are effectively sharpened, but
the recursive nature of the AI estimation make the reconstruction at depth scarcely reliable at
the well location (Figure 6.26) both in the case of the AR inversion (Figure 6.24) and in the case
of the CARV inversion (Figure 6.25).
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FIGURE 6.22: Inline stack section after data pre-conditioning. The data have been in-
verted within the time window limited by the blue lines. Red arrows indicate the horizon

where I set the constraint on AI.
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FIGURE 6.23: Reconstructed reflectivity via the CARV method. The low frequency
reconstruction is performed via the AR harmonic interpolation method, while the high
frequency extension is performed via minimum entropy deconvolution as described in

section 3.3.9.
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FIGURE 6.24: AR inversion of AI [rayl] on the Inline with a soft constraint on impedance
at depth.
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FIGURE 6.25: CARV inversion of AI [rayl] on the Inline with a soft constraint on
impedance at depth and the information coming from the interval velocity field of Fig-

ure 6.6.
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FIGURE 6.26: Comparison between the AI derived from well log and the AI derived from
the CARV inversion of Figure 6.25 (A) and the AR inversion of Figure 6.24 (B). Both the
results reconstruct a biased version of AI for the 5 traces around the well location. The
comparison between Panel A and Panel B highlights the role played by the velocity field
term in narrowing the uncertainty on the AI reconstruction at depth where no geologic

constraint has been set.

6.4 Pre-stack Inversion

I applied the methods presented in section 4.3 in the attempt to recover the elastic parameters
from the Inline of the land dataset. CIGs have been sorted from offset to incidence angle via the
weighted stack approach of section 4.2.3. Together with the two AR approaches of section 4.3,
I investigated the sparse-spike method of Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) to invert the pre-stack
data for three elastic parameters. This method is very similar to the one-stage workflow pre-
sented in Figure 4.6, other than the low-frequency reconstruction is not performed by AR mod-
els, but rather by minimising the L1 norm of the elastic parameters reflectivity. I show a single
output for each method and for each of the three elastic parameters (α,β,ρ) in order to provide
an overview of the results that have been achieved on the specific dataset. The estimates are far
from being a reliable reconstruction of the elastic properties because of unrealistic trace-to-trace
variability and questionable absolute values at depth. The reasons for the failure of the method
are to be sought in the noisy nature of the input data, in the unstable behaviour of the mapping
between reflectivity and elastic parameters, and in the subjective choice of the a priori informa-
tion that is required to stabilise the AVA inversion (2 out of 3 interval properties are roughly a
scaled version of each other in the presented results). The inversion for the AVA gradient and
intercept only appears more stable (Figures 6.27 and 6.28). In those Figures, the intercept is
integrated into AI and the gradient value is kept as an indication of the AVA behaviour at sin-
gle interfaces. Figures 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31 have been obtained with a two-stages inversion (see
section 4.3) and one constraint on EI at the depth corresponding to the horizon indicated by the
red arrows in Figure 6.22. The value of EI has been constrained in the range 11000000-14000000
rayl at normal incidence angle and the ranges for the EI at different incidence angles have been
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obtained by assuming a p-wave velocity of 4700 m/s, an s-wave velocity of 2879 m/s and a
density of 2650 kg/m3 in equation 4.17. For the case of the one-stage and the sparse-spike in-
version of Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) the constraints at the main event are set with respect
to the three interval parameters (see section 4.3). They are α = 4700± 400m/s, β = 2879± 1000
m/s, ρ = 2650± 200 kg/m3. The s-wave to p-wave velocity has been considered constant for
the whole temporal window of the inversion and equal to 0.47. For the one- and two-stages
AR reconstruction the signal bandwidth has been identified in the range 8-42 Hz and the AR
model order equal to 50. The angles available span the range 6− 30◦. Table 6.1 describes the
remaining parameters adopted for the inversion results displayed below. In order to limit the
impact of the regularization on the result no lateral continuity weight is considered for all the
three-term pre-stack estimates proposed. In table 6.1, α0, β0, ρ0 are the mechanical parameters
at the reference depth, while λ2 and µ2 are the two hyperparameters related to Gardner and
the Mudrock line that are used to stabilise the inversion.

TABLE 6.1: Parametrization adopted for the pre-stack inversion.

Inversion approach Parameters

Two-stages λ2 = 0.01
µ2 = 0.03
α0 = 3000 m/s
β0 = 1413 m/s
ρ0 = 2200 m/s

One stage λ2 = 0.03
µ2 = 0.01
α0 = 3000 m/s
β0 = 1413 m/s
ρ0 = 2200 m/s

Sparse-spike λ2 = 0.01
µ2 = 0.01
α0 = 3000 m/s
β0 = 1413 m/s
ρ0 = 2200 m/s
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FIGURE 6.27: Pre-stack estimation of the AI impedance via a two-stages workflow from
incidence angles in the range 6 − 30◦. Two-terms inversion. The intercept has been
integrated to obtain an estimate of the AI at normal incidence angle [rayl]. This result is
different from the one obtained in Figure 6.24 both because of the different range of angles

available and because of the different method adopted in the reconstruction.
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FIGURE 6.28: Two-stages reconstruction of the full bandwidth of the AVA gradient (two-
terms inversion). On the main event different behaviours may be identified, with a pre-

vailing increase in amplitude with incidence angle.
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FIGURE 6.29: Reconstruction of the p-wave velocity from the two-stages algorithm
[m/s]. The most evident set of events is clearly evidenced in the inversion result while

the remaining part of the inversion is very noisy.
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FIGURE 6.30: Reconstruction of the s-wave velocity from the two-stages algorithm [m/s].
The result is noisier than in the case of the p-wave velocity output.
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FIGURE 6.31: Reconstruction of the bulk density from the two-stages algorithm
[kg/m3].
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FIGURE 6.32: Reconstruction of the p-wave velocity from the one-stage algorithm [m/s].
Artefacts due to the presence of the constraint around the main horizon are evident in the

estimation.
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FIGURE 6.33: Reconstruction of the s-wave velocity from the one-stage algorithm [m/s].
Artefacts due to the presence of the constraint around the main horizon are evident in the

estimation.
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FIGURE 6.34: Reconstruction of the bulk density from the one-stage algorithm [kg/m3].
Artefacts due to the presence of the constraint around the main horizon are evident in the

estimation.
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FIGURE 6.35: Reconstruction of the p-wave velocity from the sparse-spike method in
time domain [m/s]. The background trend of the interval property is added by an addi-

tional term in the original Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) formulation.
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FIGURE 6.36: Reconstruction of the s-wave velocity from the sparse-spike method in time
domain [m/s]. The background trend of the interval property is added by an additional

term in the original Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) formulation.
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FIGURE 6.37: Reconstruction of the bulk density from the sparse-spike method in time
domain [kg/m3]. The background trend of the interval property is added by an additional

term in the original Perez, Velis, and Sacchi (2017) formulation.

6.5 Discussion

The post-stack CARV inversion has not proven effective in singling out the absolute values of
the AI at depth on the land dataset. This is well documented by the mistie at well location (Fig-
ure 6.26) and it might be caused by the large uncertainty related to the values of the interval
velocity field derived from the stacking velocities, by the poor S/N of both the 2-D section and
the Inline, and by the uncertainty associated with the AI value at a reference level. Nonetheless,
the layers underneath the most evident event in the stacks at about 2400 ms TWT, have been
characterized with a realistic lateral variation of the AI property both on the 2-D section (Figure
6.20) and on the Inline (Figure 6.25). Well log control is not effective to validate the inversion in
this interval of depths, also because the same well was used to set an AI constraint at a nearby
depth.
The pre-stack approach is even more speculative: Rock Physic relationships that are not neces-
sarily met in the true subsurface, are included in the inversion process. The p-wave estimate
of Figure 6.29 is similar, at least in the few hundred ms below the main event in the section, to
the AI of Figure 6.25 which was obtained with the CARV approach. This result, together with
the AI estimated in Figure 6.27 from the pre-stack data, support the ability of the two stages
method to provide well-behaved solutions, while the one-stage workflow provides more un-
realistic results, especially because it clearly shows only one layer of relatively uniform elastic
properties underneath the main event. The pre-stack sparse-spike approach has proven to be
very sensitive to the choice of the hyperparameters that govern the amount of sparsity and the
amount of Rock Physics correlations into the elastic parameter estimation, and for this reason
the significance of the estimates thus obtained appear more questionable. Overall, the inver-
sion attempts made on the land dataset have been unsatisfactory, nonetheless subtle features of
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potential interest have been highlighted by the proposed inversions, but they must be assessed
with care if further knowledge on the area under investigation is available.
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Chapter 7

Acoustic and Elastic Inversion on a Test
Marine Dataset

7.1 Introduction

An Inline from a marine dataset offshore Nova Scotia has been studied for the purpose of
testing the pre- and post-stack harmonic reconstruction methods that are described in Chap-
ters 3 and 4. Data are pre-stack time migrated, and they refer to the Inline 1300, for a total
of 481 cross-lines over the Penobscot prospect in the Scotian Continental Shelf. The sampling
interval is 4 ms and seismic data are binned in a 12.5 m by 12.5 m grid, with nominal fold
of 60, ranging from offset 175 m to 3175 m. Five interpreted horizons, including the seabed,
are also available for constraining the inversion of the elastic parameters because of the pres-
ence of a nearby borehole with well log data. They are named Horizon A to Horizon E, with
the last letter sorted by alphabetical order from shallow to deep events. Data are owned by
the Nova Scotia Department of Energy. Data conditioned for AVA inversion have been ob-
tained from https://opendtect.org/osr/pmwiki.php/Main/PENOBSCOT3DSABLEISLAND
(last accessed on 03/05/2018) and they have been rotated to zero-phase and stacked in Fig-
ure 7.1. After data pre-conditioning which includes the estimation of an interval velocity field,
post-stack results are presented both for the full section and for a target window that does not
include the laterally heterogeneous seabed. The pre-stack inversion is then proposed on the
target window, with a final discussion of the obtained results.
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FIGURE 7.1: Seismic section considered for elastic parameter inversion. Data available
from the Nova Scotia department of Energy have been bulk-shifted by 90 degrees to obtain

a zero-phase seismic dataset.

The target window for the inversion, 1400 ms long below the Horizon C, is shown in Figure
7.2 between the solid blue curves. This window focuses on the effects of a fault zone in the
sedimentary sequences of the basin.
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FIGURE 7.2: Seismic data presented in Figure 7.1 are overlaid with the Horizon C and
Horizon D. The temporal window that spans 1400 ms below the interpreted Horizon C
(down to the solid blue line deeper than 2400 ms) is used for testing both the post- and

pre-stack seismic inversion methods discussed in the thesis.

A velocity field obtained from NMO analysis, has been adopted for mapping the pre-stack
gathers from offset to incidence angle. The mapping has been achieved by assuming that the
stacking velocity approximates the RMS velocity and by smoothing the Dix relationship (as per
equation 4.4) to estimate the interval velocity (Figure 7.4). The stacking and the interval velocity
fields are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 within the temporal window displayed in Figure 7.2.
Although the RMS and the interval velocity fields of Figure 7.3 and 7.4 are only shown within
a temporal window, they are available from the seabed to the depth corresponding to 3200 ms
TWT. Given the estimated interval velocity field of Figure 7.4, the aspect ratio of the seismic
section of Figures 7.1 and 7.2 is close to be 1:1 in the deeper part, while the shallow part is more
horizontally stretched.
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FIGURE 7.3: Stacking Velocity field [m/s]. This velocity field is assumed to be an RMS
velocity field for the subsequent analysis.

FIGURE 7.4: Interval velocity field obtained from the stacking velocity [m/s] via equation
4.4.
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7.2 Post-stack inversion

The CARV inversion has been tested on the seismic data of Figure 7.1 which have been, in turn,
obtained with a 6 to 33 degrees angle mute. To perform the inversion, a order 80 AR model has
been fitted to the bandwidth 7-55 Hz, where the S/N is higher. The reference AI has been set to
1.5 106 rayl in the water layer. Two constraints on AI have been set at the depths corresponding
to Horizon C (5±1 106 rayl) and Horizon D (8±1.5 106 rayl). The hyperparameter that weights
the velocity field of Figure 7.4 in the AR solution is set to 0.3 the ratio between the maximum
eigenvalue of the matrix G and LHL in the cost function 3.13.
A laterally smoothed estimated of AI is presented in Figure 7.6. To obtain such estimate, the
hyperparameter µ that governs the degree of lateral smoothing has been set to 0.2 in the cost
function 3.20. The main difference between the smoothed and the non-smoothed estimate is
evident in sedimentary sequences shallower than the Horizon C. In both cases, the AI esti-
mates are strongly influenced by vertical stripes that prevent a geologic interpretation of the AI
sections above the Horizon C event.

FIGURE 7.5: AI [rayl] estimated from post-stack seismic data via the CARV approach
described in Chapter 3.
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FIGURE 7.6: AI [rayl] estimated from post-stack seismic data via the CARV approach
described in Chapter 3, in which the lateral continuity of the estimate has been enforced

(see section 3.3.6).

The CARV AI inversion is further proposed on the temporal window highlighted by the solid
blue curves in Figure 7.2. In this case, the reference AI is no longer the water layer, but a
stronger assumption about the mechanical properties of the levels above the Horizon C has
been made: the AI of the sample corresponding to the picked Horizon C is assumed to be 6 106

rayl across the section. This test was made to compare the results of the post-stack inversion
to the results of the pre-stack inversion, which could only be performed in the range of depths
where a sufficient number of ray-paths with different illumination geometry investigate the
same subsurface location. In this case, the effects of the fault area between CDP 200 and 300 is
more clear because of the overburden artefacts are removed from the inversion. The effects of
the fault on the inversion of Figure 7.7 are evident: the poor illumination of the flanks of the
fault generates an unreliable CARV AI estimate at depth. The presence of two clear events in
the seismic section of Figure 7.2, one corresponding to the Horizon C and one corresponding
to Horizon D, is clearly evidenced in the AI inversion of Figure 7.7. Both Horizons are iden-
tified as a “hard event”, generating an increase of AI with depth. This piece of information is
partially influenced by the a priori constraints set for the inversion. More interestingly, Figure
7.7 points out the possible presence of a hard layer until about 150 ms below the Horizon D,
with a generalized decrease of AI below it (black arrows point to this coherent feature of the AI
inversion where no constraints at depth have been set).
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FIGURE 7.7: AI [rayl] estimated from post-stack seismic data via the CARV approach
described in Chapter 3 in the time window of Figure 7.2.

7.3 Pre-stack inversion

The same inline used for post-stack estimation of AI has been considered for testing the pre-
stack reconstruction of the low-frequency components of the reflectivity. I used the weighted
stack approach (see section 4.2.3) to sort the pre-stack CIG from offset to incidence angle. The
reconstruction has been performed via the AR modelling (two-stages work-flow) for the pur-
pose of estimating the elastic parameters (α, β, ρ) and the elastic impedance in the range 6°-33°.
I perform the inversion for the temporal window highlighted by the blue solid lines in Figure
7.2. I assumed the EI of the first inverted sample to be constant throughout the line and equal
to 6 106 rayl. One constraint on elastic parameters has been provided 20 ms below the Horizon
D, following the indications coming from the log data of the nearby well B-41 (α = 4000 m/s,
β = 1500m/s, ρ = 2400kg/m3). No velocity-related regularisation term has been considered.
The EI inversion, sampled at the incidence angles of 6◦,18◦, and 30◦ is proposed in Figures 7.8,
7.9, and 7.10 respectively. It is worth noting the decay in seismic amplitude with incidence
angle, that produces an EI estimate at 30◦ smoother than at 6◦. A hard layer below the Horizon
D event is still visible on EI, and no anomaly of potential relevance is evident at far angles.
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FIGURE 7.8: Estimated Elastic Impedance [rayl] at incidence angle of 6 degrees.

FIGURE 7.9: Estimated Elastic Impedance [rayl] at incidence angle of 18 degrees.
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FIGURE 7.10: Estimated Elastic Impedance [rayl] at incidence angle of 30 degrees.

Once the reflectivity (and the derived EI) is reconstructed at each incidence angle, any set of
elastic properties could be extracted as long as a stable mapping is obtained by properly reg-
ularizing the Aki Richards equation 4.10 (see Chapter 5 for more details on the regularization
strategy). I made the choice of correlating the density and p-wave velocity field, and the p-
and s-wave velocity field as described in equation 4.15, with λ2 equal to 0.1 times the ratio of
the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix CtC and the matrix F−1

LMPtPF−1t
LM and µ2 equal to 0.05

times the ratio of the maximum eigenvalues of the matrix CtC and the matrix F−1t
LM QtQF−1

LM.
The results thus obtained are presented in terms of p-wave velocity, s-wave velocity and bulk
density in Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14 respectively. The combination of the p-wave velocity and
bulk density is also presented in terms of AI in Figure 7.11. This result, that does not include
the information coming from the interval velocity field, is comparable to the post-stack result
of Figure 7.7, which, on the contrary, does not account for the effects of non-normal incidence
ray-paths. The main difference between the two results is the absolute value of the estimated
AI while the structural character of two inversions is similar.
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FIGURE 7.11: Estimated AI from AVA intercept [rayl]. The estimate proposed here could
be compared with the post-stack estimate presented in Figure 7.7

FIGURE 7.12: Estimated p-wave velocity [m/s] from the two-stages workflow.
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FIGURE 7.13: Estimated s-wave velocity [m/s] from the two-stages workflow.

FIGURE 7.14: Estimated bulk density [kg/m3] from the two-stages workflow.
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7.4 Discussion

The marine seismic data from the Penobscot area show a very consistent trace-to-trace am-
plitude on the target Horizon C and Horizon D events. Nonetheless, the shallow part of the
survey shows an alternation of bright and dimmed patches. This is clearly documented by Fig-
ure 7.15, where a comparison between the envelope of the seismic amplitudes across the section
for a time-window of 40 ms around the seabed and the Horizon C is shown. The seismic event
identified as Horizon C is much more continuous than the seabed, and it only interrupts at
about CDP 250 because of the presence of a fault.

FIGURE 7.15: Envelope of the 40 ms seismic window across the seabed (top panel) and
the Horizon C (bottom panel). Amplitudes of Horizon C are much more continuous

(except on the faulting zone) than amplitudes of the seabed.

Due to the amplitude issues evidenced in the shallow part of the seismic section, the AI inver-
sion of Figures 7.5 and 7.6 appear less realistic than the following inversion results, which do
not take into account the effects of the shallow marine sediments. The price to pay in this case, is
the bias introduced by the arbitrary choice of a constant value for the elastic properties at about
the depths corresponding to Horizon C. In fact, the absolute values of the inversion results of
Figure 7.7 and of all the pre-stack inversion results are accurate as much as the reference value
for the recursive inversion is accurate. This scenario is similar to the scenario of a land dataset
inversion. The presence of the fault at about CDP 200 to CDP 300 is particularly evident in
the p-wave velocity, s-wave velocity, and bulk density estimates of Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14
because of the missing “hard event” on the Horizon C at those locations. The post-stack AI
estimate of Figure 7.7 is fairly consistent with the pre-stack AI estimation of Figure 7.11, even
though the latter shows slightly lower AI values. The difference could be ascribed to the role
of a possibly incorrect interval velocity field regularization term in the post-stack solution, but
also to a possibly incorrect Rock Physics regularisation term in the three-terms pre-stack AVA
solution. Overall, the results presented in this Chapter show the potentialities of both the pre-
and post-stack methodologies to highlight features of possible geologic interest, but they also
warn on the data quality that is required to obtain significant results via a recursive inversion.
Not all the marine dataset appear suitable for a quantitative CARV inversion, especially in the
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presence of faults and steeply dipping events. As far as it concerns the pre-stack recursive
methods on the Penobscot test dataset, interesting features at about the stronger events appear
in the estimates, but no definitive validation is reached.
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Chapter 8

Sparsity-based Inversion of Ground
Penetrating Radar Data

8.1 Introduction

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is a non-invasive exploration method that aims at investi-
gating the electromagnetic (EM) properties of the subsurface. In the context of this thesis, I
only highlight the few details of the method required for setting the context for GPR amplitude
inversion. More detailed description of the method can be found for instance in Jol (2009) or
Daniels (1996). The aim of this Chapter is to extend the methods developed for seismic data
reconstruction and inversion to GPR data. After a brief introduction to the GPR method, two
sparsity-based workflows for bandwidth extension are theoretically described. The application
of the workflows on a GPR section requires data pre-conditioning, which is presented before
the discussion on the inversion results.
GPR data are typically acquired by means of two antennas, one being a source of an
electromagnetic-controlled pulse and the other being used to record the reflected energy. For
most of the applications and as far as it concern this thesis, single fold small offset GPR traces
are considered. Despite the fact that electromagnetic and seismic data show some similarities
(they are both digital records of a wave-field recorded near the surface in which pulses -events-
may be singled out), there are relevant differences between the two methods. The amount of
scattered energy is generally higher for GPR data (Jol, 2009), directionality is much pronounced
(Davis and Annan, 1989) and the bandwidth is much narrower (in terms of octaves within -6dB
from the peak amplitude) for radar than in the seismic case. The electromagnetic wave absorp-
tion is governed by electrical conductivity of the materials investigated. In most of the cases,
GPR wave absorption is much stronger than seismic wave absorption for each oscillation cycle.
For low conductivity materials and in absence of ferromagnetic minerals, intrinsic attenuation
as well as dispersion become negligible, penetration increases, and interfaces between materi-
als of different dielectric properties may be singled out from GPR data. Further details about
the physical similarities and differences between GPR and reflection seismic data can be found
for instance in the classical work of Ursin (1983).
If conductivity can be neglected and the magnetic permittivity can be approximated to the
free-space magnetic permittivity, given that the GPR bandwidth is well below the relaxation
frequency, electromagnetic impedance is only related to the variation of dielectric permittivity
(ε(t)). In this case, a reconstruction in reflectivity domain r(t) can be biunivocally related to a
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reconstruction in permittivity domain. For vertically incident EM wave:

r(t) =
√

ε(t + 1)−
√

ε(t)√
ε(t + 1) +

√
ε(t)

. (8.1)

Under the above mentioned assumptions the velocity of the electromagnetic wave can be fur-
ther estimated by

v(t) =
c
√

ε0√
ε(t)

(8.2)

where ε0 represents the vacuum permittivity and c represents the speed of an electromagnetic
wave in vacuum. This results in a relationship between GPR reflectivity and the propagation
velocity:

v(t) =
c(t)
√

ε0√
ε(t0)e4 ∑t

u=0 r(u)
. (8.3)

Once the permittivity of the first layer is assumed to be known, the equation 8.3 allows to
recursively obtain an estimate of the propagation velocity at increasing depths.

8.2 Work-flow for GPR Data Inversion

Two different work-flows for GPR data inversion have been analysed:

1. A minimum L1-norm reflectivity reconstruction with impedance constraints at depth

2. A layer-stripping minimum L1-norm reflectivity reconstruction on selected horizons

They both assume that the amplitudes of recorded data can be deterministically related to the
subsurface interface properties in terms of variation of dielectric constant between two homo-
geneous isotropic layers. This assumption has strongly been questioned due to source and
receiver coupling, scattered energy, illumination issues, poor S/N (i.e. Jazayeri, Ebrahimi, and
Kruse (2017)). The results of the inversion algorithms are analysed in light of these issues in
the Discussion section. The amplitude inversion algorithms reconstruct the trace in reflectivity
domain and then summation across interfaces allows to obtain the interval properties in terms
of electromagnetic impedance or velocity.
The minimum L1 norm reflectivity work-flow represents a modification of the Gholami and
Sacchi (2012) algorithm, which was originally developed for the reconstruction of seismic re-
flection data. It enforces sparsity of reflectivity by assuming the presence of a limited number
of homogeneous layers in the subsurface and the knowledge of a stationary wavelet, and it
allows to include a weight in the inversion problem to account for the misfit on impedance
constraints at depth. Lateral continuity of the reconstructed reflectivity can also be enhanced,
nevertheless the recursive nature of the amplitude inversion approach leads to increasing un-
certainty in the velocity estimation at depth.
While Gholami and Sacchi (2012) iteratively estimate reflectivity and wavelet, we assume the
latter to be know a priori. This assumption is not stringent provided that the method is limited
to weak dispersion cases and the outgoing wavelet is measured. The minimum L1/L2 norm
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solution can be obtained by minimising the cost function:

J = ||Wr− d||22 + λ2||r||11 (8.4)

where W is the convolution matrix of the wavelet coefficients, r represents the reflectivity, d
the recorded data and λ2 the hyperparameter that weights the sparsity of the solution. The
cost function 8.4 can be further amended to include a term related to the misfit of impedance
constraints at depth and a term related to the lateral continuity of the reflectivity reconstruction.
This leads to a cost function of kind

J = ||Wr− d||22 + µ2||Kr− c||22 + ν2||r− r0||22 + λ2||r||11. (8.5)

In equation 8.5 K represents the integration operator that transforms reflectivity into impedance
up to the arrival time of the constraint at depth, the value of which is indicated by the vector
c. The relative weight of the constraints at depth relatively to the data misfit is adjusted by
the hyperparameter µ2. Lateral continuity is accounted for by the term ν2||r − r0||, where r0

represents the reconstruction on adjacent traces and the weight of this term is determined by
the hyperparameter ν2.
In order to obtain more sensible estimates of velocity at depth, a second work-flow with a layer
stripping approach has been devised. This workflow requires additional a priori information,
more specifically an interpretation of the horizons on the GPR profile. Once those horizons
have been picked, a windowing function mutes the parts of the traces that are sufficiently far
from each pick. This muting corresponds to neglecting all the intra-layer information in terms
of EM property variation. The minimum L1 norm solution, as described above, is obtained
for the muted dataset. The mean value of the velocity obtained after the first layer boundary
is kept as reference velocity for a new reflectivity reconstruction pass in which the first inter-
face is stripped off the data. The lateral mean aims at stabilising the solution at depth, at the
expenses of losing resolution on the lateral variation of velocity. The following layer-stripping
pass estimates the third layer impedance, then the second horizon is removed and the process
continues until the deepest interpreted horizon.

8.3 Case study: Boulder Clay Glacier

A GPR dataset was acquired in November 2017 to gain information about the Boulder Clay
Glacier, which lies few kilometers from the Mario Zucchelli italian base in Antartica. GPR
traces were acquired by Emanuele Forte by means of Malå Geoscience ProEx GPR system with
250 MHz nominal peak frequency. Trace interval is 10 cm and time sampling is 0.399 ns for a
total trace length of 400 ns. A portion consisting of 2501 GPR traces has been singled out from
line 4734 to study the feasibility of the amplitude inversion for velocity field reconstruction.
A direct wave has been registered by the antenna pairs. The acquisition device is the same as
detailed by Dossi, Forte, and Pipan (2018) where an estimation of the reference amplitude at
1 meter (A0 = 136518[1/m]) is provided for the direction of the maximum intensity and the
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decay function

A(r) =
A0

1 + r
+ B (8.6)

This value (A0) remains valid for all the family of functions of parameter p of the kind:

A(r) =
A0

1 + rp . (8.7)

Equation 8.7 describes a power decay with distance (r) and it neglects the contribution of B. The
goal of the exponent p is to account not only for spherical divergence, but also for transmission
losses, scattering and absorption within the travel path. It is therefore sensible to consider p
slightly larger than 1. A statistical analysis on the input data has been carried out to estimate
sensible values for p. The findings are presented in Figure 8.1. The standard deviation of the
samples across traces has been analysed by letting the parameter p vary from 1 to 2.25. After
outlier removal, p = 2 is the value that shows the smallest trend of the resulting standard devi-
ation of the data amplitude with depth (see Figure 8.1). Therefore, a gain recovery with p = 2
has been applied in what follows.
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FIGURE 8.1: Standard deviation measure of GPR mean amplitudes as function of travel-
time for different gain functions. A linear fitting (red line) has been superimposed on each
panel to the blue curve corresponding to the standard deviation of the trace amplitudes for
each time sample. The fourth panel (p=2) shows the best balancing in terms of amplitudes

between the shallowest and the deepest part of the trace.
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FIGURE 8.2: Wavelet estimation. Direct wave
recorded from the GPR instrument in blue. Wavelet
extracted from snow-firn horizon-stack in red dots. A
certain degree of dispersion is evident in the tail of the
dotted wavelet. The Amplitude is displayed for source
to receiver distance equal to 1 m, in other terms the

peak amplitude is A0 from equation 8.6.

The recorded direct wave is shown in Figure 8.2
and the input dataset is shown before (Figure
8.3) and after (Figure 8.4) gain recovery. Some
additional processing steps have been carried
out by means of Matlab routines which have
been modified from Sacchi and SAIG (Seismi-
cLab) under the GNU v.3.0 license. High am-
plitude vertical stripes are evident in the shal-
low (Figure 8.4) and have been tackled with
a mild f-x interpolation (Soubaras (2005)) in
the frequency range 200-360 MHz that removes
all the frequency components of linear events
whose energy is 5 times the median energy of
a window consisting of 240 time samples and
40 traces. A Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA)
in frequency domain (see for reference Oropeza
and Sacchi (2011)) on the f-x interpolation out-
put has been applied to the frequency-domain

representation of overlapping windows (41x41 samples). 10 principal components have been
kept. Lastly, a time variant low-pass filter has been applied below 160 ns with 10 ns transition.
The cut-off frequency for this filter has been set to 500 MHz.
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FIGURE 8.3: Raw data after Dewow and an Ormsby bandpass filter (zero phase, cut-
off frequencies: 100 - 800 MHz). The dashed black line indicates the start of the target
region and corresponds to 9 samples before the arrival time of one of interpreted horizons,
presumably corresponding to the snow-firn discontinuity. All the processing that follows

focuses on the 320 ns below the dashed line.
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FIGURE 8.4: GPR section after divergence gain recovery with p=2. Data window shows
the 320 ms below what has been interpreted as snow-firn interface.
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FIGURE 8.5: GPR section after one pass of f-x interpolation, an overlapping-window
SSA that selects 10 principal components out of 41, and a time variant low-pass filter
(500 MHz) which is active from 160 ns down to the end of the trace (10 ns transition).
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the picked horizons have been kept from the original data, while all the other samples have

been zeroed. The deepest horizon separates the glacier and the bedrock.
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8.4 Amplitude Inversion: Work-flow 1

The minimum L1-norm deconvolution described by equation 8.5 has been applied to the in-
put data shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5. I assumed the permittivity of the first sample to be
homogeneous across the traces and equal to 18 10−12F/m, which corresponds, under the low-
conductivity hypothesis, to a propagation velocity of roughly 21 cm/ns. Some issues are found
when using the measured wavelet for the inversion purpose. In fact, the reflectivity section of
Figure 8.8 and the subsequent velocity of Figure 8.10 show the snow-firn event not resolved as
a unique interface. The wavelet estimated from the snow-firn horizon stack resolves more pre-
cisely this event into a unique reflector with the expected polarity and a reasonable amplitude
(Figure 8.9 and 8.12). However, some residual wavelet effects can be appreciated on deeper
reflectors in this case. Deconvolution represents a difficult task on GPR data (Turner, 1994) and
deterministic results are strongly influenced by the dispersive nature of the method (Economou
and Vafidis, 2012). The reflectivity section in Figure 8.9 appears still reasonable, but the sub-
sequent quantitative reconstruction of velocity shown in Figure 8.12 is strongly corrupted by
trace-to-trace artefacts, which produce unrealistic lateral velocity variations. In order to reduce
the problem, a solution with enhanced lateral continuity (ν 6= 0 in equation 8.5) is proposed in
Figure 8.13, but little improvement is obtained. The pre-processing is also helping in reducing
the trace-to-trace artefacts, but no dramatic improvement is obtained (compare for reference
the results of Figures 8.11 and 8.12). However, it is interesting to notice that both the general
decreasing trend of the velocity and the overall velocity field values are in general realistic if
we consider that a compacted snow at the surface is substituted by firn and by more and more
compact ice (with lower and lower velocities) for increasing depths.
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FIGURE 8.8: Reflectivity obtained from minimum L1-norm deconvolution out of the
section of Figure 8.5 and the recorded wavelet. The event around 10 ns TWT in Figure
8.5 is re-defined as two different reflectors leading to an unreasonable reconstruction of

the propagation velocity.
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FIGURE 8.9: Reflectivity obtained from minimum L1-norm deconvolution out of the
section of Figure 8.5 and a wavelet estimated from the snow-firn horizon stack. The event

around 10 ns TWT in Figure 8.5 is better resolved than in Figure 8.8.
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FIGURE 8.10: Velocity [cm/ns] obtained from inversion of the input of Figure 8.5.
Recorded wavelet adopted for deconvolution. A mild weight on velocity (17 cm/ns) at
depth around the travel-time of the deepest continuous horizon in Figure 8.7 has been
imposed on the solution. An high velocity anomaly appears at 40-80 ns TWT for meet-
ing the constraints at depth due to the high amplitude and poorly resolved reflectivity of
the snow-firn discontinuity. Vertical bands are artefacts due to the 1-D approach of the
inversion. The hyperparameter ν2 that accounts for the lateral continuity of the solution

has been set to 0.
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FIGURE 8.11: Velocity [cm/ns] obtained from inversion of the input of Figure 8.4.
The inversion algorithm parametrisation is the same as in Figure 8.10, but the wavelet
adopted for deconvolution is the one obtained by the snow-firn horizon stack. The pro-
posed inversion shows a trend of decreasing velocity with depth which is reasonable for

the dataset analysed.
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FIGURE 8.12: Velocity [cm/ns] obtained from time summation of the reflectivity pre-
sented in Figure 8.9 on the input of Figure 8.5. Same parametrisation as in Figure 8.11
(wavelet from snow-firn interface). By comparing this inverted section to the inverted

section in Figure 8.11, little difference can be ascribed to the data filtering step.
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FIGURE 8.13: Velocity [cm/ns] obtained from the input of Figure 8.5. The inversion
proposed accounts for a constraint on velocity at depth (same as in Figure 8.10) and a
weight on the lateral variability of the solution. Little improvement on lateral continuity

can be noticed with respect to the solution proposed in Figure 8.12.

Although the inverted velocities show unrealistic lateral variations, it is still possible to notice
a degree of coherency within the icy layers. This does not happen within the bedrock whose
velocities heavily depend on the diffracted energy, being the ice-bedrock contact a mixing of
reflected and diffracted energy rather than a pure reflection. The strong velocity variation at the
snow-firn interface is underlined by all the inversion estimates which use the wavelet extracted
from the horizon for the purposes of deconvolution.

8.5 Amplitude Inversion: Work-flow 2

A layer stripping approach has also been attempted in order to reduce the trace-to-trace arte-
facts that affect the reconstruction of work-flow 1. A first approach towards a more stable so-
lution was that of inverting the muted section in Figure 8.7. The obtained result shows similar
issues to those presented in the previous section and it is reported for reference in Figure 8.14.
The actual layer-stripping approach solution described in section 8.2 is presented in Figure
8.15. This result is not constrained at depth, and the reflectivity along the selected horizons is
presumably reduced by the lateral averaging of events with different polarities. For this reason
the reconstruction of velocity is much closer to the input velocity than in work-flow 1 results.
However, a strong contrast is still visible around 10 ns with the deeper layers that follow, as
expected, a general trend of decreasing velocity with depth.
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FIGURE 8.14: Estimation of propagation velocity [cm/ns] from the recursive summation
of the reconstructed reflectivity. Input to the inversion algorithm is the section of Figure
8.7 and the parametrisation is the same as in Figure 8.13. The resulting velocity field

shows similar artefacts that those obtained in Figure 8.13.
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FIGURE 8.15: Layer-stripping inversion of the GPR profile from trace 1 to 1940. The
largest variation in propagation velocity [cm/ns] happens around 10 ns TWT, and a trend
of decreasing velocity with depth is apparent on the data. The actual values of velocity are
probably biased toward the velocity of the first layer by traces with mixed polarity along

the same reflector.

8.6 Discussion

From the Figures of the previous two sections is apparent that most of the local velocity varia-
tions are related either to diffractions (scattering) or to local effects within the shallowest layer.
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Those high amplitudes propagate at depth as velocity vertical bands in the recursive inversion
results. While the presence of diffractions in the GPR section is limited in number and in its ef-
fects (mainly within the bedrock), the reasons for the amplitude variation within the snow-firn
event appear more elusive.
In fact, the GPR instrument should be almost perfectly repetitive (see Dossi, Forte, and Pipan
(2018)) and, given the acquisition setting, the antenna-ground coupling should be even across
traces. To this end, a quality control plot is shown in Figure 8.17. The amplitude of the direct
arrival is fairly homogeneous across the section, while a stronger trace to trace variation is ev-
idenced on the target horizon. A positive correlation between the amplitudes of the snow-firn
event and the amplitude of the outgoing wavelet (estimated from the direct arrival) can be vi-
sually found. However, this does not explain all the trace-to-trace amplitude variability which
stands out from the instantaneous amplitude section of Figure 8.16. Minor sources of ampli-
tude bias for radar data may also be due to poor sampling interval (Dossi, Forte, and Pipan,
2018) and data processing (dewow, leakage due to noise attenuation).
Random noise and interference seem to be less problematic in this context because of the lat-
eral coherency weight in the minimum L1-norm solution and the layer average in the layer-
stripping solution.
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property estimation.
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FIGURE 8.17: Instantaneous amplitude of the of the direct arrival (Panel A and B) and
the snow-firn discontinuity (Panel C and D). Peak amplitude normalised to 1 (red indi-
cates high amplitude). Antenna elevation above the surface may play a role in the am-
plitude variations within the direct arrival. Although the instantaneous amplitude of the
direct arrival is positively correlated with the instantaneous amplitude in the reference
horizon amplitude, the latter is much more discontinuous and further factors should be
considered in order to understand its behaviour. It is still noticeable that for the majority
of the traces the maximum amplitude of the snow-firn event is close to the median value

across the section.

At the present stage the results of the GPR data inversion from the Boulder Clay Glacier suggest
further investigation on the adopted techniques is required for obtaining quantitatively sound
results. The first step towards a successful result appears the ability to deal with noise and
amplitude bursts.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Summary of the Results

The thesis provides an overview on the the spectral estimation methods applied to seismic
data. In the author’s perspective this review aims at clarifying the points related to spectral es-
timation for low frequency completion that were not fully detailed in the relevant literature to
date. The review also analyses the factors affecting reflection seismic and GPR data amplitude,
as a necessary feasibility study for a meaningful inversion.
Three main topics have been developed within the thesis.
The first refers to the estimation of the acoustic impedance from zero-offset seismic reflection
data: the sparse-spike and the AR methods for low frequency extrapolation have been analysed
to this end. The AR method has been stabilised with soft constraints at depth, with the infor-
mation derived from the interval velocity field, and by accounting for the lateral continuity of
the reflectivity. This led to what I called CARV method. The CARV method provides a more
robust AI estimate than the original AR algorithm at the expense of larger amount of informa-
tion required, additional pre-conditioning work, and more time-consuming parameter tuning.
Robustness to the parametrization choice and to partially incorrect input data is demonstrated
on synthetic examples characterized by sparsity in the time-domain representation of the re-
flectivity and on real seismic data. The CARV algorithm is able to highlight lateral variations
of acoustic impedance on the marine dataset of Rockall Trough that cannot be obtained with
the typical impedance inversion work-flows which derive the low frequency information from
well-log data. The algorithm requires good data quality; in fact the estimations on the marine
Penobscot test data could not be considered as adequate as in the case of the Rockall Trough test
scenario. On land data, further problems arise from the large uncertainty on the AI reference
value at depth, and for the generalized poorer S/N which characterizes this kind of surveys.
The second topic refers to the pre-stack low frequency reconstruction. The thesis presents two
algorithms for the estimation of the full bandwidth of the elastic impedance and of a differ-
ent set of elastic parameters. The success of the algorithms on synthetic examples has not
prompted the same success on real data. Reasons for this behaviour must be sought in the S/N
that characterises pre-stack gathers and in the problematic identification of stringent lithologi-
cal constraints for some elastic parameters. Due to the linearisation of the governing law of the
problem, which restricts the range of angles for the inversion, anomalies only on the s-wave
velocity and on the density are not always singled out properly by the approach adopted in the
thesis.
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The third novel aspect delineated by the thesis consists of analysing the effects of correlations
among the elastic parameters on the stability of the three-terms AVA inversion. The analy-
sis has been performed as a function of the maximum incidence angle and of the background
Poisson ratio and it assesses the role of the correlations due to Gardner and the Mudrock line
relationships. The drawback of the proposed regularisation consists on obtaining solutions that
show linear dependences between the elastic parameter reflectivities. This fact does not con-
stitute a critical issue since most of the seismic events actually follow this background trend.
However, it is worth acknowledging that exploration targets that show relevant anomalies on
the background elastic properties represent a challenge for the method because an accurate a
priori model for the target may not always be available. This analysis provides the means to
determine the degree of correlation among the elastic parameters that is required to resolve
the indeterminacy among them, depending on the S/N that characterises the seismic event, on
the acquisition geometry, and on the background geology. From the point of view of feasibility
studies, the analysis could provide an indication on the acquisition geometry that is required to
solve the indeterminacy among the variation of mechanical properties of the subsurface, given
the confidence on the a priori correlations on the target of interest.

TABLE 9.1: Schematic summary of the advancements discussed in the thesis.

Topic State of the Art Advancements Future Work

Acoustic Low-frequencies from Low-frequencies from bandwidth Model in the inversion process
Impedance well-log interpolation. extension and ancillary info. non-stationary wavelet effects.
Inversion

Theoretical aspects of the AR Overview on the details Improve the model order
reconstruction not fully described. of the method. choice.

AR inversion unstable Velocity-field regularisation and lateral Include trace-varying scalar
on real data. smoothing partially mitigate the instability. in the inversion.

Sparse-spike inversion. Sparse-spike inversion on GPR data Deal with noise
acquired on a glacier. of GPR profiles.

Elastic Low-frequencies from Low-frequencies from bandwidth Model in the inversion process
Parameter well-log interpolation. extension and ancillary info. the wavelet effects.
Inversion

No literature on low-frequency Two work-flows proposed More work required for sensible
extension for elastic inversion. and tests on synthetic examples. results on real data.

Instability of the linearised Analysis on the stability of the Analysis on different parametri-
three-terms AVA. regularised three-terms AVA. sation and prior information.

9.2 Future Work

The present work aims at reconstructing the mechanical properties of the subsurface inves-
tigated by an elastic wave-field. The extension of the techniques proposed in the thesis to
electromagnetic wave-fields is only partially investigated: the present work could be further
extended to the specific field of GPR data inversion only when the noise of this type of data
is adequately reduced. The research is based on the assumption that the subsurface is made
up of homogeneous, horizontally layered, blocks. This is a very stringent assumption that full-
waveform inversion approaches might help to mitigate. The well-known problem of obtaining
laterally smooth solutions via recursive methods was approached by globally smoothing either
the input data, or the estimates. Smoothing kernels applied on dip-steered volumes could be
a way to enhance the continuity of the estimates that I did not test in the thesis. Considering
adaptive scalars or, even better, an adaptive wavelet for each seismic trace to account for all the
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physical phenomena that happen to the wave-field other than the reflection at plane interfaces,
could further enhance the continuity of the estimates.
As far as it concerns the pre-stack estimates, the governing law of the problem that I used in
the thesis is a valid approximation only for small incidence angles. Considering a more com-
plex relationship between the reflectivity at different angles and the mechanical properties of
the subsurface would be an interesting topic to explore. The availability of s-wave reflection
records could help to obtain more accurate results on real data.
The regularisation of the AVA inversion could be further extended to include the uncertainty
on the Rock Physics coefficients. Finally, the extension of the analysis on the predictive power
of the amplitude with angle information contained in the seismic records, to the prediction
of litho-fluid properties such as porosity, clay content, or the type of fluid, could become, on
specific targets, a new research objective.
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Appendix A

Matlab code - Combined AR-velocity
inversion of AI

A.1

The MATLAB function presented here below runs on version R2014a (8.3.0.532). The purposes
of the funciton is to return the CARV reconstruction of the full-bandwidth of reflectivity and
the subsequent AI inversion (see Chapter 3 for the details). The required input are described in
the commented lines at the beginnig of the code.

1 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 %--------------------AR RECOVERY OF AI ------------------------------------

3 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 %---INPUT -----------------------------------------------------------------

5 %--- seismic: 2-D seismic line whose columns are the seismic traces--------

6 %--- scalar: Scalar to transform seismic amplitudes into reflectivity -----

7 %--- dt: Temporal sampling interval [ms] ----------------------------------

8 %--- horizon_no: Number of horizon used to constrain the AI reconstruction

9 %--- horizon_name: Vector of strings containing the names of the horizons -

10 %--- parametrisation: path to a parametrisation file (see example below) --

11 %--- velocity_field: path to a csv file with a table for velocities -------

12 %--- Gardner: vector whose first element is alpha and second element c ----

13 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

14 %---OUTPUT ----------------------------------------------------------------

15 %---IMP: Acoustic Impedance estimated from the algorithm [rayl] -----------

16 %---REF: Reflectivity estimated from the algorithm ------------------------

17 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

18 %---Structure of the parameters file to be prompt or read: ----------------

19 %---1 Impedance of the first layer [rayl] ----------------------------------

20 %---2 Order of the AR model -----------------------------------------------

21 %---3 Low cut frequency for the AR model [Hz] -----------------------------

22 %---4 Bandpass flag -------------------------------------------------------

23 %---5 High cut frequency for the AR model [Hz] ----------------------------

24 %---6 Number of iterations of pass 3 --------------------------------------

25 %---7 Number of constraints -----------------------------------------------

26 %---8 Flag for the incorporation of velocity field ------------------------

27 %---9 Regularisation parameter for incorporating the velocity field -------

28 %---6+4i Time of the i-th constraint [ms] ---------------------------------

29 %---7+4i Uncertainty on the impedance of the i-th constraint [ms]----------
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30 %---8+4i Impedance of the i-th constraint [rayl] --------------------------

31 %---9+4i Uncertainty on the impedance of the i-th constraint --------------

32 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

33 %---Reding the data -------------------------------------------------------

34 function [IMP,REF] = AR_RECOVERY_OF_AI ...

(seismic,scalar,dt,horizon_no,horizon_name,parametrisation,velocity_field,Gardner)

35 IN=seismic./scalar;

36 siz=size(IN); %storing the number of samples/traces

37 IMP=zeros(siz(1),siz(2));

38 REF=zeros(siz(1),siz(2));

39 %---Preliminary check for amplitude ---------------------------------------

40 if max(max(abs(IN)))>1

41 scalar=max(max(abs(IN)));

42 IN=IN./scalar;

43 end

44 %---Reading the parametrization -------------------------------------------

45 fid=fopen(parametrisation);

46 [I0,M,iter,Fmin,Fmax,a,nc,tcons,etcons,vcons,econs,vflag,lambda,shift]=read_batch(fid);

47 %---Reading the horizon information as couples (TWT,trace_number) ---------

48 for j=1:horizon_no

49 H{j}=csvread(horizon_name(j,:));

50 end

51 %--- INPUT THE VELOCITY FILE WHEN APPROPRIATE -----------------------------

52 if vflag ==1

53 Vint=csvread(velocity_field);

54 end

55 %---INITIALISATION---------------------------------------------------------

56 for w=1:siz(2);

57 tr=IN(1:end,w);

58 n=length(tr);

59 df=1/(n*dt/1000);

60 fn=1/(2*dt/1000);

61 fp=df.*[1:1:round(n/2)];

62 reg_flag=0; %Flag for pointing out issues in the the regularisation

63 TR=fftshift(fft(tr));

64 Fmina=round(Fmin/df);

65 Fmaxa=round(Fmax/df);

66 TRc=TR(ceil(n/2)+1+Fmina+1:ceil(n/2)+Fmaxa+1);

67 if a==0

68 Fmaxa=fn/df-1; %-1 is to avoid edge effects

69 end

70 for i=1:horizon_no

71 tcons(i)=dt*(round(H{i}(w,1)/dt))+shift;

72 end

73 %---WALKER AND ULRYCH AR FLOW (UNCONSTRAINED) -----------------------------

74 %---PASS 1 ----------------------------------------------------------------

75 g=aryule(TRc,M); %arburg,armcov possible

76 %---PASS 2 ----------------------------------------------------------------

77 xg=zeros(1,2*M+1);

78 xg=xcorr(g(1,:),g(1,:));

79 xg=conj(xg(ceil(length(xg)/2):end))/xg(ceil(length(xg)/2));

80 B=zeros(2*Fmina+1,1);

81 if 2*Fmina+1>M+1
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82 xg(M+2:2*Fmina+1)=0;

83 G=toeplitz(xg(1:2*Fmina+1));

84 else

85 G=toeplitz(xg(1:2*Fmina+1));

86 end

87 if cond(G)>1000000

88 reg_flag=1;

89 end

90 for j=-Fmina:Fmina

91 j1=j+Fmina+1;

92 B(j1)=(conj(xg(1+j1:M+1))*conj(TRc(1:M-j1+1)));

93 end

94 C=conj(B(end:-1:1));

95 B=-(B+C);

96 clear C

97 TRint=G\B;

98 TRfill=[conj(TRc(end:-1:1)); TRint ; TRc];

99 %---PASS 3 (Many iterations are possible)----------------------------------

100 for iteration=1:iter

101 g3=aryule(TRfill,M); %arburg,armcov possible

102 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

103 xg3=xcorr(g3(:),g3(:));

104 xg3=conj(xg3(ceil(length(xg3)/2):end))/xg3(ceil(length(xg3)/2));

105 B3=zeros(2*Fmina+1,1);

106 if 2*Fmina+1>M+1

107 xg3(M+2:2*Fmina+1)=0;

108 G3=toeplitz(xg3(1:2*Fmina+1));

109 else

110 G3=toeplitz(xg3(1:2*Fmina+1));

111 end

112 if cond(G3)>100000

113 reg_flag=1;

114 end

115 for j=-Fmina:Fmina

116 j1=j+Fmina+1;

117 B3(j1)=(conj(xg3(1+j1:M+1).')*(TRfill(Fmaxa-Fmina:-1:Fmaxa-Fmina-M+j1)));

118 end

119 C3=conj(B3(end:-1:1));

120 B3=-(B3+C3);

121 clear C3

122 TRint3=G3\B3;

123 TRfill=[conj(TRc(end:-1:1)); TRint3 ; TRc];

124 TRint=TRint3;

125 end

126 if iter>0

127 G=G3;

128 B=B3;

129 end

130 TRccons=[zeros(n/2-Fmaxa,1); -conj(TRc(end:-1:1)); zeros(2*Fmina+1,1); TRc; ...

zeros(n/2-Fmaxa-1,1)];% High frequencies padded with zeroes

131 trccons=ifft(ifftshift(TRccons),'symmetric');

132 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

133 %--- INTRODUCTION OF THE TOMOGRAPHIC VELOCITY FIELD -----------------------
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134 if vflag==1

135 vint=Vint(:,w);

136 gamma=0.5*log(Gardner(1).*vint.^Gardner(2)./I0);

137 cv=floor(n/(2*Fmina+1));

138 for i=1:cv:n

139 ni((i-1+cv)/cv)=sum(trccons(1:i));

140 end

141 gamma2=gamma(1:cv:n)-(ni).';

142 L=zeros(Fmina,ceil(n/cv));

143 for i=1:1+Fmina

144 for j=1:cv:n

145 L(i,(j-1+cv)/cv)=sum(exp(2i*pi*(i-1)/(n+1)*(1:j)));

146 end

147 end

148 L=([conj(L(end:(-1):2,:));L]/(n+1)).';

149 sca=max(eig(G))/max(eig(L'*L));

150 lambda2=lambda*sca;

151 G1=G+lambda2*(L')*L;

152 B1=B+lambda2*(L')*gamma2;

153 TRint=G1\B1;

154 else

155 G1=G;

156 B1=B;

157 end

158 TRfill3=[zeros(n/2-Fmaxa,1); conj(TRc(end:-1:1)); TRint ; TRc; ...

zeros(n/2-Fmaxa-1,1)];

159 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

160 %---CONSTRAINTS ON IMPEDANCE ----------------------------------------------

161 if nc>0

162 econs2=0.5*(log((vcons+econs)/I0)-log(vcons/I0)); %error on impedance constraint

163 vcons2=0.5*log(vcons/I0);

164 tcons2=round(tcons/dt);

165 etcons2=round(etcons/dt); %uncertainty on timings

166 mu=zeros(1,nc); %HYPOTHESIS: mu is reconstructed neglecting the high ...

frequencies and applying the superposition principle

167 for i=1:nc

168 mu(i)=0.5*(sum(trccons(1:tcons2(i)))+sum(trccons(1:(tcons2(i)+etcons2(i)))));

169 end

170 beta=vcons2-mu;

171 H__1=zeros(n+1,nc);

172 for i=1:n+1

173 for j=1:nc

174 H__1(i,j)=0.5*(((n+1)/(i-1)/pi/(2i)).*(exp((2i)*pi*(-1+i)/(n+1)*(tcons2(j)))-1)+((n+1)/(i-1)/pi/(2i)).*(exp((2i)*pi*(-1+i)/(n+1)*(tcons2(j)+etcons2(j)))-1));%ANALYTICAL ...

INTEGRATION

175 end

176 end

177 for j=1:nc

178 H__1(1,j)=tcons2(j);

179 H__1(:,j)=(fftshift(H__1(:,j)))/(n+1).';

180 H__1(1:n/2,j)=conj(H__1(end:(-1):n/2+2,j));

181 end

182 H__1=H__1(n/2+1-Fmina:n/2+1+Fmina,:);

183 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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184 %--- SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMISATION PROBLEM ---------------------------------

185 bc=[beta+econs2 -beta+econs2].';

186 Hc=[(H__1.');-(H__1.')];

187 options = optimset('LargeScale', 'off','Display','off');

188 Ygolub=lsqlin(G1,B1,Hc,bc,[],[],[],[],[],options); %The impedance (LOW AND ...

MID FREQUENCY DERIVED) is constrained to lay between beta-econs and ...

beta+econs

189 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

190 energy_mf=sum(TRc.*conj(TRc))/(Fmaxa-Fmina);

191 energy_lf=sum(Ygolub.*conj(Ygolub))/(2*Fmina+1);

192 if energy_lf>4*energy_mf

193 ['WARNING: The constraints are not compatible with the AR model of the ...

seismogram.'];

194 reg_flag=1;

195 end

196 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

197 TRfillcons=[zeros(n/2-Fmaxa,1); conj(TRc(end:-1:1)); Ygolub ; TRc; ...

zeros(n/2-Fmaxa-1,1)];

198 TRfull=TRfillcons;

199 O=ifftshift(TRfull);

200 o=ifft(O,'symmetric');

201 else

202 TRfull=TRfill3;

203 O=ifftshift(TRfull);

204 o=ifft(O,'symmetric');

205 TRfillcons=[];

206 end

207 %--- HIGH FREQUENCY EXTENSION (LOG NORM BY SACCHI) ------------------------

208 if reg_flag 6=1; %Avoid the high frequency reconstruction if the solution is a ...

regularised one

209 [o,Ve,TRfull] = Sacchi_HF_extension (o,n,Fmaxa,nc,TRfill3,TRfillcons);

210 end

211 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

212 %--- Wavelet shaping control: control to avoid instabilities

213 f=find(o>0);

214 e=find(o<0);

215 if sign(o(n))>0;

216 q(1)=n-max(e);

217 else

218 q(2)=n-max(f);

219 end

220 m=max(f(2:end)-f(1:end-1));

221 p=max(e(2:end)-e(1:end-1));

222 if m>Fmina/2 | p>Fmina/2 | q>Fmina/2

223 ['REGULARISATION STILL NEEDED']

224 elseif nc>0

225 if energy_lf>c*energy_mf | energy_mf>c*energy_lf

226 ['REGULARISATION STILL NEEDED']

227 end

228 elseif imp_rec>10^8 | imp_rec<10^5 %On real data only

229 ['REGULARISATION STILL NEEDED']

230 end

231 %---CALCULATING THE OUTPUT IMPEDANCE --------------------------------------
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232 imp_rec=zeros(1,n);

233 imp_rec=I0.*exp(2.*cumsum(o));

234 IMP(:,w)=imp_rec;

235 REF(:,w)=o;

236 clearvars TR TRc tr g g3 sigg xg B G TRint TRfill xg3 B3 G3 TRint3

237 end

238 return

239

240 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

241 %--- FUNCTION TO READ THE PARAMETRISATION FILE ----------------------------

242 function ...

[I0,M,iter,Fmin,Fmax,a,nc,tcons,etcons,vcons,econs,vflag,lambda,shift]=read_batch(fid)

243 s=textscan(fid,'%s','delimiter',' ');

244 string=s{1};

245 for i=1:ceil(length(string))

246 stra(1:ceil(length(string)),1)=string(1:(length(string)));

247 end

248 fclose(fid);

249 for i=1:ceil(length(string))

250 aa=stra(i);

251 aaa(i)=str2double(aa);

252 end

253 I0=aaa(1);

254 M=aaa(2);

255 Fmin=aaa(3);

256 a=aaa(4);

257 Fmax=aaa(5);

258 iter=aaa(6);

259 nc=aaa(7);

260 vflag=aaa(8);

261 shift=aaa(10);

262 if nc 6=0

263 for i=1:nc

264 tcons(i,:)=aaa(4*i+7);

265 etcons(i)=aaa(4*i+8);

266 vcons(i)=aaa(4*i+9);

267 econs(i)=aaa(4*i+10);

268 end

269 else

270 tcons=[];

271 etcons=[];

272 vcons=[];

273 econs=[];

274 lambda=[];

275 end

276 if vflag==1

277 lambda=aaa(9);

278 else

279 lambda=[];

280 Fvel=[];

281 end

282 return

283
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284 %--------------------------------------------------------------------------

285 %--- FUNCTION FOR THE HIGH FREQUENCY COMPLETION ---------------------------

286 function [o,Ve,TRfull] = Sacchi_HF_extension ...

(o,n,Fmaxa,nc,TRfill3,TRfillcons)

287 Ve(1)=0;

288 Ve(2)=sum(o.^2.*(log(o.^2)-log(sum(o.^2/n)))./sum(o.^2/n))/(n*log(n));

289 energy=sum(o.^2)*n/(2*Fmaxa+1);

290 i=2;

291 while Ve(i-1)<Ve(i)

292 i=i+1;

293 q=o.^2/sum(o.^2)*n;

294 bh=(n).*((log(q)+1).*o)/sum((log(q)+1).*q);

295 BH=fftshift(fft(bh));

296 if nc>0

297 TRfull=[BH(1:round(n/2)-Fmaxa); ...

(TRfillcons(round(n/2)-Fmaxa+1:round(n/2)+Fmaxa+1)); ...

BH(Fmaxa+round(n/2)+2:end)];

298 else

299 TRfull=[BH(1:round(n/2)-Fmaxa); ...

(TRfill3(round(n/2)-Fmaxa+1:round(n/2)+Fmaxa+1)); ...

BH(Fmaxa+round(n/2)+2:end)];

300 end

301 O=ifftshift(TRfull);

302 o=ifft(O,'symmetric');

303 Ve(i)=(sum(o.^2.*(log(o.^2)-log(sum(o.^2/n)))./sum(o.^2/n)))/(n*log(n));

304 en=sum(o.^2);

305 if energy < en

306 Ve(i)=Ve(i)-1;

307 end

308 end

309 return
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